PORTLAND, SATURDAY MORNING. DECEMBER 15, 1877.

ESTABLISHED JUNE 23, 1862.-YOL. 15.

TERMS $8.00 PER

ANNUM, IN ADYANCE

v-

BUSINESS CARDS,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Theatre.

Marsh’s

Fanny

Dr. Chas. A.

THE EVENT OF THE SEASON,
Three Nighm and Moliuer,
ol the Distinguished Artists

NO. 606 CONGRESS ST.,
dec4dim

Supported by tbo Original New Tork Company.
Manager
Stage Manager

Mr. IV. R. Dentsch
Mr. J. W. Carroll

....

Thnndhy,

...

Boots and Shoes

Near High Street.

Mr. & Mrs. Florence
Friday and Saturday Night,
Saturday INaliaee,
The Success of the Ago,

and

F. Talbot

George

AT

OFFICE
Portland

Bank.

Savings

no7d6m

Mighty Dollar
played by them

As

over

nights

300

in

New York.

Prices—Evening—Orchestra Chairs, $1.00; Dress
Circle, 75 and 50 cents; Gallery, 35 cents.
Matinee—Orchestra Chairs, 75 cents; Dress Circle,
50 cents; Admission 35 and 25 cents.
declOdlw

M.

MECHANICS’
ON

BY

MIDDLE

Dec3

Canal JBank

A.
DEC. 17tb,

o’clock:,
—

Frederic

188

—

-A.t

—

Henry Gerrish,

M. D..

Subject: “The Criminality ef Disease.”
Per order

W.

Marsh’s

Theati e,

PORTLAND.
One Week

Positively

STREET,

...

••*---•
...

Gutta Percha (or Show Ball Shoes lor Horses, the best thing ever
used, with (all directions (or using, at

BRADBURY,

BION

HALL’S RUBBER STORE,

BRADBURY,

216

Counsellor at Law,
HAS

NO.

34

EXCHANGE

MIDDLE

dlw

STREET,

(iERRV^JR.,

MONARCH MARVEL

FROM NEW YORK.

Law, ENOCH LORD,

at

Attorney

appearance in 10 years of the

Goods

Holiday

eouotwii

ELBRIDGE

The most elegant line

ol

49 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

dfcf

nov29

130

MATT A BAMS,

4k

Constable

for

Coroner

emb-acing;

Popular Prices—Admission 35 cents; Reserved
Seats 50cents; Children 25 cents
Seats can be
secured at iheatre Box Office three days in advance*
declOdJw
E. ROSENBAUM, Manager.

itl.

for

Portland,

HOLIDAY GOODS

Exchange St.,
OFFERS FOR

County,

—

Christmas

SI I-a KXCHINCR STREET.

IN

—

~~BC

precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the

—AND—

detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
hours.
Jan8
dtf

to at all

The

LECTTRE

1876

PREIIVns

FIRST

BRACKETS, FOOT

1877.

BY

RUSSELL H.
CON WELL.
Subject—- 'Heroes and Heroine*.
Concert by Chandler’s Band previous to Lecture.
Tickets50cents, including reserved seat, to be
obtained at Stockbrldge’s Mnsic Store and at (he
door
Doors open at 6.30; Music at 7.15: Lecture
COL.

7.45.de!3dlw
priz«

Holidays,

THE BEST

Holiday Clifts

!

than last year’s prices.

Blacking Boxes, Dining Chairs, <&c.

Every one is cordially invited

at

to

KELLOGG.

of all descriptions.

rangements with Mr. Max Strakosch for the appearance in Portland of

or

Please call. Don’t mind the nice Furniture in the
window that can be boagbt lower than you can purchase second hand at other places.

333.

CARS;

Portland Army and Navy Union takes pleas-

3L.OH.Dj
Street.
Exchange

130
dtf

Carlton Kimball,
495

dec13d6t
HOLIDAY

a

be given at City Hall
Thursday Evening;, Dec. 47th-

Tickets $1.00, including reserved seat,
secured at Stockbridge’s Music store. Sale
Thursday morning, Dec. 13th, at 9 A. M.
decll

most

C. E, BEAN.

be

to

will be
dtd

We own n first class Saw mill
in Washington, D C.« capable of
cutting Seven million Feet per annum.
Slew and iu good order.
Excellent home market tor all we
can cut.
Wood will nearly pay
rnnniug expenses,

STEAM BOILER.
In iirst cost and snb.seqnent expense it
cannot be excelled.
This Boiler is
Stronger, Less Liable to Accident and
More Economical than any other known
It baa received the highest recommendation from
in every large city of this
Steam Engineers
country wbeie it has been introduce!
be examined at No. 17

Union

t.

Beef Steak
veuled.

k A U m I A

Can be used

Coal

parity and free

DOES
coal

bnrniug

Try it and be convinced of its
over any Red Ash Coal in the market.
Also in stock Johns, (iidberton I'homas,

qualities

pas°

and
Cumberland
lichigh, Shamokin
Coals These are Special Coals and deserving the
attention ot purchasers who want a reliable article.
For sale in quantities to suit at low

D

H’lio

tion assured

no28dlm

no North
ua, N. H.

Trndo cnnnliod

Fuller, Dana & Fitz,
St., Boston, and Williams & Co.. Nash-

_'hulleod3m

ItOWAfto

cuiuiatiug

an

me HJcmCiOl allu

LAlfill

and Shoes

fresh.

city

purchase yonr Coal is

to

at

RANDALL

A

McALLISTER’8

office.

No

18 Exchange St.,

new

opposite the Post Office.

<*iedtf

'

Closing Oat
As I

6AMFEI, T. SKIDMORE, President
HKJiBF A. OAKLEY, Tice President

Insures

Against

Loss

or

Damage by Fires

CARROLL k RAND,
mal

Clocks ai Jewelry At Cos!!

Watches,

your time to buy goods cheap, for the Holidays. Please call and see me before you make your
purchases elsewhere.
Now is

F. J. ALEXANDER.
28 MAhKET

SQUARE.

P. S.—Persons that have left Watches with me
for repairs will please call and pay charges and take
them away before the first of January.
del4dlwF. J. A» fcXANDER.

hTWIT

F
Ifou

are

cciil.nlly invited

I. 0. COBB’S STEAM

BAKERY,

JtO PEARL ST., for fonr Flour.
**a8
assortment and assures you that he
is able and willing with his
advantages in handling
‘
rili? 7 e°od flo“r and “ R°“<' 'radr.dtf
and

Headquarters

OPEN

FRENCHAcUERMAN

WE dry

MERINO

LAENCRY.

clothes in the open
water and tresh air

air, and so need
than the other
laundries in the city. We have established a laundry
out of town, and will be prepared to commence
work on Monday, Dec. 10th. All order* left at W.
Jones*, 520 Congress Street, opposite Casco, or
P*
6 Bradford
Street., will »eceive prompt attention.

dec7d3m_FRAU

VON HaGEN & (X),

IXr.r'cr'.t™*
artdrcM

lfl

llml/UJi V|

upon

rt-

ceipa of Hiamp.

Si BUSTOS. PurlMi, Haile.
COLLINS
decio
dtf
1

1

AND

of every

MERINO

for JLadies nod fSents
lowest prices.

description
at

ftkates ^repaired

8kate*

to

let

AND

VESTS

AND

at

ULMER & HEHR’S,

537
oc22

PANTS

&

CO.,

Congress Street.

dtf

Always

HEW PANNIERS,

freshest

answered

lound.

the choicest and

promptly.

HX/Iox-rill’s,

free of

_3 aid

—

oc26

Store on Free St. Large
Cood BasemeDt Enquire ot
SAMUEL THURSTON.

.___Free

EMPIRE

St. Block.

PARTIBLE PARLE
—

HAND

AND

GEO. II.

SITIAliBOxV,

"XT axilts Cleaned,

Webb.

‘A? Market Square
t

decll

eodly

L&B.C

Buyer

III

honorably disregard that understanding.
From the lower standpoint of policy and
economy the remonetization of silver would
be eminently unwise. Its effect would be to
depreciate our paper currency until it fell to
the value of silver, ninety cents ou a dollar.
An equal rise in prices would speedily follow
The burden of the consequent derangement
of values would fall upon the laboring men,
the class least able to bear it. The profit
would be made by the money changers. All
the silver that is now held in Europe waiting
for a market, would be poured in upon us,
and the great yields of our mines world be
every day adding to our redundant currency,
a currency which would soon become from
the nature of the case still further depreciated, for we could not rid ourselves of the
surplus. When we have too much gold we
can

send

it abroad and
so

exchange

lose no wealth.

it for artiBut the

power of silver is limited to a
small part of Europe,
indeed, there are

ADDUKBS

rnauy iudicatious that it will soon cease to
pass current in auy part. The Latin mone-

The probabilities are that the nations embraced in it will demonetize silver. In that
case an enormous amount of silver will be
thrown upon our market, and a further depreciation will follow. Our currency will be
us valueless for ait use
buyuud our limits as
the wampum of the Iudians; and as the
first settlers took advantage of the savages
and paid for peltries in clam shells at their
nominal value as currency, so Europe will buy
our products and pay us in silver at the
fictitious value we have placed upon it. Silver has a great intrinsic value it is
true, but
ornaalw

oror.rato

if

frt

weight but by tale. As we cannot
compel those who trade with us to accept It
at its over-valuation, while we bind ourselves
not by

to do so, the loss must in every case fall
upon
us.
These facts must appeal to all men who
believe iu an honest currency. They will
not of course affect the strongest advocates of
the scheme for silver remonetization, for
these advocates favor the new currency be
cause it is not honest, because of the facilitie8
it gives for cheating. But as most men are
honest there is strong reason for hope that
the silver swindle will fail if only its dishonesty can be made apparent to the majority.

Representative Smalls of South Carolina is about to make public a statement of
the facts connected with his trial and conviction. He will show that the sole evidence
upon which he was convicted was given by
two witnesses who had confessed their own
frauds upon the State and who were granted
immunity in return for their testimony against
him. Their evidence was so weak that his
counsel did not think it necessary to cross-examine them, and confidently expected his acquittal. The statement closes with these
words, in which there is, unfortunately, much
truth: “These trials have a far-reaching significance and effect. The colored peoDle are

depressed beyond measure. Notwithstanding
all the highsounding promises of political and
civil equality and protection of their rights,
they feel that their best and most prominent
leaders are being persecuted for no other cause
than being faithful and determined Republicans.
In their sorrow and disappointment,
their yearnings and hopes, they are looking
toward Liberia, where the white men Who
have robbed and oppressed them for nearly
three centuries can do so no longer.”

guilty of. He has not even the shadow of a
claim to the seat. There was an undisputed
majority of two thousand against him. If
Belford’s title was defective, which is seriously doubted,the most that the House could
fairly do was to declare that there was no
election. But a party which secures seats in
Congress by assassination cannot be expected
to hesitate at lesser crimes.
It runs in the blood. Miss Amelia Bloom
er asks Congress that her political disabilities be removed and that she be clothed with
all the rights possessed by any other citizen
of the United States. But the family ambition has taken a nobler direction. To be
clothed with the rights of citizenship is of far
more good than to be clothed in pantaloons
for

a woman.

Conover says he voted for confirmation in
revenge for Conkling’s sharp remark about
“an unholy alliance” during the debate on
the admission of the South Carolina Senator.
Butler, who favored confirmation, was paired
with Maxey, who opposed. The wonder is
that Butler permitted Patterson to vote as he
did.

—

93 Exchange
St.
d&w3m
("-P-C__

Three Quuilrille Band..
A
Kicbard.on
Chandler,
it 2m

nov20dtf

Block, Portland.

°f

Office

llANEINR.

Headquarter*,

part
JR??**
Window and

GENERAL AREN'I FOR IHAINE,

deodtf

Chandler’.

Prompter*

Show

street

ATWOOD’S OYSTER IIOUAE, I IT
I HI and I A3 Venter Ml., PORTLAND.

city

Betweeu Preble flonse and U. S. HsteJ.

—FOR

Frew

Awarded Silver IVledal and
and
Bronze Medal at N JE. Fair, Diplouia
I8U.
Agents wanted in every town. Send 3 cent stamp
for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List.

the

pense.

ocl2

no22

3

Thurston,

ex-

Ipart of

at

Prices Reduced.

BLOWERS.

Oysters delivered in any

New Ties,
New KuchiuRS,
New Handkerchiefs,
VAKIETV,

Styles,

Samuel

Oysters con-tantly

hand at the lowest prices.
Orders by mail or telegraph
on

of tte ?best qualities and the best assortment to be

IlVCi BEAT

Piano Covers, Stools
and Ottomans.
Full Stock, New

JfEW CORSETS,

New Fichues,
New Bibs,
New Jacobs,

Lowost

arc

tukesbFby

06 Exchange Street.

___dtf
HfiW KID OEOVES,

Various Styles;
Prices.

PANTS

the best bargains we have ever ottered
in Underwear, and all in need of any should look at
our goods before purchasing elsewhere.
Also a line
line ot Scarlet Underwear at $1.75.
These

—

mwm
Celebrated Makers;

$1.00.

also

sharpened;

and

VE'TS

tu

of twenty dollars
would have felt aggrieved. It was understood
between the parties to the contract at the
time the bonds were issued that they were to
be redeemed in gold; and the debtor cannot
even

terly and recklessly partisan House has been

G. Palmer.

AND

—

PANTS

75 Ots.

our

more

lU

For

SKLATBS

■

rl^‘___

VESTS

icquucu

debt

The seating of Patterson ofColorado is the
worst act of partisanship which even this bit-

mmis

50 Ots,

uo21

la bo la

Formerly with

eodtf

MERINO

and

aulg_dtJ

UNDERWEAR.

lawIjS

new

Irving J.Brown,

JL.ADIE2S’

ME.

PORTLAND,

all

Church,

Chesley,

deoil

are

Owing to the mild

congress street, sign
of the Gold Boot, first
door east of First Parish

2611-2 Middle St.

FOB POLICIES APPLY TO

Sale !

intend to leave Portland about the first of
January I will sell my stock of

C. M.

^3*

weather 1 shall sell for the
next thirty days for little
or no profit, in order to
reduce my winter stock.

produced.

CHARTERED 182&

®

No old rusty shop-worn
goods in stock. My Boots

OF HEW FOBS.

The most convenient place in the

§&

eod3w

of WOOLEUS for Men’s Wear.
I am
prt pared to make the same to order at as
low prices as first-class work can be

Insurance Company,

g

THAT YOUNG MAN!

Owing to the backward season I am
prepared to offer special indncements to
customers for the next 30 days. Patrons
can rely upon finding a FULL STOCK,

Manufactured by
D. Arthur Brown <V Co., Fiakerrille, IV. II.

p

The latest and best hit. Ask your book or newsdealers for him. Only 50 cents a copy,
delld3w

For the Month of
December.

hir

§®

—

Please call early and often,
docll

get asbesjor

WcW

a

Wfl nrniiOSA

mailed post-Lee for retail price.
OLIVER DITS05 & CO., Boston.
no24
codly&w

PORTLAND.

Ask your Dealer for the
flmnilnrd Broiler.
is is just what you want.

prices by

207 i'ommercia! St., B. & M. B. it. Wharf.
Orders by mail promptly attended to, and satisfac-

not

8

Any book

549 Congress Street,

a

on the meat.
Dot let smoke and
of ihe stove.
not put out the Are.

Dots

superiority

HMKY L. PAINE,

either

g

g £.
_____® ®
Send for 5 Christmas Selections, $4 per 100.
WINTER HINGING BOOKS.
THE SALUTATION,$1 25or $12 doz. I Two first
“
ZION.
/class Church
ENCORE.
75 cts., or $7 50 doz./MuBic Books.
JOHNSON’S CHORUS CHOIR INThree of the
STRUO HON BOOK, $1 25-$12 doz. [best possible
PERKINS* SINGING SCHOOL.
I Singing class
75 cts., or $6 75 doz.
Books.
|

♦

Cooks Steak so quickly
that all the juices and flavor are retained.

Lvkens Valley Coal.
for

over

Wood Are.

or

03

Splendid bound volume of the finest piano
pieces of Medium Difficulty.

HOLIDAY PRUTS
AT

o

—

in*

ever

^

o ©

re-

The Cluster of Gems.

tor

—

*

?f |
most

Splendid Bound Volumes of tho most brilliant Piano Music, by Strauss and others.

Seasonable- Sensible, Substantial, Suitable Goods

Patekted Apbil 10, 1877.
fit HE simplest and best
A artible tor Cooking

5

character.

Gems of the Dance.

<5cC., «ScC„

dtot

musical

?

^

®

nishing Goode,

THE STANDARD BROILER.

aulGdtfW. H. PENNELL

BLANKETS,

Handkerchiefs in Fancy Boxes,
2-button Kid Gloves, Ladies* and Gents’ Fur-

Dyer, Attorney.

popular and

Magnificent bound volume ot the
cent and popular songs.

Toilet Quilts, Fancy Towels,
Table Covers. Kaplans;

with capital is desired with means
buy logs and extend the business
We can show this to be one of the
best paying investments in this
country. For fnll particulars apS VIITU & STONE,
ply to
Owners, Washington, D„ c.
We respectfully reler by permission to Hon. John II. Rice,
Hon. John Lynch, Hon. Geo. W.

Any information in regard to its cost will be cheerfully furnished by the agent ior this city,

Unsurpassed

WOOL

to

del*__

£>21
O-.....

The Sunshine of Song-

Offers at Wholesale Prices.

A PARTNER

THE LYDlE

can

BOOKS.

bong.
P

concert to

grand

Assisted by Mr. Tom Carl, Tenor; Mr. G. Veidi,
Baritone; Mr. G. A. Conley. Basso; Mr. Alfred
H. Pease, Pianist; S. Behrens, Conductor.

Il

I The World of

LUMBERMEN.

MISS ANNIE LOUISE CART.
In

MUSIC

02.

—

WUU

discharge of

tary union shortly expires by limitation, and
grave doubts are entertained of its renewal.

Congress St.,

JUST ABOYE PREBLE HOUSE.

MISS CLARA LOUISE KELLOGG

favor ? And answered by saying that no
Government on earth can do these things
without dishonor.
When we demonetized silver we surrendered
our option, and are now bound in honor and
good faith to pay our bonds in gold. The purchasers of those bonds and we who sold them
really understood from the very first that they
were to be paid in gold. In gold all our inter
national balances are settled, in gold all great
payments are made. No man would have
thought for a moment five or ten years ago
that a debt of six hundred million dollars
would be paid in silver. The idea was too
preposterous to be entertained. And in specie
times, in the days of the dollar of the fathers,

putcbasing

them.

see

dec!3

not.

dtf

oov12

Don’t fail to call and

upon metal that the lie might be better preIf the Government can use its lawmaking power to produce an advantage in its

cles of value, and

America’s Two Greatest Prima Donnas,

—AND

to

and see
these beautiful
GOODS whether they wish to buy
come

the best and most comical costume present.
Prizes,
viz:-Gold Ring for the best Gent dtneer; ditto for
tbo best Lady dancer. A Present for the richest costume
The order will contain 18 dances, aud the
best of music will be in attendance. A. L. CORLISS
o’clock.—
Prompter. March to commence at
Ticket* 75 t ents, admitting Gent and Lady.
del4
dlw

The

25 Per Cent Less

RESTS, EASELS,

nanqurrade
Grand
Army and Navy Hall. THURSDAY EVEthe best dancers and for
Dec 20th. Prizes

NING,

offered in Portland just
received from New York,
and will be sold

ever

A Fall Assortment of

ALL,

Wednesday evening. Dec. 19tli,

Useful and Ornamental Articles

Service of

A. COURSE.

JL.

CITY

at

Cumberland

not used.

The Matthews Desolation.
The Stanley Matthews resolution declaring
the right of the Government to pay its bonds
in silver has brought out some good things—
the speeches made ia opposition to it. Mr.
Dawes put in courteous language the true
meaning of the resolution when he described
it as a search for a way to discharge the public
lie debt easier than had been contemplated,and
Mr. Bayard in sharper words exposed the dishonesty of the proposition when he asked if
the power to coin and regulate means the
power to coin and falsify ? If Congress has a
right to make a false declaration and stamp It

aujwuc

in
The Master Magician of all Ages, in his original programme entitled Two Hoar* i« Fairy Land,
Art, Science, Skill and Beauty; no worn
out illusion; no antideluvian tricks;
everything
chaste, bright and elegant.

are

own

STREET.

.dec!3

TO

BEHOVED

munications that

served?

au31eod&wtt

auoi

Engagement Extraordinary,

...

......

Msrchanls’ BankgBuilding.

Only J

2,50
1.35
50
1.75
1.50
35
30
2.00

,

dim

Building.

{Merchant*’ Bank Building.)

Commencing Monday. Dec. 17th. Grand
Matinee Saturday. Dec. 22d.
Ana nrsc

Robber Boots

Attorney
Law,
NO. 34 EXCHANGE STREET.

BANKS,
Chairman of Committee.

Fanny

Boys’

$3.00

.....

at

EDWARD P.

dei2iltd

Moulton,

has removed to

HALL,

EVENING,

MONDAY

F.

Pare Gum Boots
Common Boots
Arctic Overshoes
Rnbber Overshoes

louths’ Rubber Boots
Ladies’ Rubber Shoes
Misses’ Rubber Shoes
Men’s Rubber Coats

ATTORNEY AX LAW,

The Seventh Lecture in the Course given by the M
C. Mechanic Association, will be delivered in

—

Augustus

A.

C._M.

tt

aag!6_

Men’s
Men’s
Men’s
Men’s

We do not read anonymous etters and communications The name and address of the writer are in
all ca^ee indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve com-

Evert regular attach* of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent om
ournal.

Has resumed the practice of law.

Over

PRESS.

SATURDAY MORNING, DEC. 15.

Ring

has removed to

December 13th, 14th and 15thj

THE

MISCELLANEOUS.

a. If. BICKER,
Libby's Corner, Deeriny,

dtf

Why these
not

take

petitions that Congress shall
concerning the revision of
it inquires into the effect of

actiou

the tariff until

interests of
of for a
moment that our legislators will take hasty
and ill-considered steps.

such action upon the business
the

country?

It is not to be

thought

Gen. Howe spoke wisely when he iati«
mated that the bLame for the Mexican border
Texas can
troubles is not all on one side.
turn out as accomplished brigands as Mexico
and far more dariug.
The trouble with ihe
Texans is that they object to reciprocity in
thev ng.

A general famine is feared in Turkey.
The granary of the Ottoman empire is Bulgaria, and the movement of troops there has
destroyed the crops.
Mr. Voorhees in the character of a defender of the national credit is suggestive of
Satan rebuking sin. Fortunately his abilities are not as Satanic as his desires.

MacMahon has yielded and i3 henceforth
that ridiculous figure, a President without a
party.

Recent Publications.
Mr. Clarenoe Cook’s House

Beautifal, (New
York, Scribner, Armstroug & Co.; Portland.
Boring. Short & Harmon) is also a work upon
househo'd art, of a very different though not
less

charming

kind from that of Mrs.
ssme

Spot-

subjeot It is

a

guide, philosopher

and friend for housekeepers
who wish to supply need with beauty as well as
use.
Without being in the least dictatorial, or
insitting upon the exclusive adoption of any
one style of furniture, the work is full of good

suggestions, founded upon the taste and experience of the author; and every reader is
left in entire liberty to profit by precisely so
muoh of the counsel as pleases himself. Mr.
Clarence Cook’s volume is imbued with a very
liberal spirit in everyway; it has also caught
the over-eclectic tone that at present is the
danger of household artists, and looks complacently upon the olose companionship of articles of times and nationalities the most remote—South American pitchers in Russian
basins, Gothic side-boards and Flemish sofas—
but as long as good taste governs the result, it is pedantry that would object to the
means.
The point to be made sure is that it is
good taste that dictates and not a fancy for brica-brac as such, or for striking effects, which
ranidlv dptorinratpa t.hp hnma info a mneunn.

curios.

Mr. Cook also is given to the failing—
with an angle of forty-five degrees toward virtue’s side—of insisting upon as ntter “sincerity" in furniture as if he were decorating the

Palace of Truth of Mme. de Genlis.
This
“sincerity" is a favorite expression of the innocent cant of the household attists, to whom
veneer'Dg is as vice and the g!ue-pot an abomination, who iuBist upon sincere sideboards,
armchairs upon their affidavit, and cherrywood tables that cannot tell a lie. Though
tnese devotees of household art, of whom Mr
Clarence Cook is one of the laast strenuous or
limited in his theories, insist upon certain points
with some unnecessary fervor, theirs is the zeal
of the reformer; and the effect of their teaching already begins to appear in the increase of
individuality and ta9te in our homes
Mr
Cook emphasiz-s, too, the lesson that beauty
and cheapness are not nnreconcilable; and, in

brief, the result of his delightful book is the
very acceptable lesson that in the decoration of
home every man—and woman—are to do what
seems good in the eyes that nature gave
them,
and that, in household ari, as everywhere else,
what is good and beantifnl is desirable. Mr.
Cook’s style is easy, full of charming fancy
and a piquant quality of prose raised by eutousiasm and esprit to a fair level of poetry. The

engravings

are

interesting

Household Art is

and vary iu merit.

rapidly accumulating

a

literature of its own, and several of the most
elegant gift-books of the holiday season are
devoted to this fascinating subject. Mrs Hairiet Prescott Spofford’s Art Decoration Applied to Furniture (Harper Brothers: New
York; Portland: Lo.-ing, Short A Harmon) is
a very complete and artistio history of furniture and household decoration through ihe centuries since man fouud leisure from his primeval labors to beautify his home. The volume
is wrttt-n with care; and the opportunities for
thorough research connected sitb her subject,
which were furnished Mrs. Spofford at the

Washington Library,

fully improved.

were

The fervor and luxuriance of her s-yle, its
poetry and its pervading and rapid magnetism,
characterize the work; and her evident ease
ana lammarity with the subject allow tbe
charm inseparable from her
writings to remain
unobscnred by the details, mors severe and
limiting in their quality of a special study,
than the department of poetry and fiction iu
which she works. Tho chapters contained in
this volume have appeared ia current numbers
of Harper's Magazine, and with their original

illustrations, are promoted to deserved honors
of flue paper and binding. Tha illustrations
are very numerous and well
executed, giving
examples of the superb or grotesque fauoies
that have influenced the manufacture of household goods, so uie of which ara of ideal magnificence. Tha volume is rather a history of
furniture than a manual to aid housekeetsers
of the present time; its specimens are typical
of various epochs of taste and luxury, but are
suited to palaces rather than homes—but in its
department, as an artistic memoir of the progress of beauty in the household, as a brilliantly written monograph upon a most charmiog
subject, it is deserving oi tbe highest appreciation.
A Pleasure Trip from Gotham to tbe Golden
Gate, by Mrs. Frank Leslie (New York: G. VV.
Carleton; Portland: Bailey & Noyes), is a very

poorly written aoconut of

a

trip

from

New

York to San Francisco—as the alliterative and

sportive title may have led the reader to suppose. The book ia flavored with egotism, aod
written under a great sense of elation at tha
consideration which the writer received while
making her tour. Some of these attentions
strike the reader as being of a kind to displease
refined taste; but even the clumsy and repulsive banter of Brigham Youag seems to have
been acceptable, and elicits a gushing tribute
to the memory of that much-married mao—a
tribute of that specious and unsuitable kind
that throws, with seeming generosit?, a in intle
of elaborate charity over unrepeoted vice.

Many

of tha pages of Mrs. Leslie’s work pos.

interest, In that they describe in a lively
manner the phenomenal scenery of the West;

sess

bat these descriptions bava been much bitter
done by those more qualified to appreciate the
beauty of these sights. The impressioa left Dy
this book is that the writer was 'nterestei to
go to see much that she had best not have
seen, ana should not have been willing to
write about; that the work is coarse and flippant, and possessed with that spirit of vulgarity
that enjoys to make public all sorts of personal
details of no interest to readers, and to which
note or notoriety are at one, so they may attain
to printed publicity. In brief, what is to'erably well said here has been mash better said
elsewhere aad some things said here better
not said anywhere.

interesting study of tbe Life and
Aims of Thorean is made by Mr. H. A. Page,
author of a Life of De Qaincey and Memoir of
Hawthorne. (Boston: J. R. Osgood & Co.;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon). In the
coarse ol thought upon the character of the
recluse of Walden Pond, Mr. Page became impressed with tbe idea that those who regarded
him as alien to the interests of humanity, a
Timon of to-day who sought among tbe aspects
of nature the sympathy of which mankind
seemed to him iocapable, saw imperfectly and
understood little of the real l'fe of Thorean.
In a graceful if somewhat fanciful comparison
of the hermit of the sylvan solitudes of Maine
to St. Francis of Assisi, who preached to the
birds of the air and the fishes in the sea, Mr.
Page accentuates this theory of his, that Thoreaa was notably sympathetic; aud that, as
hi; passionate support of tbs cause of the martyred John Brown attested, bis feeling for humanity was, it in some degree singularly de*
monst.ated, not less strong than his love of
Nature, and bore tbe relation to that' love
A very

which the affection tor a brother would hare to
that for the mighty mother of us all. Extracts
from the writings of Thorean are given in support of this pleasant theory: and to those who
have admired bis interpretation of natural
scenery, this volume will bring a new pleasure.

•
_

A volume of the History Primers, edited by
Mr. J, R. Sreeu (New York: D. Appleton &
Co ; Portland: Bailey & Noyes), contains
a compact and interesting
account of the state
of manners, society, dtess and daily life of
Auoieut Rome. Nothing has power so tu revive olden time as the lively presentation of

everyday life—for kings and battles are much
alike throughout all cycles in which history
repeats itself; but tbe fashion of daily ex stis the heart of tue times and the measure
of its civilization. Mr. Green has done his
work well, in a simple and clear style.

ence

upon. The fine series of papers upon
American Sports is to be continued in tbe coming volume of Scribner’s Magazine, with fine
illustrations; the series upon the Picturesque
count

_

ford’s book upon the

Messrs. Scribner & Co., New York (Portland:
& Harmon) offer the jnst competed volume of their Monthly Magazipe,
handsomely and substantially bound in maroon
cloth. It seems scarcely necessary to recount
the innumerable good things that hare arpeared in this favori'e magazine, which, If ful*
understanding of the best popular requirements and untiring effort to meet suoh needs
ensure euccess—merits the large subscription
list it already has and the constant increase of
that list which experience gives hope a right to

Loring, Short

Aspects of American Farm Life in the East,
VYest, North and South, are a feature of wholesome and wide interest. Mr. Boyesen, the novelist, whose native Norway and adopted America have each given him .spirit and language,
will be represented in this volume by the continuance of his serial—a first essay in novelwriting by au author whose success in short storwarrant of success in longer romances.
Altogether there is no better or more thorough*
ly well arranged magazine than the Scribner’s

ies

gives

or oue more

deserving wide circulation.

Solomon Isaacs is the title of Mr. B. L. Farjeou’s Christmas story (New York: G. W.
Carleton; Portland: Bailey & Noyes). How
much Mr. Farjeon’s manner of writing Is due

agination of the freshest and purest quality,
he tells them in a natural and unaffected
way,
without arriere-pensee of the older people who
pre sometimes aimed at over the littlo one's
heads by the writers of
juvenile books. Mr,
Scudder’s stories are ioepired by a genuine love
for children and
sympathy with their tender,

inexperienced littls miods, that love woodertale* dearly; but need also
good, bright openair thoughts to blow away the curious mists of
their baby brains, to which all things are alike
new and puzzling.
It is exceedingly rare to
meet a book for
children that seems to fulfil all
desirable conditions as does this dainty Bodleian library of fairy pictares and songs, oldtime ballads and stories of genuine, sweet and

happy children. Mr. 8cudder’s fun is of a
kind that children appreciate and
folly enjoy,
and the tone of the book is perfect in its
qualify* wholesome and refined. The illustrations
are numerous and
excellent; and the covers, in
Japanese stylo, are brilliant and original. The
designs that illustrate the fairy poems, are in

with them, from the delicate pen of
the late Miss Annette Bishop.
While speaking of fairy-tales—Mr. Scudder’s own essay in
that line. Master High Flyer, is in the
very
spirit of Hans Anderson’s wonder-stories, yet

common

preserves the tone of everyday American life.
all thei holiday books none deserves
more entire praise or is more
charming than the
Doings of the Bodley Family.

Among

to the immediate influence of Dickens it is impossible to say. He has in large degree some
traits so fully developed in Dickens that they
seem
almost synonymous with the lamented
novelist; but, whatever part of these correspondences of style may be due to imitatation it

Around a Palette, is the title cf a volof very fanciful stories by Lizzie W.
Ohampney, illustrated by J. W. Champney. (Boston: Lockwood, Brooks &
Co.;
Portland: Dresser & McLellan.) The
plan of
these stories is uninilA anrl fantaali/**

is certain that Mr. Farjeon’s talent is akin by
nature to that of his model.
Beside, the style
of the younger man seems latterly to lose some
mannerisms and to take ou a more entire sincerity ot tone. Solomon Isaacs is of course a
Jew—and of the pronounced kind in all typical

children

traits of that thrifty race—but while the dramatic movement of the story turns npon his
fortunes, the tender element is supplied by the
loving relations of Moses Levy and bis daughlot,

auu me

laimiui

aneuuou 01

soeou

inr ms

chosen wife. Strange as the choice of Jewish
character for a Christinas story appears at first,
it is in reality the natnrai result of Mr. Farjeon’s spirit of the novelist, which he employs
not

merely

amnsp, bat

to

as

Dickens did, to
in fiction,

All

ume

meet the Paint-Bogy in the
dio of an artist, the father of one of them
;
the obliging imp tells a story suggested
by
color upon the palette which forms bis

face.
The stories are ingenious and contain much
that is interesting in the way of information in
pleasant guise. They are refined and graceful,
aud very bright—each one having some connection, more or less fanciful, with a color. For

instance, Ultramarine

is the story of a boy who
very ultra-marine in his tastes that he
ran away to sea; Naples Yellow tells a tile of
was

so

Neopolitan oranges; aud Bitumen, the story of
the little Egyptian princess who married Solomon.
Kose Madder is an exceedingly silly story; and Ivory Black, as the end man of the

enlist, by powerlnl presentation

palette, sings

man’s sympathy for his fellowhsiDgs.

Mrs.

‘‘The Maine Masonic Text Book for the Use
of Lodges,,’by Josiah H. Drummond, Past
Grand Master, (published by Dresser, McLellau & Co., electrotyped by Stephen Berry,)
is a book intended to take the place of tbe
Monitor, and tbe Text Book of Masonic Law,
and, as might be expected from the ability of
the author, and his reputation in this specialty
it admirably fulfils that purpose. The Monitorial follows the old Webb Monitors, long age
adopted by tbe Grand Lodge of Maine, and is

enriched by

a

brief historical summary,

forms

installations,
funerals,
processions,
ol balls,
constitution cf lodges, dedication
second
laying corner stones, &c., The
for

tuvaluable
to
part is
lodge
officers,
giving the forms of trials, tbe ancient charges,
old regulations and forms for incorporation,
with a complete digest of the constitution and
regulations of the Grand Iiodge in this State,
with references to each section, as well as the
As the Dewest
common liw of the fraternity.
and prob ibly the best work of tbe kind, it will
also be largely called for in other States.
It has a complete index, and is elegautly

stu-

and
each

foolish song In colored diatect.
succeeds in telling vtry entertaining stories—bnt they are sometimes loo
•‘grown-up” to be quite desirable for little
girls. Tbe volume is tastefully bound, and
Mr. Champnej’s illustrations spirited,
a

Cbampney

though

carelessly

done.

The Budget is a delightful holiday book for
children, fall of the prettiest picturss and
nicest rhymes and stories—*>ma very short,

little

not to t»ra the wee ones' attention, aud some
longer for the insatiate little people who never
get enongh of a story. The Budget is in every
way suited as a nursery companion, and may
be recommended as au unfailing pleasure for
the children and a potent aid to mothers, at
their wits’ end to supply the demand for more
stories. The type is large and clear, the paper
and illustrations good and the cover bright and
pretty in design. My Own Book, My Pet
Book, and My Primer, are of eimilar style and
though smaller ia size, equal iu quality to the
Budget. No prettier and more pleasing books
could ba found for tbe younger clients of Santa
Glaus These volumes are published by Messrs.
J. B, Lippencott & Co., Puiladelptiia; (Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)

bound in bine cloth.
Another book

From Uand to vloath is the uams of a story
for youog wooien, by Amauda M. Douglas
(Boston: Lie & Shepard; Portland: Bailey &
Noyes). L is bright aod unfailing in interest;
while there is a tbonghtlnl and womanly quality in it that the girls for whom it if) written
will quickly recognize. The experiences of
three sisters, Chris, Theo and Dell, who with
their widowed mother, try to live as pleasantly
as may be by their own labor and economy;
and the romances of each of these girls, are told
in Miss Douglas’s easy and natural style. Tbe
typical hand to-month household of harmless
Bohemians, which appears as an episode, is
very amnsing; but its careless, nulidy ways
and irresponsible, unconventional proceedings
aie much more attractive in print than they
would be in reality. Miss Douglas’s stories are

aims; while the; sometimes lack tbe last
Much of refinement ia expression, though ex-

feeling.

cellent in

That Comic Primer, by Frank Bellew (New
York: G. \Y. Carletoo; Poriland: Bailey &
Noyes), is, notwithstanding its wearisome style
of title, a very funny work, differing in this re
spect from most comic literature. The pictnres
ace spirited and very amusing, while the letterpress explanatory of them contains some very
good hits. Tbe irresponsible use of long words,
aud the mildly conversational manner of tbe
usnal primer are combined in amusing style.
The- dedication to the pnblisher is a capital

burlesque;
To you, ray esteemed friead, I dedicate this little
beok, which, in fact, owes its style aud character to
your efforts.
Wo have toiled over Its pages hand in hand, till it
has assumed its present complete form.
Whatever in this book is untrue, or uncertain, or
Incomplete belongs to yon; whatever Is true, or

noble,

or

helpful

is

miue.

to delight the boys is
Cap*.
story of adventures in a whaling ship,
There She Blows.
It is a thorough-going seastory, written by a man who has exuerieuced
tbe exciting scenes be describes and who,stricken with total blindness for the past nine
years,
recalls for his young friends the perils and de*

Macy’s

oi ms earner nays, ana spins a
yarn for
which even the vocabulary of the average boy
will be thoroughly ransacked to find adequate

nguts

adjectives. The Macys have been
tishors ever since Nantucket was first
and Oapt. W. H Macy proves himself

istence. The fall list of the works of Murillo
is appended to the memoir, aiding to make
oomplete this excellent book, valuable as a
reference and' as giving a brief but careful

a

wor-

thy descendant of the line and bears bis harIt is doubtful whether, with
poon bravaly.
the exception of the late Jonah, any man was
ever better fitted than Oapt. Macy to tell the

boys

what he knows about whales. (Boston:
Lee & Shepard; Portland: Bailey & Noyes.

Quinnebaeset Girls, by Sophie May (Boston:
Davis, lie

Lee & Shepard; Portland: Hall L.
the best book that tbe author of the

‘‘Prudy Stories" has ever .written, and deserves a most
cordial recop iou. Itjis a fresh, healthful
story

for the older girls; without any foolish or sentimental lapses, it has geuuine and honest romance; it is practical, sweet and womanly in
tone and the style is a decided advanoe in
grace
and refinement as wtll as power, upon any of

Sophie May's former writings.

It is almost
Miss Alcott’a Little Women; and fortunate is the girl who will, on Christmas

equal to

morning, open ths pretty brown doors with
their bright doorplate which bears the Dame ot
tbe Qainnebasset Girls, and form the covers of
this delightful volume.
Tbe Chatterbox is au American reprint by
Messrs. Estes & Lauriat with identical letterpress aud illustrations of tbe original English
edition. Failing to secure copies in England,
as

The series of Artist Biography (Boston: J.
R. O-good & Co.; Portland: Luring, Short &
Harmon) is represented this week by an exceedingly interesting memoir of tbe greatSpanisb painter, Murillo. Tbe parity, devotion and
energy of this artist’s life, and the extraordi
nary genius that yet lives in his pictures, form
a biography, a.most i leal, of a painter’s ex-

whale-

settled,—

they expected to do, tbe publishers

were

obliged

to find some way in wbicb to fill the
advance orders of more than 5,000 copies,already
contracted for. Accordingly, in two months
space, 200 woodcuts were made, over 25 tons of
paper manufactured for tbe purpose, and an
editiou of 20,000 copies printed and bound.
This promptness and enterprise have secured
to American children a fuud of amusement in
tbe possession of a volume fail of pictures and
stories suited to all ages and of a great variety

(Portland; Loiiog, Short & Har-

andjioteroet.
mon.)

sketch of one of the first of artists
Isles of the Sea is the last vo'ume
Lord Clive,one of Macaulay’s fine essays,is the
subject-matter of the latest volume of the Harpers’Half-Hour Series. Tbe recent memoir of
Lord Macaulay has tended to reanimate tbe interest in his writings; an interest which from the
time they were first published has been siognariy widespread and steady. It was said, indeed—and the booksellers’ statistics proved
itf.

he

nn

idle fancv—that

fiuanoial state

the

demand for

good) a test of the
of England as was the price of

Macaulay’s walks

was

as

grain.
That Bridget of Ours (New York: G. W.
Portland: Bailey & Noyes) is another of the popular style of books introduced by
the expletive “that,” which is really taking on
the character of a slang word, it is so overworked and absurdly employed. Like most of
these stories, this one has some natural and

Carleton;

but also much that is
suitable and ratber vulgar.

lively points,

silly,

un-

of

Oliver

Optic’s series, Young America Abroad. (Boston; Lee & Shepard; Portland: Hall L. Davis.)
While retaining all the charm
of this popnlar writer have

that ths stories

always bad for
adventure, to wbioh

boys,

the spirit of lawless
objection has suitably been made,

is omitted
from this series. Tbe Isles of the Seats the
story of the Academy ship, and Its yonng seamen, on the return voyage after the many adventures recorded in previous volumes of the
series. It contains many entertaining
and
valuable particulars of geography and history;
and the story is in Oliver Optic's lively and
_cti

a

.a_t.

*wi

to parents— to

t.

«-v

boys

iuaj

oaiO'J

bUUlUieUUtU

it needs no commendation.

Messrs. Estes & Lanriat of Boston publish

a

pretty collection of silhouette pictures, to be
followed by more of a similar style. They are'
gracefully and neatly done, and form an inexpensive ana tasteful Christmas gift.

Magazine Notices
Two volumes of poems of German scenery
and legend are added to Mr. Longfellow’s
Poems of Place. Tbe literature of Germany
is so rich in romance and traditioo, its rivets,
forests and cities alike bannted by tbe spirit of
Gothic romance—that the whole land seems a
background to legendary song, Germany itself
a Poem of Place (Boston: J. B. Osgood & Co.;

The Atlantic for January opens with an article by the South Caroliuiau whose papers on
the political, social and moral condition of that
State have attracted such wide attention dar-

Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

uer

That Charming Evening—another objectiouab.e iteration of the pronoun—is by Frank
Bellew, and is a reprint of a volume of dine
tioos for parlor amusements, charades, theatricals etc. It is lively and will help to suggest
various ways of passing a social evening pleasantly. (New York: G. W. Carleton; Portland:

Rsmbling Notes on Bermuda, Mark Twain
combines infprmation aud eutertiioment in a
way that strongly recalls his luoocents
Abroad,
of which, indeed, this might serve as a continu-

Bailey & Noyes.)

_

A Young Wife’s Story, by Harriette Bowra,
is a novel published iu Messrs. Harpers’ Library of Select Novels; and is a quiet story of
mnch merit of iuteutiou and execution. It
will be fouud to differ in design from tbe ordinary novel, and is written with purpose and a

good degree of skill. (Portland: Loring, Short
& Harmon.)

to state in the same fair and impartial manwhich has marked his previous
writings.
In the fonrth aud concluding
chapter of his

ors

ation.

An Ep sode in the Life of au Artist,
by
William P. Apthorp, is a description of the
Faotastic Symphony of Hector Berlioz, and of
the circumstances which led to its composition.
Under the title of The Gentle Fire-Eater, Clarence Gordon gives a clever charaeter sketch of
a tppe which flourished at the South before the
war, but is uow doomed to extinction, Charles
Dudley Warner commences a series of sketches
to be entitled The Adirondac
Verified, and endeavors iu this first chapter to convince his
readers

that

he actually killed a bear. Mr.
romance, Detmold, sus.ains its interest, and leaves its hero in a very unhappy situation. Edward H. Knight's ninth article on

Bishop's

Juvenile

Beaks.

Doings of the Bodley Family in Town and
Country, by Mr. £1. E. Scnddor, author of Siories from my Attic, Dream Children and Seven
Little People and their Friends, is published iu
fanciful aud attractive style by Messrs. Hurd
& Hoq^hton of New York. (Portland:
Short & Harmon.) Mr. Scudder is a
writer for

ing the past year. The present article is a consideration of The R-sult iu South Carolina of
the President's policy, which the writer endeav-

children;

Loring,

model
bis stories are fall of im-

Crade and Curious Inventions treats of
Cotton,
Silk and Spinning, with illustrations of the

Japanese methods. Henry James, Jr., gives a
charming account of A Little Tonr in France,
which he made dating the pleasant October
days, to Itbeims, Laon, Coucy and Solssona.
A new feature in this number is the first of a

%
•
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series of

least entitled to serve out their official terms;
which the answer is made that the administration did not so regard it
at
to

Open Letters from New York, by

Raymond Westbrook,

THE MEXICAN DISPUTE

The facts

already arrived at by the military
held by many prominent members to show conclusively that but for the
prompt attention given to the Mexican question

which will treat of art-

committee

istic, social and literary matters at the metropolis.
Ab nsaal, the January number of the
Atlantic is strong in poetry, aed presents a
new poem of two
pages, The Leap of Ronshan

by the House and the united movement of the
Senate for Senator Conkliog’s resolution, tbe

Reg, by Henry W. i-ongfellow; one of
three pages, The Seeking of the Waterfall,
by John Greenleaf Whittier; and a third, of
over two pages, entitled My Aviary,
by Dr.

government would have drifted or beeu driven
into war.
Tbe charge is made openly, both by
Democrats and by Republicans iu each bouse,
that Secretary Evarts’ management of Mexicao affairs has been such that but for the check
which Congress has pnt upon matters, he would
have had war on hand at a very early day. For
the first time since the present administration
came into power tbe representatives of the
Mexican government feel relieved from the
great anxiety they have feared lest war should
be precipitated. The action charged upon Mr.
Evarts is persisting in not recognizing the representative of Diaz.
In the face of thie refusal, the evidence shows thjit Diaz has exerted
himself more actively to maintain peace with
the United States, and that bis conduct from
the first has beeu such as should have secured
prompt and most hearty recognition. So far as
tbe examination has proceeded, those engaged
iu it have beeu coDviuced that the President
and Secretary McCrary have been very earnest
in their desires to maiutaio peace, and are resolved now that no trouble shall come if they,
by honorable means, can avoid it. These same
gentlemen are as positive in their belief that
Secretary Evarts, by the delay in recognizing
Diaz, has had the difficulty with Mexico, and
view war as an almost certain result of such refusal. Tbe House committee has also had its
attention directed to tbe failure on the part of
Secretary Evarts to send into tbe House as one
of tbe documents included in tbe reply to its
resolution, a report of Consul Wilson, at Matamoras, which shows conclusively that no canse
of war existed; that the troubles along the bor-

Oliver Wendell Holmes. These are the only
poems in the onmber, the editor justly consid.
ering that snoh a galaxy of poets was sufficient
for one month. Mr. Howells contributes a
very interesting biographical sketch of Edward Gibbon, the historian, aDd
Prof. Arthur Searle writes a timely and instructive
pa-

per on Mars as a Neighbor.
Club contains some bright

The Contributors'

dialogue

on

Culture

Cakes and Ale, aod the number closes
reviews of the latest holiday and
juvenile books.

versus

with careful

Books Received.
Silhouettes.

First Series.
Twelve in number.
Paper 50 cents. Boston: Estes A Lauriat,
Thai Young Man.
Cloth, 220 pp. Boston:
N. H. Whitney & Co.

Artist-Biographies.

Murillo. Cloth, 136 pp..
50 cents. Boston: J. R. Osgood A Co. Portland:
Loribg, Short A Harmon.

The Malad Masonic Text Book.
H. Drummond. Cloth, 12 mo., |2.
Dresser, McLellan A Co.

By Josiah
Portland:

That Bridget oI Oars! By the author of‘'That
Awful Boy.” Paper, 180 pp., 50 cents. New York:
G. W. Carleton A Co.; Portland: Bailey A Noyes.

H<-p

By Frank Bellew Page,
illustrated, 44 pp., 50 cents. New York: G. W.
Carleton A Co.; Portland: Bailey A Noyes.

The Budget, a Pictuie and Story Book for Boys
and Girls.
Edited by Uncle Herbert. (.Boards,
368 pp.
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott A Co.
Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon,
My Own Book.
Edited by Uncle William
Herbert. Boards, illustrated, 144 pp. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott A Co. Portland: Loring,
Short A Harmon.

My Primer. Edited by Uncle William Herbert,
Boards, illuatrated, 48 pp. Philadelphia: J. B.
Portland: Loring, Short A
Lippincott A Co.
Harmon.
The

Sarcasm

Destiny, or Niu's
Novel. By M. E. W. S. Cloth,
389pp. New York: D. Appleton & Co. Portland:
Bailey & Noyes.
Experience.

of

A

A Romance.
Cherry Bipe.
By the author of
Cornin' thro’ the Rye,” Ac.
Cloth, illustrated,
155 pp., 50 cents.
New York: D. Appleton & Co.
Portland: Bailey & Noyes.

Chatterbox for 1877.
Edited by J. Erskine
Clark. Boards, illustrated, 412 pp.
Boston:
Estes & Lauriat.
Portland: Loring, Short A
Harmon.
Forma of Place*,

fellow; Germany.

Edited by Henry W. Long-

Cloth,

two

volumes, 254

and

248 pp., 71 each.
Boston: ,T. R. Osgood & Co.
Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
What Wat Hlt-f or, Jesns in the Light of the
Nineteenth Century.
By William Demon, author of “Soul of Things.” Paper, 259 pp., $i.
Wellesley; William Denton.
The Curse of Everleigb; or. Purified by
Fire. A Novel. By Helen Corwin Pierce. Cloth,
304 pp.. 71.50, New York: G. W. Carleton A Co.
Portland: Bailey A Noyes.
Mildred. A Novel. By Mrs. Mary G. Holmes,
author of “Lena Rivers,” Ac. Cloth, 321 pp, 71.50.
New York: G. W. Carleton A Co.; Portland; Bai-

ley

&

Noyes.

There ft he Blow! or. The Log of the Arethnaa. By Capt. W. H. Macy. Cloth, illustrated,
320 pp., 71.50. Boston: Lee & Shepard;Portland:
Bailey A Noyes.
From Band to Mouth. By Amanda M. Douglas, author of “In Trust,” Ac. Cloth, 332 pp.,
71.59. Boston: Lee & Shepard; Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
Roman Antiquities. By A. S. Wilkins. One o
tbe History Primers. Cloth, illustrated, 126 pp.,
50 cents. New York: D. Appleton A Co.: Portland; Bailey & Noyes.
Pleasure Trip from Goiliam la Ike
Golden Gale. By Mrs. Frank Leslie. Cloth,
illustrated, 286 pp. New York: G. W. Carleton
& Co.; Portland: Bailey <& Noyes.
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Quiunebasset Girls. ByLophie May. author of
“The Asbury Twins,” &c. Cloth, illustrated, 336
pp., $1.50. Boston: Lee & Shepard; Portland:
Hall L. Daris.
Isles of the Sea; or, Young America Homeward K nad. A Story of Travel and Adventure. By William T. Adams (Oliver Optic). Cloth,
illustrated, 375 pp., $1.50. Boston: Lee & Shepard; Portland: Hall L. Davis.
Thai Charming Evening. A volume intended
to amuse everybody aud enable all to amuse everybody else. By Frank Bellew, Paper, illustrated,
2te pp
so cents. New York: G. W. Carleton &
Co.; Portland: Bailey sc Noyes.
The Flood of Years.
By William Cullen
Bryant. The illustrations designed and engraved
by W. J. Linton. Cloth. 2 3pp., $3. New York:
G. P. Putnam’s Sons. Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon
Our Artist in Cuba, Peru, Spain nnd
Algiers, Leaves from the sketch-book of a
Traveller, 1864-1868. By George W, Carleton.
Paper, illustrated, 144 pp., 50 cenjs. New York:
G. W. Carleton & Co. Portland: Loring, Short
& Harmon.
Hector Servadae.
By Jules Verne, author of
“From the Earth to the Moon,” <6c.. &c. Translated by Ellen E. Frewer, with numerous illustrations; cloth, 370 pp., $3. New York: Scribner,
Armstrong & Co. Portland: Loring, Short A
Harmon.
Wonder-World Stories from the Chinese,
French, German, Hebrew, Hindoostaoee, Hungarian, Swedish and Turkish.
Collected and translated by Marie Pabke and
Cloth illustrated, 292 pp.,
Margery Deane.
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons.
$1.75.
Portland: Loring, Short Ss Harmon.

Poetry

Children.
By Charles and Mary
Lamb. To which are added Prince Dorus and
some uncollected poems by Charles Lamb.
Edited
prefaced and annotated by Richard Herne
Shepherd. Cloth, 224 pp., $1.25. New York:
for

ocuuuer,

Armstrong

uo.

Jromana:

Jjonog,

Short & Harmon.
A Silver Country, or the Great Sonthfrest.
A review of the mineral aud other wealth, the
attractions and material development of the
lormer kingdom of
New Spain, comprising
Mexico and the Mexican cessions to the United
States in 1848 and 1853.
By Alex. D. Anderson.
Cloth, 221 pp., $1.75, Now I ork: G. P. Putnam’s
Sons. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
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That Comic Primer.

From Egypt to Japan. By Henry M. Field,
D. D. Cloth, 424 pp., $2.
New York: Scribner,
Armstrong & Co. Portland: Loring, Short A
Harmon.

hnvA

and exposing some of the
work to foment trouble.

Mingle Famous Poems.
Edited by Rossiter
Johnson. Cloth, 270 pp., *2. New York: Henry
Holt A Co. Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.

My Pet Book Edited by Uncle Herbert,
Boards, illustrated, 96 pp. Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott A Co. Portland: Loring, Short A

are
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Sentenced for Arson.
[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, Dec. .4 —Today in the Supreme
Judicial Court Lewis Robinson, a convict of
the state pr sou, was sentenced to three years

additional time on charge of arson, he having
set fire to the carriage shop some time since.
He was serving out three, years on a charge of
assault aud had served eighteen

months of his

time.

A.

Bobbery in Wateryilfe.
[To the Associated Press.]
Wateeville, Dec. 14.—The olothing Btore
of S. C. Marstoo, was broken into last night
and robbed of about a huudred dollars worth of

goods.

Fire in Bath.

Bath, Dec. 14.—The dwelling house of Wintbrop T. Bennett on Floral street, Bath, was
destroyed by fire today.

Loss

$600;

no

insur-

ance.

Fire in Northfleld.
Machias, Dec. 14.—Turner Smith’s house at
Nurthfleld was burned this afternoon.
Loss
insurance.
$1500; probably
York mills Closed.
Biddeford, Dec. 14.—All departments of
the York mills except the machine shop are
no

closed, owing to the fire which destroyed
dry house and engine house. Probably
eight hundred operatives will be
for ten days or more.

oat

of

the
over

work

Verdict of a Coroner’s Jury.
Bangor, Dec. 14.—The coroner’s jury in the
of the Blaisdell boy in Orland, rendered a
verdict that bis little sister was accidentally
shot by a pistol in the bands of the boy.

case

WASHINGTON.
■ergeant-at-Arms of the Senate.
Washington, Deo. 14.—The Republican
Senators today held a caucus to receive the
report of their committee appointed to investigate alleged reasons for change in the office of
The committee submitted
Sergeant-at-Arms.
the testimony taken by them but made uo recommendation on the subject. After considerable discussion the canous adjourned until tomorrow without action.
The

Navy Department

Tha TTanaa nutrol

nammiltsa

tnil.iw

J.. J

into sot-committees to inquire into the subjects
of the list of retired officers, the personnel of
the navy yards, and expenditures generally of
that branch of the public service.
The South Pacific Railroad.
The House committee on Pacific Railroads
today appointed the following members as subcommittee on various pending bills in relation
to the construction of a Southern trans-continental railroad:
House of Tennessee, Morri-

Chalmers, Luttrell, O’Neil, Blair, Cole.
House, Chalmers and O’Neil are known to bs

son.

favorable to the Texas Pacific; Morrisoi, Luttrell and Blair opposed, and Cole’s position not
yet defined. Sub-committee on Northern Pad
fic and Oregon Central bills consists of Hew-

itt, Morrison, Luttrell, Landers, O’Neil, Rice

aud Caswell.
A Roviag Cammiasian to Investigate the
Executive Departments.
The Ways and Means Committee this morning decided to recommend the adoption by the
House of Mr. Qlovet’s resolutioo providing
autbotity for a large number of standing committees to make such investigations as they
may deem proper in regard to the administration of public affaire by all the various branches and officers of the executive
departments of
For this purpose it is prothe government.
posed that the following named committees
shall have full power to take testimony, send
for persons and papers in their own discretion
without beiug obliged to ask for authority in
any special case from the House: Indian af-

fairs, military affairs, public lands, public
buildings and grounds, and the various committees on expenditures in the departments of
justice, state, war, navy and interior, and the
similar committee on expenditures for public
buildiogs. Favorable report on the resolution
was ordered by a strict party vote.
Cabinet Meeting.
The Chinese question was a leading (ppic of
attention today at a full meetiog of the Cabi
oet. Recent reports to the President from Sao

Francisco in addition to several papers on the
subject brought to bis attention at various
times were laid before the council and made a
matter of very earnest consideration.
No conclusion was reached and the consideration of
the subject will tie continued at a future meetIt is not unlikely the President will at
ing.
some time make the Chinese
question the suba
jectof special message to one or both bouses
of Congress.
The Cabinet also gave attention to our Mexican relations, though there was nothing parThe questisn of
ticularly new to consider.
recognizing the Diaz government will, however, very soon be formally acted upon, as the
administration inclines to the opinion that it is
uecessary and proper to approach the question
with little farther delay aud reach some decision.
No important nominations were decided npox and the New York custom bouse
appointments were not subjects of discussion.
Blaine and Cunkling.
It is an interesting fact that Mr. Blaine
would have been chairman of Coukliug’s committee on Mexican affairs and that too by the

daniwa af Ilia latter

it kia ill Imnltk

V... .1

_

viously determined him to be absent from
Washington for lest daring the holiday recess.
j The long existing differences between these
gentlsmen encoutaged the opinion that Blaine
would be quite likely to support the President’s
New York nominations, notwithstanding his
Mycenae; a Narrative of Researches and Dishostility to several features of the policy of the
coveries at Mycenae and Tiryng. By Dr. Henry
administration. Instead of taking this coarse,
Schliemann, author of ‘Troy and its Remains.”
however, he took the very opposite at an opporThe preface by the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
tune stage of the conflict and made strong impression upouathe feelings of the New York
Maps, plans and other illustrations, representing
Seuator
by what the latter considered a genermore than seven hundred
types of the objects
ous and gallant bearing.
found in the royal Sepnlcbres of
and
Mycenae
elsewhere in the excavations.
Cloth, <54 pp., $12.
New York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co. Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.

Washington News and Gossip.
THE PAST AND COMING

BATTLE.

Little is talked of but the results, immediate
and prospective, of the executive session of the
Senate Wednesday.
The defeat was utterly
unexpected at the White House, where Mr.

Roosevelt

waiting all thelafternoon to receive tbe news of bis confirmation.
The administration bak depended upon tbe Democrat,
ic votes, aDd had counted that the thorough
was

discipline of that party would, under the lead

Without any solicitation from any source, or
any intimation of any intention, he warmly
espoused the case of Collector Arthur and declared that the reforms in the furtherance of
which be was ostensably to be removed, wrre
recommendations of the Collector himself, made
semi-annually for years past, and regularly
pigeon-holed by the department. The contest
being ended, Conkliug expressed to a brother
Senator his admiration of the conduct of Blaine,
and when the Vice President came to consider
the composition of the committee to be appointed under the resolution moved by Conkling on the Mexican relations, the latter mindful of the usage which would place him at the
head of the committee, and mindful also of the
fact that the Maine Senator had sounded the
first alarm in July last, at Woodstock, concerning the dangers of a war with Mexico, requested a senatorial friend to invite Blaine to take
the place of chairman, offering himself to ask
his appointment by the Vice President. The
offer was communicated to the Maine Senator
who read it in the spirit of frankness which
prompted it, but was obliged to decline the invitation in consideration of the state of his
health and Deed of rest. It seems to be generally considered, in view of these facts, that the
twelve years’ feud between these two gentlemen is at an end.
The Border Troubles.
Capt. Corbin of the 24th infantry, temporarily stationed in this city, but who served on the
Bio Grande since 1^09, was examined to-day
before the House military committee iu regard
'« the Mexicao troubles.
He attnbutad much
of the ill feeling on both sides of the Bio
Grande to the fact that the title to marsh
laud in Texas is in dispute, it being claimed by
Mexican residents, under the old Spanish
grants. He described, however, the feeling of
the superior classes of Mexicaog, and of the

Bayard, Gordon aDd ThurmaD, bring its entire strength into line, and to the support of the
nominations.
Fait h was also placed in tbe
well-known antagonism of Conkling and
Blaine to secure the vote and support of tbe
Both resources failed, and
Maine^ Senator.
Blaine 8 answer to Gordon was so vigoroas aad
emphatic that Conkling made a formal acknowledgement in his closing speech.
What
will the President do next? is the general inquiry; and, while he has told no one, tbe im
pression given out by prominent Representatives who have conversed with him upon the
situation is, that new names will be sene to tbe
Senate for confirmation, and that no unnecessary delay will intervene, and that the nominations will be made before tbe recess if possible.
That they wil|be rejected isconceded.and be'eJt
is said tbe.administratioa will stop; that it will
go to the country on tbe issue as thus made np,
and abide its decision. A crop of rumorsabr ut
Cabinet changes and a general new adinstment
of things has come up, bat there appears to be
high officials, as being extremely friendly to
no substantial
the American
ground for them to rest npon.
government and people.
Predictions are made by experienced observers
tbat within sixty days three seats in tbe CabiSlETEOBUliOHICAL.
net will be vacated, or the President will conINDICATIONS FOB THB NEXT
TWBNTY-FOU
duct a vigorous offensive campaign
tbe
against
HOURS.
Senators wbo dispate bis prerogatives. NaturWar Dep’t, Office Chief Signal a
ally Conkling and bis friends are elated. They
Officer, Washington, D.C.,
were certain of victory before the
>
fight opened
Dec. 15, [1 A.
and told their friends so.
Mr. Conkling wears
Bar New Eng laud
his authority with modesty. His own
interpretation of tbe events is tbat “the Senate will
the Middle states and lower lake region falling
teach the President tbat tbe constituents of
barometer, southwest to southeast wiuds, genRoscoe Conkling are not to be exempted from
erally warmer and partly olondy weather are
tbe operations of bis civil-service reform.” The
probable, with possibly occasional light rains
remark is often made tbat the fight was rot
or snow from the last to first
one of Mr. Oonkllng’s seekiog; tnat no charge
ot incompetency or dishonesty bad beeD made
Governor Bob'uson of New York, declines
against Messrs. Arthur aud Cornell, aud that to interfere in the case of the Vandyke wife
by tbe very principles of civil-service reform I murder, and Vandyke will be
hanged at Canpromulgated by tbe administration they were ten, on the 21st instant.
ef

M.jJ

distrj£t-

MARINE NEWS.

FOREIGN.

En.tport Schooner Ashore.
Gloucester. Mass., Dec. 14.—The schooner
Volant from Eastport, Me., loaded with potatoes and wood, mistook the harbor yesterday

during

An

morning coming in and went ashore on Pavilion beaob.
It was tbonght she could get off
easily, but she cow lays lull of water. The potatoes have been discharged.
A tug boat has
been at work, but cannot get her off on account
of low tide. A southeast storm would probably
wreck her.
Rockland Schooner Lou.
•Chatham. Mass., Dec. 14.—Schooner Prances Hatoh of Rockland, Me., from Rondout
for Boston with a cargo of cement, came
ashore near Station 12 this forenoon.
She is
now lull of water and will probably be a total
loss. Sbe was boarded by boats from the life

•aving station

and her crew were taken off.

XLYth Congress-Regular Session.
SENATE.

Washhcgtos, Dec. 14.
The; vice President laid before the Senate a communication from the Secretary ot the Interior, calling attention to the law in regard to the compensation lor government advertising, and complaints
daily received as to the inadequacy of inch compensation. He suggests the law be so amended as to allow the department to pay the same rate for advertising as papers receive from private individuals.
Reterred to committee on civil service and retrenchment.
Joint

resolution relating to reservoirs to promote
of the Mississippi river was passed
Mr. Hoar presented a petition of the merchants of
Boston in favor of an appropriation of a portion of
the Geneva award to reimburse those who paid war
premiums. Referred to committee on Judiciary.
At the expiration of the morning hour the Senate
resumed consideration of the silver resolution.
Mr. Hereford spoke in favor thereof.
At the conclusion of Mr. Hereford’s remarks the
Senate went into executive session.
The doors were re-opened at 4.05 o’clock p. m., and
the Vice President announced as a committee to inquire into the practicability of promoting intercourse
with Mexico, maintaining peace on the Rio Grande,
and authorized under resolution of Mr. Conklmg,
recently adopted, Messrs Conkling, Hamlin, Howe,
Jones, Nev., CameroD, Pa., Eaton and Maxey.
Mr. Sargent from conference committee on deficiency bill, submitted a report, and in explanation
thereof and said reductions bad been made by the
committee in the amount provided for in the Senate
amendments as follows: In appropriation for fuel,

navigation

for

contingent expenses of the treasury department,
$8,000; for railway postal clerk, $14,500; international postal Congress, $2,000; Columbian Institute
for deaf and d umb, $2,500.
The Senate amendments appropriating $20,000 for
publication of the official records oi the rebellion;

$1,420 for legislative expenses of Washtngton territory j$16,084 for the payment of claims of Oregon
and Washington volunteers and in suppressing Indian hostilities in 1855 and 1856, were stricken out entirely.
The Senate amendments appropriating $13,559; for
various custom house
compensation
and mint investigating committees was returned.
Total amount appropriated by bill, as agreed upon, is
and expenses ot

$2,645,873.87.

Mr. Davis of W. Va., inquired what was dene with
the amendment in regard to Senators and Representatives in Congress being permitted to send and receive through mails free diplomatic documents.
Mr. Sargent replied it had been retained and that
the privilege was also extended to the Vice President.
The report of the conference committee was agreed
to and the bill passed.
Mr. Meriimou, who was entitled to the floor to
speak on Mr Matthews* resolution to pay bonds in
silver, said that on account of the lateness of the
hour he would not address the Senate today but
would do so after the holiday recess.
Ou motion of Mr. Edmunds by unanimous consent
it was ordered that the Vice-President declare the
Senate adjourned tomorrow immediately alter the
reading of the journal and that no business be transacted.
Mr Sargent said the French exposition bill, fcbe
deficiency bill and probibly one or two other bills
would be passed by both Houses and be ready for
signature tomorrow. The order just made snould
nor prevent the Vice President from signing those
bills, and on bis motion the announcement of the
signing of any bill was excepted from the above
order.
Mr.

Ferry of Michigan moved to take up the bill
establishing post routes in the several states
Mr. Matihews inquired what would become of bis
resolution in case the post route bill was taken up.
The Vice President replied t iat it would not lose
its place as unfinished business.
On motion of Mr. Bayard it was ordered that
the Senator from South Carolina should not be pre-

vented from submitting a resolution of inquiry tomorrow on account of the order of the* Senate
just
adopted not to transact any business.
Senate proceeded to consider the post route

.The

bill.
The bill

then read and tbe amendments agreed
to and it was passed.
On motion t)f McMillan it was ordered that the
testimony taken in he investigation of the charges
against Senator Grover ot Oregon be printed.
Mitchell introduced a bill by request to authorize
the Southern Pacific Railroad Company to extend
its railroad and telegraph lines easterly from its
present eastern terri ory in Arizona to a point on
the Rio Grande, at or near El Paso, and to aid the
building of the same. Referred to the committee on
railroads.
Jones of Florida submitted a joint resolution by
request to authorize a treaty with the republic of
Mexico to secure protection to the capital and labor
of the citizens of the United States, which may be
invested and employed in opening railway communication in che northern states of said republic. Re
ferred to the special committee on Mexican affairs.
The special committee on Mexican affairs was antnorizea to employ a person as stenographer and
clerk.
The bill which the House had passed relative to
the burial of the officers and others of the United
States navy who had perished by the wreck of the
Huron

was

was

passed.

Anthony reported favorably on the resolution to
print 250 extra copies of the last edition ot the biennial register tor the use of the Senate. Agreed
to.

Ferry submitted a resolution authorizing the special committee on railway mail transportation to have
its report printed. Agreed to.
Senate at 4.45 adjourned.

[HOUSE.
A bill was introduced and referred by Mr. Quinn
to fix the pay of letter carriers.
Mr. Singleton presented the report of the conference committee on the deficiency applopriation bill.
He explained that the difference between the two
Houses was $171,000 and the committee on the part
ot the House had
$102,000 to the demands of
the Senate committee.
Mr. Eden said the House yielded almost everything to the demands of the Senate and the committee had yielded the balance and he therefore moved to lay the report on the table.
The Speaker ruled the question out of order and
debate followed.
Finally disoussion closed and the report of the conference committee was agreed to without yeas or
nays. Bill now goes to the President lor his signature.
The Paris exposition bill was taken up and the
Senate amendments concurred in.
At 5 o’clock there was a movement on the Republican side of the Bouse for an adjournment ana an
out
opposition to it on the Democratic side
of a desire to have reported and acted on today a
resolution looking to a general investigation of the
departmeuts The yeas and nays were called on a
motion to adjourn and it was voted down by strict

yielded

growing

party division.

The business on the Speaker’s table having been
resumed and disposed of, Mr. Wood chairman of the
committee on ways and means, sent to the Clerk’s
desk a resolution on which he moved the previous

question.

Butler of Massachusetts, Hale of Maine and other
ReDublicau members immedialely rose to make
points of order that the committee on waveband
means had no right to report ar any time.
The Speaker decided that under the rule the committee on ways and means could report at any time
for commitment.
Mr. Wood insisted on having his resolution read
and after some parliamentary disputation ihe
Speaker directed it read. It instructs the several
committees having in charge matters relating to Indian affairs, naval affairs, military affairs, post
offices, public lands, &c to inquire into any errors,
abuse or frauds in the administration of the laws affecting such branches of public se vice, with power
to send for persons and papers during the recess,
&c.

Mr. Hale of Maine suggested that the clause for
for persons and papers be omitted and then
there would be no objection to the resolution.
Mr. Wood—To omit that part of the resolution
would render it entirely inoperative so far as the
coming three or four weeks were concerned,
it would act as au entire waste of the whole purpose.
Mr. Hale said that there was no objection to the
committees going on under their.ordinaryjpowers but
he did object to giving them the extraordinary powIt committees of the House were start
ers proposed.
out with propositions to nose around and harass the
administration, it might as well be understood at

sending

once.

Mr Yeates—What is the other side
afraid of?
Mr Townsend of New York—We

of the House
aro

afraid

the

President In 1880, just as your investigation in
the last Congress resulted in electing a Democratic
President in 1876
Mr. Hale—I do not oblect to the most thorough
and sweeping investigations by these committees
with their ordinary powers, but the experience of the
last Congress as to tbo effect of giving these extra
powers to committess, the things they did and which
they sought to do beyond what should have been
done, tought me a lesson so I will never consent to
giving such extraordinary powers to committees.
My opposition to it is not for the purpose of slopping
fair, open, square investigations, not in the least.
Mr. Seates—Far the same reason that makes the
gentleman afraid of these investigations I desire and
the country desires to have them.
After long discussion of the points of order the
question came down first to Mr. Conger’s motion to
go into committee of the on the private calendar.
Holding that motion in reserve as a strong backing
for dilatory motions
the Republicans at 6.40 commenced filibustering tactics with a motion by Mr.
Page for adjournment, on which the yeas.and.nays
were ordered.
Then motion by Hale to reconsider vote ordering
yeas and nays, then motion by Butler to lay motion
to reconsider on the table.
It was on this latter motion that the first vote was
taken by yeas and nays.
The Republicans under the lead of Bntler declined
voting so as to show the absence ot a quorum when
under the mte nothing is in order but a call of the
House and a motion to adjourn.
After several votes were taken by yeas and nays
the House at 7.20 adjourned.
lican

MINOR TELEGBANI.
President Hayes will not speak at the New
England dinner.
The Senate yesterday confirmed George W.
Kimball postmaster at Rockland, Me.
G. Wiley Wells of Mississippi, was yesterday
nominated as Consol at BoDg Kong.
The Guaranty Fire Insurance Company will
close up its business in January.
District Attorney Phelps of New York, has
failed.
Ex-President Grant arrived at Seroa, yester-

day.

J D Easter & Co., the largest agricultural
implement dealers in the northwest, made an
assignment yesterday.

The New Yora Board of Aldermen yesterday
adopted a resolution condemning the raids on
liquor sellers.
Gen. Hawley has declined the -appointment
of Commissioner-General to the Paris Exposition.
The New York cigar makers say the co-operative shops are a suocess. Over 200 men are
now at work.
The colleciiod agency of Watson I. Hildreth
& Co of New York, victimized merchants to
the amount of $200,000.
Jobu E. Potts, found starved to death ia a
basement in Brooklyn, proves to have been
worth $50,000.
One hundred and fifty laborers in the Brooklyn pottery works have struck for higher
wages.
The nominating committee elected by the
Union Leagne Club in New York, Tbureday
night, ia composed of friends of Conkling as
against a ticket comprising friends of Hayes.
The former is headed by ex-Governor Morgan,
and the latter by Benjamin K. Phelps.

The

War.
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Servia Declares War.
THE PORTE ASKS MEDIATION
OF THE POWERS.

London, Dec. 14.—A special from Erzeroum
to the Times says that Lord Derby has telegraphed the British Consul there to leave the
town. This is considered in Erzemum as foreshadowing a declaration of war between England and Russia.
Tbe consul has left, taking
the archives of the consulate.
The Times’ correspondent at Plevna telegraphs:

Grand Duke Nicholas told me that Osman
Pasha reported his force as 27,000; at the same
time the Grand Duke seemed to be doubtful if
it was so large, and I have heard this doub; expressed in several quarters since the surrender.
About sixty cannon and many hundred wagons
Osman Pasha had
are among the trophies.
three weeks’ provisions still on hand, and ten
days’ rations in his transport train for the whole
army.taThe immediate cause of his abandoning his intrenchments was the breaking out of
an epidemic among tbe troops.
There were 40
or 50 deaths a day in
Plevna, no men available
to bury them, and the mortality increasing.
Eight hundred sick and wounded are in the

hospitals.

A telegram from Athens announces that an
insurrection has broken ont in the province of
Amrye. Crete. The Turkish families and the
inhabitants of tbe other provinces have sought
refuge in the fortress. The Governor of Crete
has sent troops to repress the insurrection.
Four fourteen-centimetre siege guns have
been brought by the Russians from Kars to
Hassan Kaleh. An attack upon Erzeroum is
momentarily expected. Gen. Tergukasoff’s division from Bayazid is threatening Van, the
Turkish headquarters.
A nu

non
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marketed, $625,934.

The transactions at the Stock

THE LOM.

Rpr/lU

reached on the silver bill after the holiday recess
had some influence upon affairs in financial circles
the day; carrying rates B, 4, 3}.
3,2J. 2 @ 1
The clearnces were 130,per cent.; loans made flat
260,000. The Cusome receipts to-day were $219,000.
The treasury disbursements were- $20,800 for interest and $87,200 for bonds. Governments firm,
closing quiet.
imports of dry goods at the port of New York for
the week ending to-day were $836,072: amount
be

*
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Servian government has been issued announcing that the Servian army is ordered to cross
the Turkish frontier.
War was announced today Dy salvos of artillery. Prince Milan will leave for Alexintaz tomorrow.
He has issued decrees proclaiming a
state of siege and announcing that public functionaries who agitate against war will be dis-

missed.

Exchange to-day ag
gregated 142,633 shares, including 71,900 shares Lake
Sbore. 23,300 shares Lackawanna & Western, 12 700
shares Western Union, 3300 shares North Western,
6400 shares St Paul, 1800 shares Erie, 2225 shares
Delaware & Hudson, 1800 shares Michigan Centra),

2100 shares Rock Island.
The fallowing were the

closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg. ..
lf,7i
United States 6s, 1881, coup...
'not
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new.
106
United States new 44 s, reg ex.
1034
United States new 4js, coup.1044
United States 4 per cents, coup.103
United States 1867. reg....loss
United States 1867, coupon.
1064
United States, 1868, coup .",'iio|
United States new 5’s reg.
106?
United States new 5s, coup.1064
United States 10-40’s, reg... 1174
United States 10-40s, coup..
[ *1084
Ourrenev 6’s ... __434
The following were the
closing quotations of
Stocks:
Morris Sc Essex, ex-d.
741
Western Union Telegraph Co...
77
Pacific Mail..., 241
New York Central & Hudson R R.
”'.’.”lC7i
Erie. 94
Erie preferred.
22*
Michigan Central.574

Panama

offered...’.'.126*

Union Pacifio Stock,

..

,„

Lake Shore.
Illinois

674

sgl

Central. 72*

Pittsburg R...
774
Chicago & Northwestern. 33
Chicago Sc Northwestern preferred
164
The following were the ciosmg quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st... 11

Guaranteed. 40
Central Pacific bonds.’
10a
Union Pacific. 40fj
Land Grants.’103
’'"

Sinking Funds.

94}

Chicago Cattle market.
Chicago, Dec. 14.—Cattle—receipts 2000 head:
1400
head.
shipments
Hogs—receipts22,000 head; shipments 3400 head;
opened steady; best at 4 20 @ 4 25; mixed packing at
4 00 ^ 4 10; light at4 00 @ 4 05; Bostons at 4 15
@
4 20; closed dnfl and weak with packers buviug at
3 90 @ 4 00; about 20.000 left over.
Sht»4»n-rpppitdta

steady

at

linn

lino.)

_..I.

■

inns

1_.1

2 75 @ 5 23.

Providence Print Cloths market.
PROVIDENCE, K. I., Dec. 14.—The Printing cloths
market continues dull and prices unchanged.
Baasestlo markets.
York. December 14—Evening.—Colton is
quiet; sales 311 bales; Middling uplands at 11 7 16;
New Orleans at 11 9-16; delivered on contract 409
bales; futures iu moderate business, closing 9 points
decline. Floor—receipts 17,454 bbis; the market
is easier with a moderate export and home trade demand; sales 17,900 bbls; No2 at 3 00 @ 4 25; Superfine Western and State 5 00 @ 5 75; extra Western and State {at 5 40 @375; choice Western and
State at 5 80 @ 6 00; White Wheat Western extra at
6 05 @6 75; Fane) White Wheat Western extra at
G 80 @825; good extra Dhio at 6 40 @ 7
50; choice
extra St Louis at 5 50 @ TO5; Patent Minnesota extra
good to prime at 7 40 @ 8 25; choice to double extra
at 8 30 @ 9 25; Southern flour, common to lair extra
5 75 @ 6 00; goo 1 to choice 6 05 ® 8 5U;
Kye flour is
steady at 3 75 @ 4 30 for Superfine State. Cara1J dull at 2 65 @ 3 25.
Wheal—receipts 58,860
bush; very quiet; sales 99,060 bush, including 89,000
bush on spot; 1 32 @ 134 for No 2 Chicago; 134 @
for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 37} tor No 1 Spring instore;
1 38} do afloat; 1 46 for Winter Red Canada in
bond;
152 @157 lor White State; 132 for No 2
Spring,
closing at 131} bid, 132 asked: do December at 1 30}
bid, 1 33 asked. Kye is steady at 72 @ 74c for Western; 77 S 78c for State Barley firm; sales 90,000;
72 @ 78c for 2-rowed State, latter choice ;75c for common 4-rowed Sta e; 82}c for
ungraded Canada; 85c
lor No 1 Canada in bond. Barley malt is unchanged. tiara—receipts 45.616 bush; new 1 better; old quiet ;sales 94,006 bush, including 78,000 bush
on spot; 54 @ 56c for ungraded new
rteitern; 56 @
57c for New York No3; 59c for Yellow Jersey; 5oc
for Yellow Southern; 60 @ 63c for White steamer
Mixed December, closing at 61}c bid,
61}c asked; 61c
do for January, closing 60}c bid, 6l}c asked. Oats—
receipts 25,3u0 bush, dull; sales ol 38,U0u bush; 35 @
41c for Mixed Western and State;
39@43}cfor
White do; old Mixed Western at 37c delivered;Mixed
State at at36@3>}c; White State at 36}@40c;
Mixed Western 37} @ 40c; White Western 39
@ 404c.
Coffee -cargoes quoted at 16 a 20c gold: job lots at
16 @21} gold. Sugar is unchanged at
7} @ 71 for
for lair to good refilling; 7}c for prime; refined nrmer at 9} lor ttanuard A; 98
@‘9} for granulated; 9} @
9} for powdered; 9} @ 9J for crushed, malaasea—
New Orleans unchanged; 500 bbls at 33 @ 50c for
common to choice.
Klee is steady.
Petroleam
dull—crude at 8c; refined at 13} bid, 13}c asked; sales
15,000 bbls united at 1 85 @ 1 83}. fallow at 7} @ 7}.
Naval Stares-Rosin last quoted at 165 @172.
I’arp'ntineis quiet at 33}c for Spirits. Pork is
lower ;575 bbls mess at 12 95 @13 00.
Beef is quiei.
Cal meals—Western quiet; middles easier at 6jc
for Western long clear; 6}
@6} for city do; 250
boxes long clear December ana January at 6}; 500
boxes long clear and Bborc clear December and January at 6 11-16. Card lawer; 500 tes prime steam at
8 37}; 1000 tes do to arrive at 8 35 @ 8 37}; 750 for
De ember at 8 324; 2250 do January at 8 32} @ 8 37},
closing 8 32}. ] » biakey is steady at 1 10.
Freights to Liverpool—market is dull; Cottonlper
sail at }d; Bteam } @ 9-32d; Wheat per steam at 8d.
Chicago, Dee. 14.—Flour is firm aud unchanged.
Wheat is active; No 1 Chicago Spring at 1 08} @
1 08}; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 09} cash and seller
December; 1 08} seller Janaary; 1 09} teller February; rejected 91 }c. Corn moderately active at 43} @
43}catb and seller December: 424
424c seller .Tan.
nary; 41}aj 42c seller February; rejected 35 @ 35}c.
Oats in lair demand at 24|c for cash aud seller December ; 24{c seller January; rejected 23c.
Bye firmer at 56c.
Barley quiet and steady at 61 }c. Dressed
in fair demand at 4 50.
Pork dull and weak at It 85
cash for old; 11 35 December for new; 11 80
@ 11 85
seller December; 1190 seller January. Lard ia fair
demand at 734for cash aDd December; 7 80 for January. Bulk Meats are unchanged; shoulders at 4|c;
short rib midales at 6 (§) 6}c; do clear at
6}-all lot
15 to 20 days in salt.
Whiskey at ids,
Receipts—14,000 obis nour, 59,000 oush wheat, 50,000 oush corn, 40,000 bash oats, 2600 buBh rye, 21.New

3ulet

In this city, Dec. 13, by Rev. E. Y. Hincks, Chas.
W. Winslow and Miss Louise J. Bibber, both of Fal-

mouth.
In Biidgton,

Dec. 5, Caleb W. Seavey and Miss
Lizzie Howe.
In Harrison, Nov. 25, James H. Tolman and Miss
Elia E Chaplin.
In Naples, Dec. 2, Charles A. Treadwell and Miss
Florence P. Leavitc.
In Harrison, Dec. 5, Charles H. Edtons
Rena B. Cook, both of Otisfield.
In Savannah, Ga Dec 10, Lonis Isador
of Jacksonville, Fla., and Miss Hortense
Vainum, M. D. of Portland, Me.

change in quotations and the demand is rather
small. Sugars ara improving slightly iu demand but
the prices still remain the same as
they have for
something over a week. Flour shows but little improvement while Corn is unchanged.
or no

Cleariag House Transactions.
PORTLAFD, Dec. 14.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows to day:
I
Gross Exchanges.$ 82,804 77
Net Balances.
16,828 68
Rally Uaaseaiic Receipt*.
By

water

conveyance—1000 bn*h
W True A Co.

corn

meal to (i

Reatea Black Market.
(Sales at the Broker’s Board, Dec. 14)
Boston
&
Maine Railroad 7s.110}
|500
5 Eastern Railroad.. 4j
Second Call.
85,000, Eastern Railroad 3}s..jjoj
Haw Hark Stack a«l Meaer Market, g
Nkw Tors, Dec. 14—Evening.—Money opened at
5 « 6 per cant, and closed easier at 6} on call
Foreign Exchange closed qnlet at 482 for sixty
days tterUng bills and 483 M 483} for demand.
Gelu weak and declined from lv3} to 1021. Th* announcement from Washington that no vote would

Stephens
Josephine

York.

for

this city, Dec. 14. at the residence of her son-inlaw, E. L. Tibbetts. Mrs. L. G. Morton, wile of the
late Hallett W. Morton of Augusta.
[Funeral services Monday afternoon at Augusta.]
In this city, Dec. 14, at the residence of hiB son-inlaw, J. H. Reed Chas W. Bowen, aged 50 year*.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
No. 783 Congress street, burial private.
In East Fryeburg, Nov. 29, Rev. John Pike, aged
84 years 3 months.
In Bridgton, Dec. 9, Fanny Cummings, aged 11
years 6 months,—only child of George H. and Matilda
Cummings.
In Hiram, Nov. 27, Mrs. Harriet N., wife of John
Pierce, aged 47 years 11 months.
In Cornish, Dec. 14tb, Mr. Wm.
years.

Sawyer, aged 68

fllinatsrc Almanac..... December 15
San rises.7.30 , High water. 6.38 PM
Snn sets...4.22 1 Moon sets....2.18 AM

New

PORT OF PORTAND.
Friday, Dec. 14.
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—

Portland.
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for

goods

ever
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Bailey

Noyes,

EXCHANGE ST.,

Will sell at Wholesale Prices
until January 1, 1878, Elegant

Illustrated

Gift Books.
Also
Miscellaneous
and
Standard,
Jnvenile Books, Fine Stationary
and Fancy Goods.'
A

rare

offered to

is

opportunity
buyers.

BAILEY

here

JVOYES,

Exchange St.,

_decl3

Timmons &
Stares

119 Commercial Street, aid
and 16 lVlarket Square,

lowest market rates.
Also constantly on hand
1

1UYIUCUWJ

XViYCl

desired quantity.
filled.

All

lUi

BdiD

iu

FORMERLY NELSON k GOULD,

forget

place.

READ !

READ !

Jewelry

Watches,
Dinaa

Holiday

Goods!

Wednesday,

Dec.

/~V

12,

C.

A fine line of GOODS suitable for
for Christmas and New
Years Gifts.;

PO&ITIV EliY

NICHOLAS

Candy, Candy!
THE_BE8T

HEALTH

ALII

FOR

Hundreds in this city and vicinity are to-day rejoicing. haviDg been restored to health through the
skillful treatment of

DR. 11. R.

ALL SORTS OF

FOR THE HOLIDAYS !

& Co.,

Warranted Pure and Fresh Every Day
—

AT

ed by many physicians.” and on the verge of despair, come, and be relieved of your sufferings and ye
snail rejoice. The Doctor’s success during the time
he has been in your midst is a sure guarantee of his

skill.
All diseases peculiar to the female organization are
treated, without localizing, and cured secundem naturam.

CHItOKIC
in all forms treated with
tention paid to diseases
and lungs.

DISEASES
and particular

success

of the

ear

and

ateye, throat

Patients visited at their homes and treated when
desired.
Office hours from 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 5 P._M.
eodtt
sepll

H. JT1.

|

>■-

■

From $1.50 to 75 cts.
From 1.25 to 62 1-2 cts.
From 1.00 to 50 cts.
90 to 37 1-2 cts.
From
From
75 to 25 cts.

"ECONOMISE.”
■;

Bsyi’ Woolen Mitu and Glares
Boys’ Cloth Gauntlets, kid paints
Boys’Winter Caps
Winter Gloves
Mien’s Wool mitts, hand knit

From $1.75 to $1.50.

REAL TORCHON L1CBS
From 50 and 62 cts. to 25 cts.
From 25 and 37 cts. to 12 1-2 cts.
These are goods which we wish to close immediately, and have marked without regard to cost. An
early examination will repay any one wishing to
purchase.

MOORT & BAILEY,
OWEN,'dtf*
dec6

Old,

Old

STREET,

IN

—

Xzadie*' Warn Bool* anil Slippers*
Ln< irs’ CJork Sale Scnmlesi Boon.
Kindle*’ and
Gents’
Canadian Over*
Shoes.
• "dies and Genu’
Plain, Fancy and
Toilet Slippers
ladies' and Miiiei’ White Boats and

Slipper*.
Isarge Stork of medinm
and
low
Boots and Shoes, all
priced reliable
warranted by

_M.Q. PALMEIi.
THE MERCANTILE AGENCY.
311-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.J

T. FRANK JONES,

Manager.

Bonds,
BANK STOCK, GOLD &C.,

EsUmlished in New York, 1811,

In Portland, l888-

City

Highest prices paid

lor

“CALLED” U.

S. 5-20 BONDS.
eneod

They furnish detailed reporis to subscribers'?l_the
a
men
responsibility and trustworthiness ot bustoe

Also
throughout the country
Reference Book,
March, July and September, Theaua
ratings ot
oing about 700 000 name*
Collections ot over-due
uiiness men and firms*

conta

agency In th« world,
^The* oldoH^n^'mrgeet
Branch and A««oclat* Office, in

having .event y-.il
complete working order.

deoddintf

50c

•

75c
45c

Tana

tSe

Fall liae Kid «Uve. aad Milts, Back
Cloves, Ac., at ike

Lowest Prices.

Opposite Postofllce.

no 17dtf

Randolph Boynton.

WATCHES

Cleaned and

Mainsprings

Case spr

Warranted,(for
“
“
"

gs

Clerks aad Jewelry
at nry low price*.

$1.00

“

1.00
.75

•( all kiads repaired

111128

482 Congress St

dlf

Holiday

M. Q- PALMER’S.

BONDS !

GOVERNMENT

ITIpb’i Wlntfir

Story I Opposite Pretile House.

The largest assortment,
the
best
qnallly and th« Cheapest Stock of
RUBBER BOOTS, SHOES and OVER
SHOES, all widths ati<' sizes, at

‘J5e
75c

...

GENTS’ SCARLETGNDERWEIR

Payson & Co., E D WARD RUSSELL
& CO.
EXCHANGE
DEALE

—

C. 0, HUDSON S,

dt

Marked Down !

The
THAYER,

Mechanics’ Hall Building.

!

PORTLAND.

JUST RECEIVED!

sndOm

Pro-

de!2d2ff

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,.
dec!5sndlw

0c18 Cor, Preble and CongreM St,.

It, and
it

nounce

No. 13 Market Square,

One Dollar

English

U*

deci2ili.ie25

Tien’s

Perfumes and Toilet Soaps,
F. T. Mealier & Co.,
Apotheearis

V.1

Day, Jr., &Co.,

Customers should take advantage
of this as it is a rare chance.

price of

Large Assortment ot
French and

—.

LANTERNS

All the People Eat

soli at the

Cor. Union and Middle Sts.,

V.

94 EXCHANGE STREET.

Our Stoek of Colored Dress Goods
at Cost.

Congress St.

1’

for Christmas Trees the best articles out for Illuminations. Wax Dolls and all other kinds of Dolls.
Games, Picture Books, Pocket Knives, Checker
Boards.
In TOY* our stock is complete, comprising all
the novelties.

WILL OPEN ON

Tukesbury

LORING, SHOW & HARM,

&c.,

Kings and Sets, Gold and Plated Studs, Silver
Thimbles, Charms, Silver and Plated Napkin Kings,
Niekel Plated Combination King and Ho'der (new,)
Plated Knives and Forks, Children’s Plated Knife,
Fork and Spoon, Collar Buttons,
Plated Vest
Chains, Clocks, Opera Glasses, Music Boxes, Writing Desks, Work Boxes, Autograph Albums. Ladies’
ani Gents’ Dressing Cases.
Vases, Toilet Sets,
Fans, Bags. Wallets, Woik Stands, Work Baskets,
Rocking Horses, Tool Chests, Mathematical Instruments, Drums, Willow Cradles, Toy Furniture,
Magic Lanterns, Ladies’ and Uents’ Skates,

ST,

Tukesbury & Co.,

aticl for this small sum one can obtain a reproduction of the finest Work, of Art. Frames in great
variety. Portfolios in all styles.

oc27

L. A. Gould & Go.,

prices. Gold Watches, Silver Watches,
Chains, Plated do. Gold Neck Chains,
Plated do. Lockets, Roman Shawl Pins, Plated do,
Scarf Pina, Finger Rings, Amethrst Kings. Stone

QBMS OF ART

33

50 cents.

at reduced
Gold Long

Our Stock of Holiday Goods is so large that in order
to give these

A

at

uuy

orders by mall promptly
nol6dsntf

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

Standard

gain,

Large Line Ladies’ Hand-made Jackets
from 9135 to 93.50.
Embossed
5000 Yards
Elegant tilk
Oallooos; the widest and prettiest in the
city, for 35 ceats Do not buy ihe cheap good*
when you can get the nice goods for the same price.
Examination solicitedt no extra charge for

New York, Blue Point

VJBIOIB,

COR. OF UNION & MIDDLE STS.,

uniform

offered.

350 Pairs Gents’Henry all Wool Mbaker
Hose, oonble heels, down to 35 cents,
cheap.cheap, cheap.
130 Pairs Ladies' Henry Fleeced Ling d
Glares only 15 cent
13 Pairs Ladies’ Heary Fleeced Lined
Glares, only 35 cents much better goods.
400 Fairs Real Joseph 3-Button Kid
Glares at
cents per pair.
160 Children’s All Wool Whirred Waists,
elegant no«da for 35 cents each, sold
last season for 75 ceats.
360 misses' Pants and Vests for 35 cents,
fine anil heary.
300 misses' Pants and Vesta fay 35 cents,
all large sizes, rery cheap.
800 Ladies’ Pants and Vesta, extra bar-

Don’t

Iff

weekly during the winter cargoes ol
fresh Oysters direct from V irginia, which they will
sell by the barrel, bushpl, gallon or quart, at the

decll

are

we err r

340 Pairr Ladies’ Fancy 8»riped Hase,
nabb* styles, only 15 ceats, former price
35 cents.
180 Pairs Ladies' Fall Regular Fleeced
Linen Hose 35 cents, cheap at 38 cents.
300 Pairs Ladies’ Cashmeee and Ribbed
Hose, fall regalar, French Toes, 8eal
Brown mad Cardinal, nil wool, only 50

503 Congress Street.
the
declilt

Hawes,

Will receive

17,

nan

our

snd2w

_

537

These

Goods

counters Dec. 12th. and in
onr large stock we have decided to
JOB LOTS at the following low

on

howing goods.

Portland.

oysters;

OUR

on

or*

cents.

NOTICES.

leisure.

place

we

This is the best trade

Christmas Goods

SPOKEN.
Bee 5, lat 33 03. Ion 76 10, ship Richard III, Hubbard, from Charleston for Liverpool.
No date, off Florida, sch Chas E Moody, fm Guadaloupe for New York.

their

dtf

prices:
300 Pairs misers’ Fancy Dose nt 15 cents,
f rmer price 35 cts
600 Pairs misses’ Extra Nice Cashmere
Hose, fall regular, 35 ceats. former
price 75 ai d 87 cents. 91 ©O and 91.35.

CUM TO PURCHASE

POBEIGN POUTS.
Ar at Shanghae Oct 13th, barque James S Stone,
Weston, Nagasaki.
At Shanghae Nov 8, barque Goodell, French, for
Nagasaki and beck, (at $19,000 in full.)
At Hong Hong Nov 8, Bhips Charter Oak, Staples,
from Yokohama, ar Oct 24, for Honolulu; Helicon,
Howes, for Manila and United States; H S Sanford,
Sleeper, for New York; barques Abiel Abbott, Chase,
for do; H N Carlton, Harkness, for Honolulu.
Sid Oct 17. barque iVlignon, Soule, Haiphong.
Ar at Bristol. E. Dec 13tb, barque John Zittlesen,
Mernman. Philadelphia.
Ar at Havana 7th inst, schs Lizzie Wilson. Wilson,
Portland; May McFarland, McFarland, Philadelphia,
In port 8th, brig Liberty, Deverenx, for North of
Hatteras; schs Maggie Dalnng, Dalling, and Hattie
Baker, Baxter, for North ot Hatteras
Ar at Mayaguez Nov 24, sch Five Sisters, Johnson,
New York.
Sid 1st inst, sch 8 L Davis, Cottrell, North ot Hatteras; 8th, barque Acacia, Anderson, do.
Ar at BaracoaNov 30, sch Victor, Puig, Pinkham
New York.
Old at St John, NB, 12th inst, sch Garland, Libby,
Machias.

cn

COLCORD,

Holiday

indtr

Extraordinary

Freeman. Virginia, ll Hooper. Prize. Express. Saginaw, Chattanooga, Ringleader, Niger, Josephine,
Fairdealer, Leesburg, J C Roker, Trader, C V Minot,
and others.

we have decided to open
representation,
that
triarwla
nwnmitia tka

W.

More room, and more room we must bare in
tier to show to advantage our large line of

Portland.

a proper
tills ctnra

J.

order to decrease
mark out a few

SALEM—Ar
Rondout.
Ar 13th, schs E M Branscomb. Dodge, Calais; H S
Bridges, Calais for Philadelphia; Neptune’s Bride,
and Nellie Eaton,do tor Providence; Andrew Peters,
do for Fall River; King Dove, from do for Fall River;
Franconia, Ellsworth lor Providence; Ella Endora,
Mt Desert for Boston; Catawamteak, Rockland tor
Baltimore; May Day, do for New York; Ella Pressey, Thomaston tor do; Red Jacket, Camden for do;
Belle, Westport tor do,
PROVINCETOWN—Sid 13th', sch M M Chase,
Harding, Portland.
POKTSMOUTH-Ar 13tb, sch T J Trafton, Hoyt,

lection at

dJm

given to private pupils by the subscriber.

that

Kennedy,

DEC.

UNITED STATES HOTEL.

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

No. 99 Exchange St.

Lizabel, Hooper.
Andrews, NB.
lltb, sch Mansfield, Achorn, from

UOVO AY,

nol4

Jan24

octlS

St

SPECIAL

LANGUAGES,

143 Pearl Street.

W. H. KOHLING,

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 12tb, barque John J
Marsh, Patterson, Port Johnson for Portland; schs
Altston, Fitzgerald, So Ambov for Boston; Lizzie
Brewster, Fl>nn, Tiverton lor Weymouth; Castilian,
Means, and Dolphin, Young, Weehawken tor Newburyport; J B Knowles, Wass, from Philadelphia for
Portsmouth; Willie DeWolf, Gott, Calais for Providence; Addie Todd, Corson, do for New York.
Sid, schs Wm Pickering, Caroline, Frank. Calista,
Richmond, Maggie Ellen, Norman, Vesta, Ellen Tobin, and Fleetwing.
BOSTON—Ar 13th. brig H H McGUvery, Whittier,
Rondont: schs Almeda, Small, Hoboken; M K Rawley, Kawley, Rondont; Ida May, Gray, Bangor.
Below, sch BeDj B Church, from Philadelphia lor

brig

TRIEST,

OF

German, French, I.alin and Greek.
German and French Classes.

shown by

SOMERSET—Sid 13th, sch M B Mohony, Perkins,

Portland.
Cld 13th,

for thorough

Graduate of the Highest University of Germany.

—

among the very best

ver, Somerset for do.

19th,

AND

PROFESSOR

embrace
many
importations, and are

recent

rmusuu.

sch J M

special advantages

lOih

H. F. EATON.
References to patrons—
H. Fletcher, Isaac
Jackson. Justo M. Quintero.
nov6eod6w

These goods

Ar 13tb, brig Geo K Dale, Smith. Ragged Island.
Cld lltb, 8ch L T Whitmore. Whitmore, Boston.
Below 14th, brig Etta Whitmore,Wright, from Liverpool.
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, schs Gen Hall. Siminona,
St Marc 23 days; Ella. Hatch, Baltimore for Boston;
M J Laughton, Hallowell. Whiting; Elva E Pettengill, York, and J W Sawyer. Orchard,from Portland;
Nautilus, Peck, Rockport; Hyue,Oliver, Providence;
Liliie B French. Haskell, New Bedtord; L L Mills,
Armstrong and Porto Rico, Wentworth, Providence;
Trade Wind, Gray, Rockland.
Cld 12th, schs Rocky E Yates. Hopkins Barbadoes;
L W Wheeler, Bowman, Cardenas: Ulrica R smith,
Smith. Jacksonville.
Cld 13ih, schs Mauna Loa, Chisholm, Rio Janeiro;
Kate Clark. Guptill, Grand Menan.
Passed through Hell Gate 12th. schs Ella, Condon,
Ponce 25 days for New London; Game Cock, Robinson, do tor Eastport; Adriana. Hoboken tor Lynn;
Isaac Orbeton. Weehawken for Boston; B LSherman, do lor New Bedtord; Addie E Snow, do for
Portland; Geo B Ferguson, do for Rockland; Koret,
Amboy for Providence.
NEW LONDON—Ar 11th, sch Cbas E Sears, from
Boston for New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 13th, brig Benj Carver. Dodge,
Port Johnson; scbs Laura Bridgman, Thompson.
Pensacola; Fleetwing, Thompson, Rockland; Commerce, Woodman, Bangor.
Sid 13th, schs Win Thomas, Littlejohn. Port Johnson; Alice T Boaraman, Lunt, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 13th, barque Sagadahoe. Powers,
Gloucester for New Yurk; sch Oregon, Church Pittston tor do; Kolon. Brookings, Bath for New York;
Ainomak. Clark, Rockland .or do.
Satled 12th, barque Cbas Peering Carter, Addison
for New York; scbs Petrel, Wooster, 1m Bangor for
Hampton Roads; Mary Ann, Alley. Bristol tor New
York: Lillie B French, Haskell, New Bedford for do;
Sea Bird, Stanley, Bristol for do; Laconia, Crockett,
and Ida Hudson, Kenniston, Rockland lor do; Am
Eagle, Brown. Sullivan for do; Ellen Morrison, GroNew Yerk.
NEW BEDFORD-Sid
Farr, New York.

Term will commence Dec.
and conliuuc 13 we. ks.

and practice instruction.
For circular applv to

Business Suite.

ORLEANS—Ar up 8tb, ship Northampton,

Cld 12th, 6hip Lizzie Moses, Cox, for Havre; sch
Anita, Webb Laguayra.
KEY WEST—Ar 12th, sch Frank W Emery, Falker, New York for Progresso, (rudder sprung.)
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 7tb, sch Florida, Bag'.ey,
Belfast.
CHARLESTON—Cld 8th, sch Annie Freeman,
Harris, West Indies.
Cld I2tb, shin Bullion, Reed. Liverpool.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 12th, sch Grace Webster,
Yonng. Nassau, NP.
RICHMOND—Ar 11th, sch Mabel F Hart, Brown,
New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 11th, sch Laura E Messer,
Gregory, Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 12th, sch Aneroid, Talbot, Savannah ; Cora, Megathlin, Bestou.
Ar 13th, schs H ti Bird, Rhodes, BaDgor; Jennie
E Simmons. Young. Jacksonville.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 12th brig Charlotte Buck,
Herrick, St Domingo: sch Nellie Scott. Hurlbut.Car-

Sch M M Chase, Harding. Norfolk—oysters to Tim& Hawes, and Atwood & Co.

Jo. H Poor & Bro.

(Established 1856.)
Winter

OVERCOATS

Pavilion

DOMESTIC7 PORTS.
Murphy.

Family School

NOKRIDOEWOCK, me.

lUDWIG

Beach. Will come oft after discharging.
Sch Eveline, from Bangor for Jacksonville, before
reported abandoned at sea. had a general cargo provisions. She was eight years old, valued at $5000,
and owned in Belfast. Master’s interest insured.

mons

Scb Benj B Church, Kelley, Philadelphia—Iron to
Uraud Trunk RR.
Scb Ralph Howes, Shuts, Philadelphia.
Sch C J Willard, Wallace, Philadelphia—eoal to

Eaton

Seasonable Goods
—

board,

MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN

This school offers

MEMORANDA.
Sch Fleetwing, ot Robinston. with a general cargo,
ashore at Charlottetown, PEI, 14th inst. She is
high up and uninjured.
Sch Volant, ot and from Eastport for Boston, with
herring and wood, while getting ander way at Glou
on

boarding pupils.

References—Rev. F. h Hedge, D. D., Mr. Henry
W. Longfellow, Prot. Oliver Wendell Holmes
dJtweowly*
novl_

was

and went ashore

for

Terms including all school instruction and
9300 per year. Address the Principal,

Is prepared to m°lfe up in his
usual style the finest
assortment of

New York.

—

NEWS.

provided

KOHLING

Bermuda 10th inst, sch B F Farnham, from
Nuevitas.
Cld, Mollie, Atherton, Havana.

mlsstayed

*

A

The cold weather has arrived, and

Ar at

cester 13th.

School,

SCHOOL of the highest character for young
ladies. The course of study prepares for the
Harvard Examinations tor Women.
A pleasant home under careful supervision is

WINTER I

Rotterdam 13th inst, ship Theobold, Adams,
Savannah.
Ar at Port Chalmers Nov 15th,
barque S R Lyman,

Pinkbam,

Place

BOSTON.

Sid fm

have exhausted your list of remedies and been treat-

In

MARUSTE

Speedwell, for New York.
Liverpool 13th inst, ship Jos Clark,

ard. and
Sid fm

EDUCATIONAL.
Otis

MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE/)
Ar at Sydney Dec 1st, barque Frank Marion, from
New York.
Cld at New Orleans 30th, ship Gen Shepley, for
Havre.
Ar at Kingston 2d inst, brigs F H Tobd, Maguire,
New York; L M Merrett, Herrimau, Boston.
Sid Nov 29, sch8 A D Henderson, Milk River and
Boston; 30th, Fred Smith, for St Anna’s Bay and
New York.
Ar at Milk River 28th, barque Eva H Fisk. Nichols,
St Thomas.
Sid tm Cardiff 12th Inst, sch Grace Bradley, Vesper. Havana.
Sid fm Cadiz prev to 13th inst, schs Parcpa, Pack-

We would say to the sick and suffering, after you

DIED.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Esrtlnnd. Wholesale Market.
Friday, December 14.—Ths markets show little

and Miss

SPECIAL NOTICES.

FROM

uouao,

Nxw York, Dec. 14.—Kiernau’s agency has
the following:
Chicago, Dec. 14.—The Tribune publishes the
following cable special from London: Accounts
agree that Osman Pasht’s army did not reach
30 000 men, and probably did no exoeed 25,000.
Osman Pasha is expected to arrive at Bucharest today.
About Dec. 18th it was stated he
had sent information to Constantinople of his
The reverse
ability to hold out indefinitely.
was true.
Hia communication was a severe arraignment of Turkish administration for incapacity and intrigue, as be wished to retreat to
Orkinbith before Plevna was entirely invested,
there uniting with Mehemet Ali’s army, and
saving his own. He refused further obedience
to the Constantinople government, but said he
should hold to the last for the sake of his own
reputation. The bulk ef the Bussian troops at
Plevna will go to reinforce the Czarowith,
Partbongh possibly he may not need them
ticulars of the battle on the river Lorn have not
been reoetved, but it was a serious affair.
At Bucharest it is reported that Elena has
been recaptured with 1200 Turkish prisoners.
Important orders were dispatched to the British fleet at Bestke Bay at the close of the Cabnet meeting yesterday, and the war steamer
Bupert has left Constantinople in haste to oonvey orders to the Admiral. Another Cabinet
council will be held tomorrow, at which every
member will be present, a special Queen’s message having been sent to eaoh minister. It
seems impossible that England should take any
warlike steps.
A telegram from Karmarle yesterday says
that cannonading is proceeding today between
the Turkish and Bnssian positions. Bad weather is setting in.
A Bussian official despatch dated Bogat 13th,
says sikty battalions of Turks yesterday attacked the forces of Grand Duke Valdimir all along
the line, directing, however, their principal efforts against the left and centre. They attacked Metchka six times, but each time were repulsed with great loss. At 1 p. m. the 35th division of the 12th Bussian army corps appeared
on the scene, and attacking the Turks in the
flank compelled them, with the co-operation of
the rest ot the Bussian forces, to retire npon
Krasna, their retreat to Jovan Ciftlik being cnt
off. Grand Duke Valdimir narrnwlv esc.ansd a
ball which struck very near him.
London, Deo. 15.—The Post’s leading editorial says it is understood that the British Cabioet
yesterday had before them a circular from the
Porte, intimating its willingness to accept the
mediation of Europe, Porte asserts that guarantees for good government furnished by a constitution are more advantageous than the establishment of autonomous states, which can
only lead to tbe disiutegratton of tbe Empire.
Tbe Pest considers, bowever, there are no present prospects of the acceptance cf mediation,
aB Germany is hostile thereto, and any offer on
the purfc of Knalaod is not likely to bo Troll rcceived by tbe Russians.
Tbe Paris correspondent of the Times an000 bosh barley.
nounces be has received a statement from what
Shipments—10,000 bbls fionr, 8,000 bush wheat,17,he believes to be a trustworthy source that
000 bush corn, 11,000 bush oats, 840 hush rve. 8.Server Pasha has informed Mr. Layard, British
500 bush barley.
ambassador, and Count Zicby, Anstrial amis quiet and easier; extJF14-—Wheat
bassador to Constantinople, that he considered
White Michigan at 1 36; Amber Michigan on spot at
tbe continuation of a war a useless sacrifice and
1 30}; seller December 1 30g; January at 1
31}; No 1
would therefore endeavor to pursnade the TurkWhite Michigan at 1 31; No 2 Bed Winter December
ish cabinet to invoke tbe mediation of Austria
128}; January at 129}; No 2 Spring 114. Com is
As regard the conditions of
quiet; High Mixed at 50c; new at 45 @ 45}c; No 2 on
and England.
spot at 49Jc; do new at 45c; new January 43}c; No 2
peace be considered the political and territorial
White 491c; rejected 49c; new 41}c; damageu at 45};
of
integrity
Turkey indispensable.
new 38c.
Tbe communication adds that Austria will
Shipments—300 bids flour,17,000 bnsh wheat, 47,000
take no initative unless there seems a chance
bash com, 3,600 bash oats.
of success, aud so far there have been no signs
Milwaukee, Dec. 14.—Flourfia steady. Wheat is
of readiness on tbe part of Russia to negotiate.
unsettled, opened 1} lower and closed firm ;No 1 hard
Server Pasha’s conditions also seem unacceptMilwaukee at 111 j; No 1 solt Milwaukee at 110};
able, bat tbe impression is that they will be. No 2 Milwaukee at 1 08; 1 08} tor January; 1 091 for
February; No 3 Milwaukee at 1 03}. Corn—No 2 at
modified.
43} (<tj 43}c. Oats—No 2 at 24}c cash, Rye firmer—
London, Dec. 14.—Tbe Daily Telegraph No
1 at 57}c. Barley is firmer; No 2
Spring at 65 @
Pera correspondent says that the circular of
Provisions are quiet and steady; Mess Pork at
65}c.
tbe Porte states that the Porte desires to stop •11 90 cash.
Lard—prime steam 7 90; kettle at 8}.
the effusion of blood, therefore is ready to come
Receipts—8,500 bbls fionr, 11,000 bush wheat.
to terms aud appeals to the feelings of justice
Shipments—5,000 bbls flour, 14,000 msh wheat.
of tbe great powers. But it is not yet at an
Detroit, Dec. 14. Flour quiet and firm. Wheat
end of the resources and is ready to sacrifice all
firm; extra White Michigan at 1 35 @ 1 35} cash; 1 35
seller December; Nol White .Michigan at 1 29} -g,
for tbe independence and integrity of father
130 cash and seller December; 1
land.
30} ® 1 31 seller for
1 32} for February; No 1 Amber
Michigan
Constantinople, Dec. 14.—Cristics, the Ser- January;
1 26}.
.orn in lair demand; new at 43c.
Oats—No 1
vian agent, has delivered to the Porte Servia’s
White 30} @ 31c
formal declaratian of war against Turkey and
Receipts—1,700 bbls flour, 35,0C0 bnsh wheat,
has started for Belgrade.
1,900 losh corn, 3,200 bash oats.
The peace and war parties are contending
Shipments—2,000 bbls flour,23,000 bush wheat, 1,800
bnsh com, 4000 busb oats.
for supremacy.
It is believed the war party
will prevail.
There is trouble iu Lebanon in
Saw Vobe, Dec. 14—cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands at 117-16c
consequence of tbe refusal of the inhabitants
to furuish a military contingent or send depuOhablestoh, Dec. 14.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
ties to parliament based on the fact that Le
aplands at 10} & 11c.
banon is under European guarantee.
Norfolk, Dec. 14,—Cotton quiet; Middling aplands at 11c.
FRANCE.
Augusta, Dec. 14.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands at 10}c.
The New Cabinet Well Received—Macinahon’a Message Conciliatory in lose.
New Oblabhs, Dec. 14,-Cotton steady; Middling
Paris, Dec. 14.—Tbe Dufaure ministry is ga- aplands 11c.
zetted today.
Savahnah, Dec, 14.—Cotton dnll; Middling uplands at 10}c.
The Coostitutionel Journal, Das Debate, the
Soleil and tbe Dix Nerrieme Seicle entirely apMobile, Dec. 14.—Cotton quiet and steady; Middling nplanns at logo.
prove of tbe new Cabinet and congratulate the
country upon tbe termination of tbe crisis.
Wilmihqtoh, Dee. 14.—Cotton is firm; Middllni
aplands at 10}c.
The Republique Prancaise and Raffel admit
that tbe Cabinet is composed of moderate but
Gsrepean Market*.
siqfere Republicans, but point out that it must
be judged by its works, and insist on guaranLobdob, Dee. 14-12 30 P. M.—Consols at 95 3-16
for
and
95 5-16 for account.
money
tees.
Lohdon, Dec. 14—12 30 P. M.—American securiVersailles, Dec. 14.—The message of Mac- ties—United
States bonds at 67s, 105}; new 5’s, 106};
Mabon was read in both chambers this after10-40’e, 108}; new 4}’s, 104. Erie at 9}.
It states the election of October 14th
noon.
LrVEBPOOL.Dec. 14—12.30 P. M—Onttnn TnarVpt—
affirmed afresh the confidence of tbe country
and unchanged; Middling uplands at 6 9-16d;
in Republican institutions.
In order to obey
o Orleans at 6}: sales 10,000 bales,
including 1000
parliamentary rales 1 have formed a oabinet se- bales for speculation and export; receipts 7050 bales,
lected from both chambers, composed of men
including 5850 American.
Futuies quiet at last night’s prices; December deresolved to defend and maintain these institulivery at 6 13-32; January and February at 6|.
(ions Dy sincere exercise or constitbtionai laws.
Winter Wheat at 11s @ 1 Is 6d; Spring do 10s 4 @
The interests of the country imperatively dells 2d; California averages at 12s 7d (& 12s 11; club at
maud that the crisis through which we are
12 10 (g} 13s 4d. Corn at 29s 6<i @ 29s 9d. Peas 36s
passing shall be set at rest, and demand with 9d. Provisions, &c.—Pork 56; Beef 86 6. Bacon at
no less force that it shall not be renewed.
35 @ 36.
Lard 43s. Tallow 40s. Cheese at 64s. At
The
London Tallow 39 6 (a 39 9.
exercise of the right of dissolution is in effect
nothing bat a supreme consultation before a
judge, from whom there is do appeal, and coaid
Hundreds of lives have been saved by
not be established as a system of
government.
HUNT’S REMEDY, the great Kidney Medicine.
1 believed it to be my dnty to exercise this
right, HUNT’S REMEDY cures
and I conform myself to the reply of the counDropsy and all Diseases
of the Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary Organs.
try.
President MacMahon’s message was mncb
HUNT’S REMEDY *s purely vegetable, and nsed
applauded by the Senators of the Left. In the daily by Physicians in their practice. Do not delay,
Chamber of Deputies members of the Left
but try HUNT’S REMEDY,
Centre principally applaaded, bat the message
Clarke’s Toothache Drops cures instantly.
as a whole made a great impression. The Right
dell
eod&wlw
were silent.
The government in accordance
with a decision of the budget committee, will
ask the Chamber to vote a sixth of the budget
MARRIED.
and tlmfjurth direct taxes.
MINOR TEEEORAMS.
A fire last night in the storehouse of J. W.
Beaver & Co., Lewis wharf, Boston, damaged
stored cotton to the amouDt of §2,500.
There are rumors that a new telegraph company is to build lines from Washington to different parts of the country, on a cash basis.
A Columbia, South Carolina, despatoh says
tbe legislature will investigate the charges that
D T. Corbin fraudulently applied §28,000 of
public money in bribes to secure his election to
the United States Senate,

Sch Olive Elizabeth, Lindsey, Boston.
Sch Eri, Robinson, Boston for Machias.
Sch 0 M Qillmor, Qillmor, St George.
CLEARED.
Sch Tillie Van Derkerchem, Bateman, Philadelphia—John Main.
Sch Ida Blanche, Sellers, Penobscot—master.
SAILED—Schs Albert H Waite, and H DMay.
The Agnes I Grace left 12th.

—

AUD

Goods
—

CONFECTIONERY.
a new lot of Chridmaa Toys
we ofter ai hard tiroe rrlcee.
have constantly on baud ■‘KKRH
CANDIEr of oar owa a«*»'«c,llw, **
wholesale or retail
We Invite one and all to call »t
Stiect and .xamine onr atockbc'r'ir“

We have just received
We

^c*»

also

HUDSON.
GEORGE
decsJ2w

STORKS and dob to let.
nnder Falmouth Ho-

Middle Street,
NO.tel;218 & 22’
large Boarding h>u*e, containing 21
houses iu Tolman Place.
one

rooms; also two dw. ling
House, Pine St Bloek and on. hone. No. 78 Vaughn
9t. For particulars apply to John B. Brown’s Agent,
d«12dlwli* U. SHAW, Ho. 217 Comm.rslal St.

THATYOUNG MAN!
Th» latest and best bit. Jab your book .r newsdslldSW
dealer to bins, toly 80 tests a ropy.

15.~

Tbe Restoration and the Revolution.
Last evening Mrs. Woolson delivered lier
weekly lecture at the Mercantile Library rooms
last evening, taking as her theme "The Restor-

VICINITY~

ation and tbe Revolution.” The lecture opened
with a description of the triumphal return of
Prince Charles and his taking the throne in

THE PBESS.
SATURDAY MORNING, DEC.

CITY AND
NEW

ABTEBTHEnBAT* TO-BAI

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
The Best—H I. Nelson & Oo.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Of Interest—C. D. B. Fisk St Co,
Old Prub—Merry.
I. O. O. F.—Monthly Meeting.
Useful—H. I Nelson & Co.
Charles Custis St Co.—2.

X-Mas-1877—Fitzgerald.

Ocean Insurance Co.
Boy Wanted
To Let Tenement.
District Court of the

United States.
City Ordinance.
Fresh Oysters—Lang * Sargent.
Notice—Union Wharf Corporation.
Accountant.

Birds, Birds, Birds.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Special Art Sale—F. O. Bailey St Ce.
Impoitant Sale—F. O. Bailey St Co.
Assignee’s Sale—F. O, Bailey St CO.
Furniture, Carpets, Arc.—F. O, Bailey & Co.
Religions Notices.
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishop of the Diocese of Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7jp. m. Daily services at
a. m. and 5 p. m.
Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10} a. m., 3 and 7} p
m. also Monday and Thursday evenings at 7} p.
All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.
m.
Reading rooms open to Seamen every day Regular.
First Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
Hall, corner of Middle and Plum Streets.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Rev Frederick S. Sill, Rector. Services
on Sanday 10} a. m. and 3 p. m.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’
Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Union Gospel Meeting

Saturday evening.

First Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching at 10} a. m., and 3 p. in. Sunday School
at 11] a. m. Prayer meeing at 7 o’clock evening.
»~Thc Disciples of Christ will meet at 62 Gray
Lord’s
Sreet,
at
3
m.
every
Day
p.
to attend to the Apostles’ teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of Bread and to Piayer6. All are
Invited to attend,
■Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. J
A. Strotjt, Pastor. Preaching at 2.30 u. m. Praver
uieeuug at
p. in.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at 10* a, m. and S p. m. Sunday
school atl* p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Services at 10* a. m and 3 p. m. Sunday schoo 1
at 2 p.m. Seats tree to all.

wrotfl

satire

a

nn

t.hftlPnrit.ar

s.

at

a. m.

and 3 p.

Morn-

m.

Sabbath School at
1* p m Young People’s prayer meeting at 6 and
general prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Second Advent Church,—Union Hall, 87 Free
St.-Preaching Sunday at 10* a. m. and 3 p. in, by
Elder R. E Emerson.
Prayer meeting at 9 a. m.,
and 7 p.m. Sabbath School at 12 m. Seats free.
India St. UniversalistChurch—Rev. Geo. W
Bicknell, pastor. Sunday School at 1.15 p. m.—
Atternoon service at 3 o’clock.
8econd lecture in
the course, in the evening at 7
o’clock, Subject—
“Promises of wrong delusive.”
Stevens* Plains Univkrskt/st OnnRrn.—
►services
to morrow forenoon at 11 o’clock. Kev,
meet

Mr. Bicknell will

preach.

U. S.

District Court.

DECEMBER TERM, 1877— BEFORE JUDGE

FOX.

Superior Court.
DECEMBER CIVIL TERM, 1877, SYMONDS, J.. PRESIDING.

Friday.—Singer Sewing Jtfachine Co. vs. Margaret Smith. Action of replevin for a sewing machine.
Defendant had a machine under the usual lease, and
plaintiffs claimed the machine for non payment of
rent.

Defendant claimed that there was an agreement
her and a former agent of the company,
that she was to be allowed twenty-five dollars for an
old machine, which the present agent refused to allow; that sbe had tendered them the amount due
and they refused to accept it.
After the evidence was out the casawas withdrawn
from the jury and settled by the parties.
Butler—Bobinson for plaintiff
H. W. 8wasey for defendant.
between

Municipal Court.
Friday.—James Hart.

PRESIDING.

Larceny. Fined $3 with

costs.
__

Hritt/

Jottings.
Plant holiday advertisements ere it be too
late. Pleotier the seed the fuller the crop.
The Union Rowing Association are to give a
ball at Lancaster Hall, New Year’s night.
The officers of the Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows go to Waterville on the 21 of January to
dedicate a new hall ani install officers.
Mr. Gilbert closed his very large class in

fancy dancing last evening, and will
with a new one Satnrday evening of

commence

week
Mr. Andrew Merrill of Yarmouth, while at
work in Master Loring’s ship yard, cut his foot
very badly recently.
The highest wind yesterday was at 9 o’clock
in the morning, when the register at the signal
station indicated 30 miles per hour.
The officers of tha signal service station in
this city have received orders to practice the
government code of signals with flags daily.
next

Gospel temperance meetings will be held at
m. and 7 p. m., tomorrow, in Arcana
Hall. All are invited.
Wm. Hammond has been chosen a member

10J a.

of the board of managers of the Provident Society in place of the late A. M. Barton.
The stores are now fast filling up with Christ”
mas

crnnrit:

ami

Via

man

n.l...

.u.

most is sare to have the best trade.
How would it do if the ladies should baud together and refuse to trade with the merchants
who failed to keep the sidewalks iu front of
their door free from ice.
W. S. Jones has issued his annual edition of
the Portland Holiday annual.
It is finely

printed by

the Tucker printing house, and
makes a good appearance.
The winter term of the Yarmouth High
School will begin next Monday, with Mr. E. R.

Goodwin and

Miss Emma R.

Sargent,

teach-

ers.

There will be a temperance meeting at the
St. Lawrence street church tomorrow evening.
Addresses by Judge Benj. Kingsbury aDd others.
The public are invited.
The walking was simply horrible yesterday
and the most prominent citizens sat down on
the slippery sidewalks without aoy preliminaries, as though it was an every day affair.
The Temperance Union will resume their
regular Sunday evening meeting at Congress
Hall tomorrow at 7 o’clock. ! Several interesting speakers have bsea engaged to take part in
the meeting.
Mr. Levi Bean of Gorham, was out riding
Thursday evening when his horse jumped one
side of tbe road aid slipped on tbe ice, breaking one of his legs. The hois#, a very valuable
one, had to be killed.
Personal.
W. W. Thetnas, Jr., is to lecture in tbe Lim-

ington course next Friday evening.
Senator Blaine j9
i0jDg to tbe Hot Springs in
Arkansas, and will be accompanied by ex-Sec-

Hospital

at

their

meetiug last Saturday has at last been
made publio. The following preamble and resdutioo were adopted:

Whereas,

intimations and suggestions of
malpractice iu the case of Geo. Eatoo have been
made, wh'Ch (be interests „f tbe Hospital and
the rights of the citizeus of the state, who have
so liberally contributed to establish and
support
the institution, demaud should be fully examined by impartial aud competent persons; there-

fore,
Resolved, That the Secretary be instructed to
request the President and Vice Presidents of
the Maiue Medical Association aud the staff of
consulting physicians and surgeous ot the Hos-

act as a board of investigation ot the
facts, at the Hospital, on Tuesday, the 18th of
December instant, at 3 o’olock in the afternoon,
and report their conclusions to the directors;
aud to notify all persons of the time aud place
of said hearing, and request them to lav before
me examiuers aDj evidence in their
possession
touching the matter of inquiry.
The majority of the gentlemen specified have

already signified

their willingness to serve on
the board, and the investigation will be made
at the time and place named.
In view of the fact that charges of waste,

extravagance and general mismanagement have
been

industriously

widely circulated,

and

it

was

Voted. That the Board of Visi*ors be requested to make full investigation of the financial
and business management aud condition ot the
Hospital, and make public report of the result
of their examination at their earliest convenience during the present month.
By the act of incorporation of the Hospital,
the board of visitors is composed of the Governor of the state, the
President of the Senate,
and the Soeaker of the House of Representa
tives.
The board will meet at the Hospital
next Thursday afternoon, the 20th iast., for the
purpose of instituting the requested investigation.
None of this committee are residents of Portland, as Drs. Wood and Gilman did not think
it proper for them to serve under the circumstances. The President is Dr. T. H. Jewett of
North Berwick; the Vice Presidents, P. S.

and evening for the last time
should fail to see it.

noon

20th of December. Free return tickets will be
furnished to members of the Association by
the Maine Central, Grand Trunk, Portland &

Ogdensburg, Portland
uwiu,

6
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Response

Barpswell—Thomas K. Hannon to James R.
lot of land for 830.

Wallis,

SkiDner to J.

W.

Adams, lot of Isnd wito buildings for 81500.
Baldwin—Isaac It. Wiggin & ux. to Moses
Parker, Homestead farm foi $500.

<J3tST&Th

unlaundried shirt for $1 has not an
o«18-tf

eqnal.

Red

take

If you Deed a harmless stimnlant,
Sanford’s Jamaica Ginger.

tUD

Ul IUCi

1'iOUJ

Ul

IUU

UIU9 V

WE ARE OVERLOADED AND WANT TO SELL !

UOIlULUt

physicians acknowledge it to be the only care
for paralysis, liver.aterine and urinary diseases,
dropsy, indigestion, constipation, incontinence.
Bright’s disease, and diabetes. Thousands of
dcl5-S2t
certificates. Sold by all druggists.

WE HAVE PLACED OCR PRICES SO VERY LOW
that the closest buyer can reasonably find no fault at what
fact oar entire stock has been marked

we

Piper “Rhetoric,”—B. R. Melcher, Saco.
Di>cassion—Charles Fish, Oldtown; Cyrus Jordan,

Pittsfield
Paper, “Classics and English,”—Charles E. Merrill. Machias.
Discussion C. A Page.
Paper, “Latin in the Schools,”—S. A. Tburlow,

Freeport.
Discussion—Charles M. Jordan.
Thursday evening the Association i3 invited
to listen to a lecture, iu the regular lecture,
course, by Homer Sprague of Boston.

AT COST

PORTABLE COOKING

ask.

In

FRIDAY, dec. 28.

Discussion—M. C. Femald.
Taper, “English Literature,”—Prof. Chase, Bates
College, Lewiston.
Discussion—W. O. Fletcher.
Paper, “Science in Schools,”—Prof. Carmichael,
Bowdoin College.
Discussion—H. W. Ring: A. W. Morrill. Portland.
tr. .vi.. raper, "Education tor Farmere.”—President Allen, (Jrono.
“Olass Exercise in Music,Mr. Sumner, Lewis-

Reports of Committees.
Discussion.
Election of Officers.
7 P. M., Singing and

RANGE,

AND

HIS

NAME

Our Red

Figure Announcement Dec. 8th,
AND THE

PRICES NAMED,
ASTONISHED THE PEOPLE.

AMAZED AND
From early morn until late
Received the First Premium at the New
Fair of 1877, and

England

Convenience
for Elegance, Durability,
and Economy of Fnel-being adapted to
the ut»c of Hthfr Wood or Coal and furnished with every appliance which skill
and ingenuity can suggest to make it per-

Warranted.

is

We Refer by permission to numerous families in
Portland, &s well as elsewhere, now using this
Range with Entire *atisf-«ciion and who are
Enthusiastic in its Praise.

The public should bear In mind that Overcoats are CET EONG. and
that wide bindings and flashy trimmings denote goods that have been
made and offered for sale at least lor FOE * ItARi. NARROW LEG
AND SPRING BOTTOM PANTS are ot thesame date of make as the
above named Overcoats. Too much care dnunoi be taken when selecting clothing, to get that which is NEW sriLE, FREE FROM
SHOP WEAR
aud other damags arising fiom keeping goods
too long in stock.

In no instance has it failed to fulfil
every guarantee of the Manufacturers.

W.

O.

PULLAM,
for

Retailing Agent
So, 199

Portland,

IF

factured

ZST"Orders for Job
promptly executed.

VALUE

YOUR

Parlor
manu-

For Low Prlooa wo

Defy

Foundry Work neatly and

€.

Portland Stove Foundry Company,

D. B.

NO. 244 FORE STREET.

UNDER

isd2w

MARKET

Sociable.

SQUARE,

de!5

University, will supply the Baptist pulpit for a
lew weeks at Mariaville and Waltham.
S. H. Emery was ordained and installed pas
tor of the Baptist church at Tremont and Mt.
Desert, Dec. 5th.
The First Baptist Society in this city has decided to abandon the free seat plan and will return to the renting of pews January 1.
The Pavilion Society in Biddeford has unanimously voted to settle Rev Edward Chase who
has preached to them the past year.
Mr. Zenas Crowell is to be ordained pastor of
the Congregati mat church in Honiton next
Wednesday. Rev. S P. Fay of Bangor preaches
the sermon.
The Rev. Merritt H. Wellman, of Vineland,
N. J., has accepted a call to Christ Cburob
(Episconal), Eastport and entered npon his dut.es 2d Sunday in Advent.
The Rev. J. H Mooers, the Methodist clergyman in Belfast, has resigned his pastoral
charge

of ill

DAYEi>PORT, Auctioneers,
dec12__dlw
Dry and Faocy Goods by Auction.

article in our stock must be sold before
wo have decided to make three Hale*
10
a.m., 2k and 7$ p m.: the best of car
day
stock remains to be sold; Silks, Cashmere Shawls,
Lace Good* and other fine Goods sold every P. M.
ouapie gtxxis soia in me rorcnoon.
Waterhouse & co.
F. O BAILEY ft CO., Aaciionecn.
U3t
every

AS the 25th;

a

account

DEANE BROS’.

dec!4_

Confectionery, Nuts

BY AUCTION.

flTairtA

Pnnlkrw

A aodpiofinn

ME.
<iu

Dec. 17, at 2$ p. m., we shall sell
at Store No, 496 Congress St, occupied bv Geo.
H. Cushman, the entire stock iu said »to*e consisting of Confectionery of all kinds. Nut9, Fruits,
Dates, Figs, Pop Corn, Canned Goods, &c., Ac.
The Fixtures consist of 2 Show cases, Platform
and Counter 8calea, Candy Jars, Trays, Lamps, dfcc.
Mr. Cushman haviDg decided not to remove bis
present stock into his new store, will sell the entire
stock In store 496 Congress St without reeerve.
F. O. BxlLKV
CO., Auctioneers.

ON

holding
drews Hall, opening to-day, Wednesday,

with
hundred and ten coods on exhibition.
Tbe largest exhibitors of poultry are F. E.
McFadden, E. It. Mayo and G. M, Twitcbell,

two

Fairfield, A. E, Shnrtleff, South Paris, and of
pigeons, Samuel Chadwick and B. O. Conant,
Portland.
The display is very fine in all classes and
competition very close, the winning coops securing their preminms by one-fourth and onehall points difference only in the scale of a

pair.
F. E, McFadden exhibits seven coops of very
fine B. B. B. Game Bantams, five pallets of
which scale four hundred and seventy-one and

three-eighths oat

of a possible score of five hun-

dred.
The display of pigeons is remarkably fine
and attracts much attention.
The awards of the jadge, Mr. I. K. Felch of

Natick, Mass., gK’es general satisfaction.
The travelling is bad, making the attendance
poor, hut the society are determined to oarry
the show

through successfully.
STATE

Seth,

NEWS.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The store of Ephraim Higgins at Standish,
was destroyed by fire MoDday.
Loss about
83500; par idlj insured. There are suspicions
ot incendiarism.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Michael Mahany and Thomas Biley of Bangor. are charged wiih rape upon a married
womau named Louise Jiumo.
Both have been
arrested.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Mr, Oliver Green of Eastport, was drowned
tbe 10th lust, at Grand Menau, by falling
out of a boat.
IN GENERAL.
Liberty E Holden, a ua.ive of Maine, and
for several years a lawyer in
Cleveland, Ohio,
hut more recently of Utah, and manager df the
Old Telegraph silver mines, is in trouble. Eleven suits have
been brought against him and
four corporation defendant*, by stockholders,
involving tbe title and produce of the mine. It
is claimed that Holdoo realized from the workings of tbe miues during tbe last IS months,
ou

over

81,000,000.

Hill’s famishing stole is opposite tbe foot of
Free street
ocl8*tf

as

low

as

AUCTION SALE!

HIGH CL1SS OIL P1INTINGS !

(By Foreign and American Ambon.)
Morgan & Davenport, Auctioneers, respectfully give notice to the Citizens of Portland and
the surrounding country, that they will sell at Auction to the highest bidder, on

Co.,

Messrs.

Monday
at

The

WOEK

FANCY

BASKETS

a

part of cargs of oysters for

900

Job

iFor sale at

«•**!*«

and

declS

Weal End Fish Blarhela.
dtf

Fuliy appreciating the very liberal patronage which
has beea bestowed by the public upon this department of our office, we would solicit a continuance of
the same, and will spare no pains to make such patrouagd deserved. We guarantee satislaciion iu ev-

NICE RATTAN ROCKERS
For $4. and upwards,
EASY

AND

ery

RECEPTION

respect.

CHAIRS, PATENT ROCKERS,
PEDESTALS,
&C.
AC.,

Company.

ll^Call and

ace ns

fect satisfaction

French Clocks and Bronze Figures

i. o. o. F.
Monthly Meeting of the Odd Fellows* Mutual

THE

Florentine Marble Agate and Alabaster Vases, Statuettes,Groups,
Card Deceivers, Tazzas &c.,

Attest:

JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec’y.

NICE TENEMENT

York street,
ALane.
Brackett and Clark streets. Also
to JOHN
on

dcl5dtf

and many other ornaments to adorn the Parlor,
Hall or Library to be

between

one in EsSWEETSIR.
No. 5 Neal street.

Apply

sex

PUBLICATION
THE AMOUNT OF TESTIMONY in fa

OF

SOLD

of Dr. Schenck’s Pnlmonic Syrup, as a cure for
Consumption, far exceeds all that can he brought to

®

TUESDAY

or

Christmas Gifts for

Boys

or Girls.

ECONOMICAL
Holiday Goods for all at

to

directions

Every Variety and Style

Yon

can

get

a

a

276

Middle

1

Retailing

at

Wholesale price.
assortment is

482
Oc3

Birds,

a

No.

35

BODSE,

Street,
,

MAINE.

Prices.
These
goods
all
fresh,
embracing
and

are

uuu

of my

proving
cheerfully
not

CHARGE.

WHENEVER

1878

new

ON

are

all

F. O. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.
decl5

own Plate.

Goods
as represented will be
replated FREE OF
Do not fail to call and

27 Market
Table

Ware

Replated as good
Saving in Price.

EXCHANGE STREET.

Call early while the

large.

Congress St„ Opp. the Preble
|

Portland, Dec. 14th. 1877.

as

to act

at

on

the office of the

the

Clerk,

following articles,

on

<11 w

PURSUANT

Square,

of G. M. Tucker.

said

wharf,

on

viz:

BARNES,

AOCOUN PANT.
Business solicited Irom any in need of assistance on
their accounts.
Specml attention given to adjustment of

complicated account*.
Would take charge ot one or

more sets of accounts
Ter x>s reasonable.
Order* left at 760 C ingress street, or 28 Exchange
street, or by mail, promptly attended to.

permanently
decl5

W&Stt

A

■

Boy

...I

A

-vi.

iucucr.

Bailey

decll

and
Reflnlshed
at a great

new

k

SWEETSER

Co.,

Auctioneers.
dtd

398

IN

17 years old
work
Call

dclSdlt

STORE,

Congress Street.

opposite rity Hall, Is new the GREAT
EMPORIUM for Ladles’ Fancy Goods,
Dress and Cloak Trimmings, Hosiery,
Gloves 4c. Yon can save money by purchasing from them, for, although tbeir
goods are new and fresh, they sell at the
very lowest prices,

100 Bone Corset,
—

& MERRILL’S

NEW

The prettiest and best fittiug corset now in the market Is the

—

oc2t

and.

Cardinal

—

ENGRAVINGS 1

A fail lineot which, in addition
to the n«nal stock ot DRAB and
WHITE, can be lonnd at

Very choice subjects, framed or
untrained, at prices that compare
favorably with those ot cheaper
productions; to the examination
ot which, I invite the public. The
s> lection has
been made with
some care,
and wrill repay the

Geo. F. Nelson,
no5

Old stand Sweeuer 3c Tier rill.

<3 3 m

(rouble ot inspection.

Gloves! Gloves! Gloves!
The be*t in the
Wear Are The

FREJD’K F. HALF,
i\o.

World for Gentlemen’s

OP

Free

Street.

Skates!

—

Fisk, Clark & Flagg

“Atm. Club.”

“Ic. King” (new.) “All
a great variety of

Clamp,”
fcur.ka,” and
cheaper qualities, for Ladies

The Best Kid Gloves,
The Best Dogskin Gloves,
The Best Driving Gloves.

Poaching

3

dec!2dlw

CITY MADE GLOVES
—

dly

Bine,

$1.00 PER PAIR!

The Best

Wauted.

GOOD, Smart American Boy abont
to learn a trade; one not afraid to
at 27 Market Square.

cj.

peremptory and without reserve.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Administrator,

F. 0.

NO. 363 HIIODLE STREET,

First—To chose a President.
Second—-To choose a Clerk and other officers lor
the ens-uing year.
Third—To act on any other business that may
come before them.
A. K. SHURTLEFF, Clerk.
Portland, Dec. 15,1877.
decl5-28<&3l

—

SALE.

to license from the Probate Court of
Cumberland county I shall sell at public auction at tbe rooms of F O. Bailey & Co.. 35 Exchange
St., on Monday, Dec. 24. at 12 M., the following vessel property of the late Robert Holyoke, to wit:

d3«r

-|iT

TUESDAY the first day of January, 1878, at 2 P. M.,

D. II.

decltttl

dlw

ADMINISTRATOR’S

LADIES

lw

15___
NOTICE.

holden

Paintings

THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY,
Dec. 20th, 21 st and 22d, at 10 A. M. and 3 P.
M. each day, we shall sell at our Gallery 35 Exchange
"treet. a floe collection ot Orig nal Oil Paintings in
Gold Leaf Frames by the tollowing artists;
W.
Webber, Frank Snow. G. N Cass, Geo. R Morse,
F B DeBloyVan Hazau. B. Cruetzer, Harewick,
Ross and many other well known Artists. Thin
embraces a fine collection of Fisures, Landscapes,
Cattle Pieces, Marine Views. Fruit, Game. &c. We
invite a careful inspection or these Paintings.

rauerus,

dec6

Few Day., a,

UINHE proprietors of Union Wharf Corporation are
X herebv notified that their annual meeting will be

tbe|sidewalk or

audjeonvenient,

Sale

—

1-16 of Nellie Star.
1-32 of Mahaska.
1-4 ol Chilion.

Old

493 CONGRESS STREET.

City Ordinance.
any part thereof,
adj.»ining any building or lot of land on any
street. shall be encumbered with ice, it shall be the
duty of the occupant and in case there it no occupant, the owner or any person having the caio of
such building or lo', to cause such sidewalk to he
made safe
by removing the ice therefrom, or by covering the same with sand or some
other suitable mibstance: and in rase such owner or
occupant, or other person, shall neglect so to do. for
the space of six hours dunug the day time, be shall
forfeit and pay not less ihan two nor more than five
dollars and a like sum for every day that the same
shall continue so encumbered.
This ordinance will beentoiced.
0. K. BRIDGES, City Marshal.

OF

VP ONE FLIGHT.

Charles Custis & Co.,
dec

Exchange
PORTLAND,

CO., Auctioneer*.

BY AUCTION.

Sale

Will be Hold at GBE AT BARGAINS for

OUR PRICES FOR WORK

109

Street'

d3m

LABEL.

DIM PRESS JOB PBimiBS

ROOMS;

Sign of the Gold Pen.

SMALLEST

be obtained for
will be found as low (or lower)
first-class work In any Regular Job
Printing Office.
Please give us a call, or send your order lo

8x10 frame for

DIARIES

THE

as can

decldim

1878

Oil

I shall offer my enf ire stock of
choice goods suitable for Holiday
and Wedding Presents at Bjttom

them for cash.

at

BROWN’S PHOTOGRAPH

4

Birds.

We offer our entire stock for a
few days at prices that will sell

TO

or

d4t

j-ji ui

fine, we are prepared to print everything which
can be printed in this State, from the

j

did

—

examine before purchasing.

UNDERWEAR!

or

Co., Auctioneers.

Important

Silver Ware,

of Work

In

FOB

Nice Picture in

dlw

BRONZE

COLORS

A

del4

in

Dr. Schenck cer-

WEDNESDAY,

On account of the sevqpe storm
the sale was adjourned to Tuesday, Dec. 19, at same lime and
place.

1-32

Dec15

CHRISTMAS.
81.00,

Farrington Block.

HARTZ MOUNTAIN,
Ac., Ac.

Bailey

F. O. BAILEY A

WW 1$ THE TIME TO BU

-dUST IHPORTHD FROM—

TICKETS,

JUST THE Till HO
—

decl3

CARDS,

additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
tifies that most any case or Consumption may be
cured. Every moment of delay makes your cure
more difficult, and all depends on the judicious
choice of a remedy, Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are an
agreeable and safe cure for Consumption caused by
biliousness, and also for sallow complexion and
coated tongue. There is no better remedy for a disordered stomach and all the evils resulting therefrom. Dr, Schenck is professionally at his principal
office, corner Sixth’and Arch Streets, Philadelphia
every Monday, where all letters for advice .must be
addressed.
Schenck’s Medicines are for sale by all Druggists.
decleodl w&wsn

Co.’s,.

F443 CONGRESS ST..

FLYERS,

promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. These

* O.
decIS

!

LOBEXSTEIX,

me nuvenies

CANARY BIRDS,

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup aio^e eas cured many,
as these evidences will show; but fie cure is often

medicines, according

QUIT_BUSINESS

AND

By order of U. Giovannoul & Co., of Florence,
Italy. Every piece of marble positively warranted
to be carved from the original stone in Italy, and
tbe French clocks to be twenty-one day and to strike
the hour and half hour.
Ladies are particularly
invited io attend this sale.

600 FINE SINGING

PROGRAMMES,

_

and 10th, at lO a. m., uni
4 1-4 p. m. each day.

Out Sale

Closing

T.

TJSEFUIj

POSTERS,

support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Scheuck’s Almanac, which can be had of any
Druggist, free of charge, containing the certificates of
many persons of the highest respectability, who have
been restored to health, after being pronounced incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.

nv

—

.Dec. 18tb

Respectfully,

Christmas Presents for Ladies and
Gentlemen.

Bijds,

vor

BY AUCTION

mm.

BOOKS,

and for printing

all sizes and designs,

of

Relief Association of Portland will be held at
Odd Fellows’ Had on TUESDAY EVENING,
Dec. 18th, at 7J o’clock.

S^r^The earliest callers will have the best choice*

Deane Bros. Excel lence of Work. fl. I. Nelson &
stocked with

OF

Sale

—

d2w

by

The Job Department is thoroughly
type and other material tor the

—

did

Peering Block,
R OR TL AND.
dec4

Are employed, and i heir highest aim is to give per-

purcbaae.

before yon

18,

OIL PAINTINGS'
EM, being one of the best Col-

—

and will continue until every article is sold out.
Ladies such an opportunity never has been offered
to you, as you can buj goods now at your own price

Hatter,

New Tears

COMPETENT WORK

ABOUT

Special Art

Ocean Insurance
<■
rflHK Stockho.ders of ttis Company are notified to
1. meet at the office of paid Company in Portland
on Monday, January 7, 18T8, at 3 o’clock P. M. for
the purpose of choosing Directors for the ensuing
year and for the transaction of any other busiuess
that may be legally acted upon.
R. O. CONANT, Secretary.
dcl5

17 A

in HILT FRA VI
lections in merit and variety ever offered for public
competition in this citv. Paintings on exhibition
Saturday, 15th iust.
S^Sale Absolute and Without Reserve. de14td

LANG & SARGENT,

Monday, Dec. 3,

dlt

Printing.

Tuesday, Dec.

CHOICE

PATTERSON,

Advertisers will find it cheaper to et their JOB
PRINTING done where they get their Advertising.

For $2.00 and upwards,

&

their Store N». IS EXCHANGE ST.,

ON

We have .done so.

possible.

dtd

—

Arrived this day

No.

For $2.00 and upwards.

Clarence A. Strange, assistant engineer U.
S. N a native of Bangor, died at Notfolk last
Thursday.

peated next

—

It is with feelings of creat reluctance and regret 1 Valuable Real Estate at Auctiau iu Deerins.
that I have to inform my friends and the public iti
general that owiDg to the state of Mr. Lobeustein’s j
THURSDAY, Dec. 13th, at 1 o’clock P M.
the well known Stevens property at Woodford’s
healt h I have to leave Portland, aud quit a business |
most succe8stul and pleasant in every tespect.
Comer, bounded on tbe southeast by Ocean street
and on the west by the Portland & Rochester R K.
I therefore offer to the public my entire well-asTwo story house, stable, piggery, &c. The bouse bas
sorted stock of goods at
16 rooms, arranged for two fami'ies and now rent*
for $305 per annum. Tbe lot bas a front on Ocean
Prices wit lion l any regai «2 to
Street cf 179 ftet. We bave orders to sell this propCost.
erty at a great sacrifics, as the owner has left tbe
State. Terms made known on application to F G.
This great sale will commence

For $1.50.

oca

their second annual exhibition at An-

put out prices

MONDAY,

35 and 37 Exchange Street)

337 Middle Street, Sign or the Gold Hat.

d«lS

BOQUET TABLES

The Central Maine Poultry Show.
Fairfield, Dec. 12.1877.
Jnst dow Fairfield resounds with the crowing
of cecks and the cackling of hens.
Thfl fiAnt.rftl

to

& Store Fix-

tures

GRAND

PROD

MERRY,

51 Exchange St.
MARBLE TOP

us

at

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

Gent’s Fnr Caps for $2.00 and np. Fur Gloves for
$2 50 and np. Ladies’ Furs at .extra low prices. Seal
Sets $13.50 and up. Children’s Far Caps for 50 cents
and np. Spring Wrist Fur I'op Mittens and Gloves
for Gents and Ladies.
Buffalo Robes for $1 00 to
$8 00, Lined and Unlined.
Ixtra Bargains offered
in these goods. Call and examine.

—

Holiday Goods

health,

and has gone
to New York for treatment.
It is thought tha t
no regular preacher will be
procured until the
c inference in May, bat that the pnlpit will be
snpplied from time to time.
Mr. R. Wickett, of the last graduating class
of the Bangor Theological Seminary, was installed pastor of the Congregational church in
East Baldwin, Wednesday. The exercises consi-ted of the reading of the Scriptures and invocation by Rev. A. J. Eastman, Steep Falls;
sermon by Rev. I. P. Warren, Portland; consecrating prayer by Rev J. E. Adams, Baogor;
charge to candidate by Rev. H. B. Fye, Bridgton; hand of fellowship by Ray. E. D. Osgood,
LimiDgton; charge to the people by Rev. A.
Cole, Cornish; closing p.ajer by Rev. I. Lord,
f Methodist) West Baldwin.
Staving was furnished during the exercises by the choir. The
examination occurred in the forenoon, conducted by Rey. J. K. Mason of Fryebnrg as moderrtor.
on

; —in

Tells

Office,

MORGAN &

FRESH OYSTERS.

TO

OLD

0pp. Post

R»mrmbrr the Place—f 78 MIDDLE ST.,
opposite the Pont office.

Mi LOfflSTEIN

BARGAINS

—

We have decided to make three sales a day. at 10
a. in., 2 and 7 o'clock P. M.
Ladies attend the Sale.

To Let.

HOUSE,

PORTLAND,

or FISE

without reserve, at

dlw

& €0.

PREBLE

COME.

Japanese,

178 mi (IDLE Sr.,

493 CONGRESS STREET.

tire World

FISK

jtfST

India and
Turkish Goods.
Suitable for Holiday Gifts.
The Finest Collection
ever seen in this Country.
Sale to commence
Wednesday, December li, ’T7.
and continue a few days only. Goods to be sold

dlaw3wS

Charles Custis &

MONEY

COME AND SEE
THE MANY
GREAT BARGAINS we are offermg to enable us to reduce our stock. Bear in miud that we have reduced our prices from 25 to 40 per cent, aud

The Attention of the Trade
is invited to the Ranges, Cook and
Stoves. Sinks and Hollow-Ware,
at our works in this city.

YOU

BOXES

—

Chinese,

GLOVES

ds!5d3t

VEUEBIL STREET, next door
to (be Advertiser « Hire.

dec8

take effect Jan. 1st.
Bey. J. W. Brownyilee has received and accepted a call to the pastorate of the Congreea*
tional church in Solon.
Mr. J. E. Cochrane, a Sophomore in Colby

■

FIFTY

GRAND AUCTION SALE

Sice anti Warm, a larjje stock, at very
liow Prices.

our

We expected a crowd lull not a jam We knew that the prices named
would carry conviction to every mind, and ihe great sale since the announcement has proven beyond adonbt that the PEOPLE FLOCK
WHERE THEY CAN GET THE MOST FOR THEIR MONEV

fect.

Every Bunge

night

bath, to

speak

From the Centennial.

gyNo Loafing, No Smoking or Boys allowed.

dect5

A COMPLETE RUSH FOR OVERCOATS,
REGULAR JAM FOR ULSTERS,
AND GREAT RUSH FOR SUITS

STANDS UNRIVALLED

Religions Motes and Mews
Bev. O. J. Hancock of Skowhegan tendered
his resignation to the Union Society last Sab-

Morrill’s Corner.—There will be a temperance meeting this Saturday evening at Mor.
Hall, to be addressed by H. M. Bryant,
Esq. All are invited to attend. Strvices at 8
o clock.
Mr. Bryant will
at Allen’s

J1P®E ART THEISM!

fore the Court in Portland, in said District, at 10
o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof be published
iu the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
three successive weeks, and once in the weekly Adveitiser and Maine Stale Press ihn
rmion-aH,.™
to be thirty (lays at least before the day of
hearing,
and that all creditor* who have proved their debts
and other persons interested, may appear at said
time and place, aod show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer *t said petition should not be granted.
W1I. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court for said District.

mammoth store was packed
trom stem to stern with anxious and happy buyers.
at

dlt

de!4_

PRICES J

HONEST COMPETITION COMMENDS ITSELF TO EVERY BUSINESS MAN, audit we, as manufacturers, have any
advantage over
others so much the better for the baying public,

PORTLAND

THE

ton

eu

F. 0. HaILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

dec15

DISTRICT OF MAINE.

AND

dlt

tisement in Portland A 'vertiser.
C. P. Mattock®, a-signeo of M. & G H. Walden.

Inlhe matter mf William 8. Trefethen,
Bankrupt, la Bankruptcy.
HIS is to give notice that a petition has been presents to the Court, this thirteenth day ot i December 1877, by William S. Trefethen. a Bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed io nave a full discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act. and upon readme said petition, it is ordered by the ,ourt that hearing be had upon the
same, on the fourth day of February, A.
ID., 1878, be-

—

dfec.

I

District Coart of the United States.

MEN’S

a

& CO., Aactinaewro.

Assignee’s Sale.
SHALL sell on Saturday, December 15th, at 3|
o'clock, p. m at the rooms formerly occupied by
M. & G
h. Walden, 160 Middle street, counter
scioer and
rolling machine, grind stones, emery
wheels, cutting bo irds, papering nia bines, lot tools,
de-k, hote, sewing maebiues, stork, «&c.
See adver-

dtl

0

)W COST!

AND_

TROT FORTH HIS GOODS

Manufactured by

A.M., Paper, “The Workshops in Industrial
Education,” with examples of work and apparatus,
—Prof Channing Whittaker, Institution of Technology, Boston, Mass.

one.

V dec!5

we nonesuy believe that we can show greater
bargains in READYMADE CLO I'HING than was ever offered by any firm on the globe- If
any other dealer thioks he can compete with us we challenge him to

The Atlantic

9

programme

In making yonr purchases for Christmas use clear
judgment and cool understanding. Buy useful presents. Do not
waste a siugle dime if you can save It.
We hare in our store (Fitzgerald) u
great many bargains suitable Tor gifts
that we are satisfied will meet the expectations of alt
Such as Ladies Hand
Knit and Woven Jacket 45 aud 75 cents,
$1 00 to ${.50. Jiew Style Shawls, the
Kellogg, a beauty for $2.25. A big
drive in Embioidered Linen Sets for 20c.
Embroided Linen Collars 5c. Down they
go, Ladies’ Scarlet Wool Vests roe $i 50
and $1 75. Gent’s Scarlet and White All
Wool Shirts $1 50.
Mottoes 1 to 6c.
Cardboard all colors.
Silk Chenille 10
cents yard. Cuff Pins. Cuff Buttons,
Shawl Pins; Pocket Books, new styles,
10 cts. up. Hosiery Gloves aud all kinds
of Fancy Goods CHEAP at

11

!

Garments

Dangerous operations tor stone in the bladder are unnecessary, as the wonderful medicinal properties of Dr. S. D. Howe’s Arabian
Blood Purifier dissolves it and all gravelly de1U

Figures mean Bottom Prices

m

decl5

268 Middle Street.

REASON
WILL
TEACH*
THAT
OVERELSTERS.
COATS
or
REEFERS
be
cannot
sold
in
warm
weather.
must
They
be
sold
when
the
weather
deinands the use of such garments or not at all. This is our exact
position- Fho warm weather has been unfavorable for the sale of heavy

“He that plays the king” shall ba welcome
to SLIPPERY ELM LOZENGES, for Coughs,
For sale by all Druggists,
&c.

|iUOIII3

a.

we

K’.O. BAILEY

FITZGERALD’S,

Our method has always been lo mark the SELLING PRICE ON EACH
GARNI ENT iu PLAIN FIGURES and to sell at ONE PRICE and
no deviation
Our old prices being iu BLACK and our MARK DOWN
prices in RED, not only shows the customer EXACT REDUCTION that
has been made, but also guarantees to them an UNUSUALLV LOW
PRICE. In a word,

Good Buffalo Robes selling at fonr dollars.
A. H. Coe, 197 Middle street.
dotST&Th
dec8

THTJESDAY, DEO. 27.

Calais, Me.
Discussion—E. S. Mori is, G. T. Fletcher.
Paper, “Arithmetic in Grammar Schools,”—G. A.
Robertson, Augusta.
Discussion—J. W Stetson.
Paper, “The Distinctive Work of Grammar
Schools.”—Mr. Robbins Saccarappa.
Discussion—Charles Fish, Auburn.
High School Section.

evening,

Corner Sunday night.

Boys’

Children’s

CLOTHING !

Lowest yet. Ladies’ Astrakan sets four
dollars; French Seal, five. All other goods in
A. H. Coe.
proportion.

Schools,’’—

Grammar School Section.

Second Parish Concert.—By
special request the excellent couc^r; given at Second
Parish vestry Thursday
will be re-

Igan’s

and

_

Paper, “School Discipline, Methods and Objects,

C.

and

Common

—A St Clair

morally

pleasing

the

Hayden, Farm.ngton.
Discussion—s, Libbey, Thomas Tash.

one can be
sure of being treated fairly at his hands, and that is
just what our
citizens in every condition In Portland wish.

most

and

Discussion -C C. Rounds, W. Harper,
Paper, “The Place and Work of Academies in the
Scnooi System,”—Rev. A. Burr, Hallowell, Me.
Discussion—J. H. Hanson.'
Paper, “Examination of Teachers,”—A. H. Kelley, A M Belfast, Me.
Discussion—W. J. Corthell, R. Woodbury.
Primary section.
2 P. M
Paper, “Arithmetic in Primary Schools,”
—Mrs. C. C. Rounds, Farmington.
Teaching Exercise,—Miss Sprague ot the Lewiston
training School.
Paper, “Form, in Primary Schools.”—Miss Jennie

uam**d.

a

Men’s,

Carlton Kimball’s, 495 Congress street.
dcl4-2t
at

Opening Address—A. E. Chase,

Paper, “A Place in Education for the Industrial
Arts,”—Prof Charles O Thompson, Free Institute,
Worcester, Ma<s.

The Motion Seconded.

and the concert will be

and

“Parents

9 A. M.

sparing of

joyable

Slipper, bracket, ottoman patterns, &c., in
great variety, at 25 per cent discount for a few

ing.

<111 liv-

Real Estatb Tbahsfbiis.—The
following
the real estate transfers recorded in
this
County yesterday:

are

every Garment contained iu onr large and well assorted
stock of

_

Rev. A. D. Mayo. Springfield, Mass.
Appointment of Committees on Resolutions, on
nominations, and on time and place of next meet-

Mr. Editor:—A few days since I observed
an article in
your valued paper, recommending
or suggesting tho name of
Sylvester B. Beckett,
Esq., as that of a gentleman eminenately fit to
place on our re-valuation commission. As a
tax.payer and a citizen, often brought in con
junction with Mr. Beckett—though not enjoy,
ing a personal acquaintance-1 would say that
of all our citizens, l know of no one more
ripe
ly competent to fill such a delicate aud r^sooos'ble ^position than the
gentleman above

Every

P,

embracing

t^.

dec8

18th

M.

Lecture,

was last evening crowded
by
of people, all devoutly bent
seeing tbe new magician, Hartz. At 8
o'clock precisely he appeared upon the
stage,
and for two boors
kept the multitude in a state
of bewldenug surprise by the continuous display of the most astounding tricks ever beheld
'n Baltimore.
Tbe artist, as a conjurer, is far
superior to any aDd all whom we have yet seeu,
success is certainly well deservgrani
and^his

paper so

Piscataquis

President.

Hall

a

DaLI”Ul

INAUGURATED A SWEEPING SALE,

A new cargo of superior oysters, just receivfresh today—delivered free. Orders
Freeman & Co., 226 Federal
solicited,

ed—opened

iston.

concourse

This is high praise from
praise as this one.

Knox &

AIUD1ID1U,

•

Addresa of Welcome—Dr. Russell, Mayor of Lew-

ing magicians, Prof. Hartz, who appears at
Miss Marsh’s theatre next week, is thus spoken of by the Baltimore American:
“Masonic

Rochester,

WEDNESDAY, DEO. 26.

propose to bold out to purchasers seeking bargains.
Experienced business men bear in
mind, too, that the loss of a day’s trade before
the holidays can never be made up after they
have gone by.

vast
anon

&

Ul 4.1U1VU

ing:

make their attractions known to the public.
It is a well understood fact that the best customer aitf those who make their selections
early, while stocks are full and fresh, and when
they can be properly waited on. Dealers who
would secure this desirable trade should, therefore, be prompt to give the best and highest
class publicity to such inducements as they

a

iiuiupuau

and New Brunswick & Canada
Railroads, when tiokets are bought.
The following is the order of exercises of the meet-

Promptness.—On the principle that “the
early bird catches the worm,” some of the mo3t
sagacious dealers in holiday goods are already
arranging their displays aud getting ready to

Ui

—

Dec. 26, 27 aQd 28. Free entertainment will be
provided for all ladies in attendance who apply
by letter to L. G. Jordan, Lewiston, before the

ton, and Mitchell of Brunswick.

^icaieau

one

Educational Association.
The
annual session of State Educational
Association will be held at City Hall, Lewiston.

State
eleventh

Augusta, Swan of Calais, Jewett of So.
Berwick, Faller of Bath, Garcelon of Lewis-

—iuc

ne

Dec.,
at 10
at SalesON SATURDAY.
3> Exchange street,
shall sell
lot of

furniture, carpets, crockery, stoves, bedding

1877.

For the benefit of those who do not. we will explain. At the latter
the spline and Fall trade we always find our stock more or
parrot
1
ss broken notonl* in sizes, but in suits
* t the same t*uie the near
aPP oucli ot the dull seusou warns us that all goods made tor »nle at
that pariicnlar season of the year must he sold then or carried over to
another season. To do ibis would not ouly insure a heavy loss occurring iioiii change ot style and damage by shop wear, bat also the loss
ot the use of onr money
To dispose of our goods and thus avoid the
above named losses we have always

the lowest market prices.

days

m wmii,
BY AUCTION.

-DULA-S-

BLED FIGURES !

The new schooner M. M. Chase has just arrived with the best cargo of oysters of the season, which are tor sale by Timmons & Hawes,

street.

-X-

room

decl5-2t

at

auction sales;

Few People thoroughly understand the correct meaning ot

The best line of ladies', gents’ and children’s
silk or linen handkerchiefs, and at the lowest
prices in the city, is at H. I. Nelson & Co.’s,
443 Congress street, Farrington Block.

Hill’s

Hill of

--

and

Suicide in Pownal.—Mrs. Elizabeth- Hunnerwill committed euiciae yesterday morning
by jumping into a well. She was about 48
years of age. Family troubles are supposed to
be the cause of the uufortuuate act.

Haskell, Stockton, and W. Osgood, North Yarmouth.
The other gentlemen on the staff of
consulting physicians and surgeons are D rs

Thursday. Au entire change of
has been arranged, including as
one feature several of the celeorated
jubilee
songs. Mrs. Fogg, Mrs. Farley, Mr. Coyle, and
Mr. E. A. Noyes will participate, together with
some of the admirable singers of the church

E.

The Might? Dollar.—Another large audience greeted the Florences last evening and
enjoyed the amusing play of the Mighty Dollar”
immensely. The piece will be given this after-

which made him very popular with the large
majority of the people who took pleasure iu
it was he who
making sport of this class.

retary Robeson.
Rev. Edward Abbott,
son of Rev. Jacob Abbott of Farmington, will
,etile 0Q lhjJ first of
from
the
January
editorial Btaff o{ the UoD.
gregationalist, with which he bashes connected for eight years.

BruoBWick—Addle

bills, circulars, labels and all other classes of
job printing. Satisfaction is guaranteed. Letters ordering work should be addressed to
Daily
Press Job Office, Portland.

pital to

Friday.—Ilia United States, plaintiffs, vs. Hanson Gregory, Jr., for fraudulently obtaining a
register for a wrecked foreign vessel, and to recover the
valve of the vesiel.
Putnam for Gregory.
Court adjourned to Saturday at 10 a. m.

JUDGE KNIGHT

continue thoroughly equipped to do nice book
work as well as town reports, posters, hand-

‘‘Sir Hnriihras

“asked for bread aud received a stone.” William Temple, with whom Swift began life, was
alsorelerred to. Clarendon, who was impeachFirst Parish.—Services to-morrow.
In tbe evening addressed by Ex. Gov. Cbamberlia, iii aid of ed bv the Parliament, wrote “The Great Rebellion” after fleeing to France.
It was not pubthe Portland BenovoleDt Society, at 7 o’clock.
A
lished until 1704.
contribution will be taken.
The
lecturer
of
next spoke
the theatres. The
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
St. Sunday School at 2 p, m. Preaching at, 3 p.m.
Kiog’s House aud the Duke of York’s House
were the two places of amusement in London.
Temperance meeting at 7 p. m. The public are
cordiall invited.
A more profligate man than Charles II never
Rev. F. Pember will preach Sunday at Cash’s
sat on a throne, and the theatres were run to
Corner at 10 * a. m.
East Deering at 3.30 p. m
suit his depraved taste. Even the most corrupt
Bradleys Corner it 7* p. m.
plays from Paris were exaggerated to suit the
Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
court.
Allusion was made to Pepys who
pastor. Preaching at 10* a m and 3 p. m. Sunsuch au ioterestiog diary iu which Shakekept
day Sceool 1* p. m. Prayer meetings at 9 a. m., 6and
were called uot good. £>ryden,the
plays
speare’s
7 p. m.
poet aud play writer, came in for a liberal
Second Parish Church, Congress Street, Corner
share of praise.
Had he been eoconraged by
Pearl.-Services tomorrow at 10* a. m. and 3 p. m.
the crown his future might have been far difRev. J. G. Wilson will preach in he forenoon and
ferent. He wrote 28 plays in about that numRev. Mr. Latbu, of Plymouth church in the afterber of years, and closed with “Alexander’s
noon. All are cordially invited.
He like other writers was corrupted
Feast.”
New Jerusalem Church, New High street.
the times and wrote much impure verse.
by
—Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor, will preach at
o’cl’k
10*
a. m., from Luke vi,
The life of the king at the court where there
‘’Stretch forth thy hand.”
Services in the vestry at 7 o’clock p. m.
were numbers of abandoned
women, reflected
on literature and prevented its advancement.
Free Street
Baptist Church —Rev. James
McWhinnie pastor.
A brief allusion was made to the four comic
Preaching at 10* Sabbath
School at 12. Young People’s meeting at 6; Sabbath
JramatiEts wbo did their utmost to lower the
School Lecture Friday evening at 7 30 o’clock.
already low standard of literature. Science
First Baptist Church-Congress St,,Opposite
received some
attentioq^but works published
the Park. Rev.' Thos. D. Anderson, Jr., pastor.
at that lime show a great ignorance iu regaid
Sabbath School at 1.45 p. m.; Preaching at 3 p. m.;
matters of common intelligence.
Social meeting at 7 p. m. Seats free.
It wasio 1860 that tbe Royal Sooiety waB inWilliston Church,-Rev. Frank E. Clark, Pascorporated
by the king. Sir Isaac Newton, an
tor. Preachiugat 10 30 a. m.; by Rev. James Mcauthor pure and simple iu style, was a profesWhinnie
Sabbath
School at 3 pm.
Prayer
sor
iu
Cambri
ige for some liine. He joiued
Meeting at 7 o’clock in the evening. Prayer meet,
the Royal Society, aud io 1703 was the oresiing on Tuesday evening at 7* o’clock.
deut, aud Queen Anus knighted him.
Locke
Plymouth Church—Rev. Herbert W. Lathe,
was another scientific man wbo also wrote on
pastor. Preaching tomorrow by the pastor at 10* a.
m. and at 7jp.m.;
education.
Young People’s meeting at 6 p.
m.
Tbe lecturer closed with a hasty review of
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. W. M.
the reigns of Charles II, James II aud W'lliam
at
a.
aDd
pastor.
m.
and
m.
Sterling,
3 p.
Preaching 10*
Mary. “Queen Anne’s reigu” will be the
Prayer meeting at 6 and 7 p m.
subject of the next lecture.
arcana Hall —Conference at 2.30 p. m. Subject:
The Value and Mission of Spiritualism.
All aie inThe Maine General Hospital.
vited.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. It. Day,
The action of the Marne General

Preaching
in*
Sastor.
ig prayer
log at 9o’clock;

on
his own account. The office is
peculiarly fortunate iu securing Mr. Hunter’s
services, and its patrons will be sure of receiving good and tasteful work. This office
has on hand mach important work, including
the printing of the Maine Reports, and will

Once when offered a bribe he took his tempter
to his chamber where there was a bowl of cold
mutton broth for his supper, and pointing to
the slender repast, said, “1 am satisfied.”
Baxter, the author of “Saints Rust,” was then
preaching in the west part of England, but
was thrown out of his parish as were 2000 other
clergymeD, by tbe order of Charles. John
Bun van, the author of “Pilgrim’s Progress,”
was then in Bedford jail.
William Penn, a son
of Admiral Penn, tbeu in the Kiafe’s service,
was but 16 years of age and was entering Cambridge. Herrick was now 69 years of age and
and was publishing his works. Waller was 55
years of age; Cowley was also living, but received but little support from tbe throne, as io
fact all others did. He went to bis home on
tbe Thames and wrote some of bis finest works.
The odd genius, tbe Duchess of Newcastle,
was a poet to be remembered
by the quantity
not the quality of her works. Jeremy Taylor,
the poetioal genius and preacher, wrote "Liberty of Prophecy,” which was a plea for more
religious liberty. He was made Bishop and
was sent to Ireland, bat his grand style did not
suit the countrymen, and he returned.
Of the aathors known as royalists tbere were
two now living, Isaac Walton and Sir Tbomas
BrowD. They were not affected by tbe stirring
times about them, but sat calmly and mute as
though nothing was occurring more than usual.
The former wrote “The Complete Angler”
which is so well known and Brown wasknighted by Charles II
Extracts were here read
from Brown’s “Vulgar Errors and “Urns.”
Among the writers now waiting to make their
mark was Samnel Butler. 48 years of age.
He
**

35 and 37 Exchange street.
At 31 o’clock p, m., by order of

assignee, a
lot of stock and machinery, safe, desks, &c„ at
rooms 160 Middle street. See advertisement in
auction column.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Of Interest to all Mankind!

At 10 o’clock this morning F. O Bailey &
will sell a lot ot furniture and carpets at

rooms

business

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Oo.,

good work

who will be found pleasant to deal with, takes
the place as manager of the office of Mr. W.
M. Marks, who after long and faithful service
iu the Press Office, goes reestablish himself in

two survived, Milton was 52 years of age, and
had retired to his cottage to write his great
works. His Secretary, Andrew Marville, had
now been returned to Parliament and continued
for 18 years. These men were not in accord
with the government at. the time and Marville
did not hesitate to speak lightly of the King.

Merry, the hatter, makes a remarkable announcement this morning whioh should receive
dne attention.

affurling

better facilities than ever for doing
at reasonable prices.
Mr. J. M. S
Hunter, a printer of experience and good taste,
a courteous and accommodating gentleman,

in

Charles and were thoroughly disgusted.
A glance was then taken at the literature of
the throne of Charles U, Of the Puritan poets

Timmons St Hawes,
H. Freeman St Co.

every

was

the 30th year of his age, and tbe people tired of
bad government werewiiling to snbmit to bis rale
unconditionally. On Janaary 2,1688, a limited
monarchy was established. The people in a
short time became disappointed in King

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Monday—Loring, Short & Harmon.

D. II. Barnes

This

1660, which he held until 1685.

Daily Press Job Office.
Attention is called to tbe announcement of
the Daily Press Job Office in the advertising
columns. This long established and successful offioe has been refitted with new type, and
other new material is to be immediately added

Sk.tr

Strap..
OTlldim

AIM
and Gents.
I- BAII BV,
St.
Birh.si'
(I»)

o

AS

Boots & Shoes

Gloves.

AT BBTAIL KVEBV wngBg.

nMtly ind promptly repaired. Sign of the Gold
aaidU
1RVINW J. BROWN.
Boot,

Tory

^

Victor, where one of his workmen lives, a
named Jules Tarot.”
The manner in which Maitre Magloire pronounced this name was intended to arouse,
and did arouse, the attention of the Magis-

POETRY.

man

At the Last.

trate.

BY JAKES BEBBY

BEBSEE.

“You have suspicions?”
“Not exactly; but these are the facts.
Monsieur Jandidier dismissed his carriage at
the Rue d’Arras, and went to Tarot’s room
about 10 o’clock. At 11 the employer and
workman went out together. The workman
did not return till midnight, and here I lost
track of my man. Of course I didn’t question Tarot lest I might put him on bis

There emit be sometbinz after all this woe;
A sweet fruition from the harrowed past:
Rest some day for thi# pacing to and lro;
A tender guubeim and dear flowers at last,
Thera will be something when these days are done.
Something more fair by far than starry nights—
A prospect limitless, as one by one
Embodied castles crown the airy heights.

guard.”

So cheer up, heart, and for that morro w wait!
Dream v*hat you will, but press toward the dream;
Let fancy guide dull effort through the gate,
And face tbe current, would she cross the stream.
Then when the something lies athwart the way

Coming unsought as good things

seem

—

to do—

’Twill move beneath tue^flash of 8etting„day
A nobler meed than now would beckon you.
lifted up by constant, forward strife,
attain so marvelous a bight,
There can be nothing found within this life
After this day to form a tilting night.

For

Hope will

So heaven alone shall ever satisfy,
And God’s own light be ever light enough
To guide the purified, ennobled eye
Toward ihe smooth which Ilea beyond tbe rough.
There will be something when these clouds skim by—
A bounteous yielding fron the fruitful past;
Sweet peace and rest upon the pathway lie,
E’en though but death and flowers at tbe last.

The Jandiaier Mystery.
BY EMILE

GABOBIAU.

A very short time ago, that is yesterday,
about lour o’clock in the afternoon, all the

Quartier du Marais

in an uproar. It
was said that one of the most respectable
merchants in the Koi de-Sicile had disappeared, and all the efforts to discover him
had proved fruitless. The strange event was
discussed in all the shops in the neighborhood ; there were groups around the doors of
was

all the greengrocers, and every moment some
terrinea nousewtte arrived, bunging new details. The gncer at the corner had best,
freshest and most correct intelligence, having
received it from the lips of the cook who
lived in the house.
‘•So,” said he, “yesterday, after dinner,
our neighbor, Monsieur Jandidier, went to
his cellar to get a bottle of wine, and was

able torlune in trade. He had an income
from stocks of 20,000 livres, and his business
brought him in about 50,000 francs. He was
beloved and esteemed by his neighbors, and
justly so, for his honesty was above suspicion
his morality austere. Married late in life
to a poor relative, he had an only daughter,
a pretty, graceful
girl, named Therese, whom
he adored. She had been engaged to the
oldest son of the banker Schmidt—of the
firm of Schmidt, Gubeaheim and Worb—
Monsieur Gustave; but the match had been
broken off, no one knew why, for the young
people were desperately in love with each
other. It was said in the Jandidier circle,
that Schmidt, senior, who, as it was well
known, would skin a flint, had required a
dowry far beyond the merchant’s means.
Warned by public rumor, which constantly
increased, the Commissary of Police went to
the home of the man who was already called
the victim, though no exact information had
been received. He found Mme. and Mdlle.
Jandidier in such transports of grief that it
was with the utmost difficulty that he could
gather the truth. At last he learned the fol-

lowing particulars.
The evening before, Saturday, Monsieur
Jandidier had dined with his family as usual,

but did not eat with much anDetite. havinc.
ne said, a violent headache.
After dinner he
went to his warehouse, gave some orders,
and then entered his office.
Returning home
at half-past six he told his wile he was going
to walk. And he never appeared again. Having carefully noted these particulars, the
Commissary ot Police requested permission
to see Madame Jandidier a few minutes
alone. She made a sign of assent, and Mad-

emoiselle Therese left the room.
•“Pardon, madame,” said the Commisary
of Police, “the question I am about to address to you. Do you know whether your
husband had—I again ask your pardon—any
connection outsfde of the house?”
Madame Jandidier started up; anger dried
her tears.
“1 have been married twenty-three years,
monsieur; my husband has never returned
home later than 10 o’clock.”
“‘Was your husband in the habit of going
to any club or cafe?” he continued.
“Never! I wouldn’t have allowed it.”
‘•Did he usually carry any valuable papers
about with him ?”
“I don’t know; I attend to my housekeeping, and don’t trouble myself about business
matters.”
It was impossible to get any further information from the poor wife, who was bewildered by grief.
Havire accomplished his business, tbe
Commisary of Police thought it his duty to
say a few words of commonplace consolation
to the woman. But when he went away,
after making inquiries iu the household, he
felt very anxious, and began to suspect the
.-existence of a crime. That very evening one
of the most skilful detectives, Retiveau—better known in the Rue de Jerusalem as Maitre
Magloire—as put on the track of Monsieur
Jandidier, provided with an excellent photo-

graph of tho merchant.
The very morning after Monsieur Jandidier

had disappeared Maitre Magloire presented
himself at the Palais de Justice to report to
the Magistrate who had charge of the,matter.
“Well, Monsieur Magloire^” said the Magistrate, “so you have discovered some“I’m on the track, monsieur.”
“Speak!”
“To begin with, monsieur, Monsieur Jandidier didn’t leave his house at half-past 6,
but at 7 precisely.”
“Precisely ?”
“Yes.

I got my information from a clockmaker in the Rue Saint Denis, who is sure of
the faet, because Monsieur Jandidier, while
passing his shop, took out his watch to compare it with the clock over the door. He had
an unlighted cigar in his mouth.
On learning this circumstance I said to myself, ‘I
have him! he’ll light his cigar somewhere.’

known.

The

correct; he entered a shop
Temple, where he is well

was

woman

remembered the cir-

cumstance,

because, though he always
smoked sou cigars he bought London ones.”
did
he
“How
appear?”
“He seemed very thoughtful, the shop---

—

vuiuugu

UCi

JL

learned be often went to the Cafe Turc. I
went in and was told he had been there on
Saturday evening. He took two glasses of
brandy and conversed with his friends. He
appeared depressed. The gentleman, the
waiter told me, talked all the time about life
insurance. At 8:30 o’clock our man left the
cafe with one of his friends, Monsieur Blandureau. I instantly went to this gentleman,
who told me that he walked up the boulevard
with Monsieur Jandidier, who left him on
the corner of Rue Richelieu, pleading a business engagement.
He was out of sorts, and
seemed troubled with the darkest presentiment.”
“Very well so far,” murmured the Magistrate.
“On leaving Monsieur Blandureau I went
to Rue du Roi-de-Sicile, to ascertain from
somebody iu the house whether Monsieur
Jandidier had any customers or friends;
there was only his tailor in the Rue Richelieu. I went to his tailor. He saw our mau
ou Saturday.
Monsieur Jandidier went to
his shop after 9 o’clock to order a pair of pantaloons. While his measure was being taken
he noticed that one of the buttons on his
vest was ready to fall off and asked to have it
sewed on. He was obliged to take ofT his
overcoat to permit the little repair to be

made, and as at the same time he took out
the contents of the side pocket the tailor noticed several hundred-franc bank notes.”
“Ah 1 that is a clew! He had a large sum
of money with him?”
Not large, but considerable. The tailor
estimated it-at 1,200 or 1,400 francs.”
“Go on,” said the examining magistrate.
“While his vest was being repaired Monsieur Jandidier complained of sudden illness,
and sent a little boy out to look for a carriage. He had to go to see one of his workmen who lived a long distance off, he said.
Unfortunately the little fellow had forgotten
the number of the carriage. He only remembered that it had yellow wheels and was
drawn by

This afforded
a c'ew.
A circular sent to all the livery
stable keepers put me on the track. I
learned this morning that the number of the
carriage was 6,007. The driver on being
questioned distinctly remembered having
been stopped about 9 o’clock on
Saturday
evening in the Rue Richelieu by a little boy,
aud having waited ten minutes in front of
the Maison Gouin. The description of his
face suited our mao, aud he recognized the
photograph among five others I showed
h m.”
Maitre Magloire stopped; he wanted to
enjoy the approval he read in the magistrate’s face.
“Monsieur Jandidier,” he continued, “was
jeally driven to No. 48 Rue d’Arras Saint
a

large black horse.

Then

Tarot said to his wife;
“If it is known that our employer came
here, that I crossed the bridge and walked
along by the river with him, I shall be compromised. If this money were even found
in our possession we should be lost.”
The wife then wanted to burn the notes,
butTarot prevented it, intending to return
them to the family. This explanation was
reasonable and

plausible

if not

"probable,

but

it was only an explanation.
Tarot and bis
wife were still retained in custody.
A week after that the Magistrate was in
the utmost perplexity. Three new examina-

tions bad not enabled him to form an opinion.
Were Tarot and and his wife innocent? Of
were they simply marvelously clever in main-

taining

a

of Jandidier bad just stopped payment. A
detective who was set to work brought back
the most startling news.
M. Jandidier, who had been

wealthy

Of Ten Years’ Duration.

charges Thick, Bloody,

was

ruined, utterly

considered se
ruiued, and for

three years he had su-tained his credit only
by meaos of various expedients. He had not
a thousand francs, and notes falling due at
the end of the month amounted to 67,500
francs. The cautious merchant speculated,
the virtuous husband had a mistress. The
Magistrate had just learned these particulars

stand?”

Thanks to Mons. Gustave Schmi dt. who
will marry Tberese Jandidier next month,
the house of Jandidier has not gone into
bankruptcy. Tarot and his wife, restored to
liberty, have been established in business by
this same Mons. Gustave, and not longer go
pleasuring on Mondays. But what has become of Mons. Jandidier? A thousand francs
reward to whoever will give news of him.

Address Box 1(16, Portland.

The Dis-

Senses of Smell and Taste

Wholly

Gone.

Address with references,
delldtt

Entirely Cured by

•

~

Boarders Wanted.
boarders in

Gband

west of Oak
STORE
street, is tor rent. Good location for the stove
business.
to WM. H.

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE
health all the organs of the head that have become
affected by it, and exhibit any of the following affections

8,1877.

WALDRON &

The centrally located Hotel known as the
Adams House, on Temple Street, in this
city, is ottered for lease. It contains more
than forty rooms, together with thiee stores.
_To a responsible party low rates will be
given. Its convenient location for business men must
make it very desirable as a first class
LodgiDg House,
as meals could he had at the restaurant now established on the first floor, Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
Rp.al F.Rtatfi A o-ati f-

Portland, Dee. 10, 1877.

have taken Store

and

for transacting tlie

Flour and Grain Business.
W. H. WALDRON,
F. A. MOTLEY.
Portland, Dec. 11, 1877.delld&wlw

DISSOLUTION.
Copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of Triekey & O’Brion, is this day
dissolved by mutual consent. The business of tlio
late firm will be carried on by E. 0. O’Brion, who is

_

collect and pay all bills ofthe late firm.
EDWARD H. TKICKEY,
EDWARD C. O’BRION.
dec7d*w
Portland, Dec. 7,1S77.
to

FIRE 11 BURGLAR ALARM.
subscribers

General Agents for furnishing
and putting in Shute’s Improved Fire and
Burglar Alarm. Also every variery of Calf Bells,
Hotel Annunciators, &c., at lowest rates.

THE

Oflice. No.

are

88

Exchange Street,

TJI? STAIRS,

Oxnard <& Robinson.
sept29

d3m

no-io-io-Kov
IT

IS

NOT

SO.

Post Office

or its immediate vicinage is not
convenient place to order your Coal,
comparatively few of the coal consumers.

THEtheto most

except

in the postal boxes nearest your resiliences; and
“Bro.” Baker like3 that kind best on which is noted,
Collect C. O. D.
If you wish to obtain first class Coal, well picked
and screened, and prompt delivery, either call at office 198 Commercial St., or address your postal to
are

dec7d2w

JAHIE9 U. BAKGB,
JB»x 018, City.

The National Traders’ Bank.
shareholders of the

National Traders’ Bank,
THEof Portland,
hereby notified that tbeir
will be held at their
are

an-

meeting
Banking Room, on
TUESDAY, the 8th day of January next, at three
nual

o’clock p. m., to choose five Directors tor the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
December 8th, 1877.
delOdlui

Merchant’s National Bank.
stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
tbat their annual meeting for the choice of

THE
Directors and the

transaction of any otbor business
which may legally be brought before them will be
holden a<. the Bauk on TUESDAY. Jan. 8, 1878, at
10 o’clock A. M.
CHAS. PAxSON, Cashier.

Portland, Dec, T, 1877.de8dtd

Casco National Bank.
annual meeting of the stockholders of

the
THECasco National Bank of Portland for the choice
of Directors and the transaction of such other busi-

legally come before them, will bo held at
their Banking House on TUESDAY, the 8th day of
January, 1878, at 10 o’clock A. M.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
deSdtd
Portland, Dec. 7, 1877.
ness as

m*y

Canal National Bank.
meeting of the Stockholders of ‘‘The

annual

THE
Canal National Bank of Portland” for the elecof

tion
Beven directors ana for the transaction of
any
other basinets that may legally come before them,
will be held at their banking house on Tuesday, the
eighth day of January, 1878, at 11 o’clock A. M.
Dec.

B. C.

SOMERBY,

7,1877._

Cashier.
dtd

and Rooms
HALL
Market Square.
deSd2w

VOLTAIC PLASTER

THE

heretofore in use. They accomplish
in one week than (be old Plasters in a whole
They do not palliate, they oubk. They

more

Store to Let.
Januaay 1st, the desirable store No. 88
Commercial St., Thomas Block, now occupied
by L. C Briggs & Co. Inquire of
dec5dlm
F, J. ROLLINS, 22 Exchange St.

Relieve Affections of the Chest.
Relieve Affections of the Lungs.
Relieve Affections of the Heart.
Relieve Affections of the Liver.
Relieve Affections of the Spleen.
Relieve Affections of the Kidneys
Relieve Affections of the Spine.

AFTER

To

Furnished
hand

Relieve Affection of the Nerves.

Relieve Affections of tho Muscles
Relieve Affections of the Joints.
Relieve Affections of the Bones.
Relieve Affections of the Sinews.

Bight

I

Hay for $1.50

on
on colts.

Grain

per
extra.

week.

O. D. SKULL,
oct22dJm

C.rnt.b, Hie.

Let.
room to let, at
115

bell.

franklin street.
nov27dtf

To Let.
a good neighborhood,
nice and very
IN ient
rent of six rooms, to
family without small
a

conven-

No matter what may be the extent of your suffering,
try one of these Plasters. Relief te instantaneous, a fact
supported by hundreds of testimonials in our possession.
Bear in mind that the most important discoveries in

children.
Inquire at No. 6 Horton Place, leading
from Dow St.
nov22dtt

Pricc^ SS Cents.

Good Bent.
cheap rent on Munjoy street, Portland. Sebago and other modern improvements
Call or address,
I. L. ELDER,
novl4dtf
Attorney at Law, 1191 Exchange St.

a

date
pharmacy
binations of

back less than ten years, and that comgums and essences of plants and shrubs are
herein united with Electricity to form a curative Plaster. in soothing, healing, and strengthening properties
as far superior to all other Plasters heretofore in use
as the scientific physician is to the horse-leech,

DESIRABLE,

To Let.
Tenement of 8 rooms to let in
Free Street.
C. A. WG»TON.

Be careful to call for COLLINS* VOLTAIC PLASTER
lest you get some worthless imitation. Sold by all
Wholesale and Retail Druggists throughout the United
States and Canadas, and by WEEKS & POTTER, Pro»
prietors, Boston, Mass.

no lit

BEST:—THE CHEAPEST.
THE AMERICAN SOFT CAPSULE COMPANY’S
PURE CAPSULATED
MEDICINES. Id Metallic Boxes. Full
direction for use.
55? Castor Oil, Codliver Oil
25c.
*
Oil Turpentine, Bals. Copaiba, 25c
Oil of Cubebs with Copaiba,
50c*
Oil Male Fern with Kamala,
Finest Oil cl Sandalwood,

Free Street.

Let.

mHE honse and stahla Nn.

9*»7 Ovfnrd Sf.
TTnnoA
contains 9 rooms with gas and Sebago. Stable
for three horses. Apply at the premises, or at
0C27dtf
75 PORTLAND STREET.

M.

room

ROOMS

75c

oc20

dtf

and after

ON

gANGASILK

To Let.
Nor. 1, a nice tenement

(6)

of six

rooms on first floor in brick house, No. 41
India St,, next east of Unirersalist church. Apply
to P. FEENEY, 201 Federal St, Portland, Me.
ocl9
dtf

BITTS7*

To Let.

Family Medicine.

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY

Laundry, Billiard Room
RESTAURANT,
Offices in St. Julian Hotel. Apply to
C. P.

cur

no26dtf

Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatulency and Pains in the Stomach, Water Brash,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,
Skin Diseases,Diseases of the Liver,Kidney and Bladder Complaints,Female Diseases,prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the
prevention and cure ot Fever and Ague, Bilious,

and

MATTOCKS,

31J Exchange Street.
House to Let.

lower

of house No. 232 Oxford Street,
the modern improvements, gas
For particulars, apply to
J. B.PIKE,
37 Union Street.

THEcontainingpartall

and

Sebago.

octedtt

Remittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by

House to Let.

lower part of house No. 234 Oxiord St., very
THOMAS G. GERRISH Lowell, Mass. THEconvenient,
containing eight rooms, gas and
to F. H.
Sebago. For
particulars apply
220 Commercial Street.

Elf-Sold by Druggists and Dealers mMedicin

d&wly

my!4_

sepI8dtf

HOTEL TO LEASE.

The Magazine ol Magazine”-™**
THE MOST
authors such

WIDBER,

The New England dense, Portland, Me,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

Rt.

as

Mnller, Prof.Tyndall

Dr. W. B. Carpenter, R A.

Proctor,

Prof

Huxley,

Mechanics Hall.

Jas. A. Fronde, Edward
A.
Frances
Freeman,
Power Cobbe. D. Mackenzie Wallace, The Duke ol
Argyll, Mrs. Mnloeh, William Black, Jean Ingelow,

and Hall

to let
occupied by the Young
Men’s Christian Association. Apply to
ROOMS
blow

GEO. A. HARMON. Jeweller,
Mechanics Building.

ecl7dtf

Mrs.
Thackeray,
oliphaut, Mrs. Alexander,

REAL ESTATE.

Geo. MacDonald, Matthew Araold, W.
W. fftory, Tnrgueniel, Auerbach, Rnskin.
Tennyson, Browning, and many others, are
represented in the pages ot

1iTLI IV I? V

■MlVAX* JPj i

omhr'ipmn fEia aIiai/'qcE Qorial anti (JVmrE

CEnri...

„,1

amount

in

oilier Periodical
UnapproacM by anyvaluable
the world, of the
most

The Ablest

Security,

first Class Real
in Portland,

FARMS for sale
MILK
containing 130 acres,
barn

Estate
or

on Oak
a large two

Hill, Scar boro

corn

For Sale 2
;

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsw orth 8t. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part ot the city. The best bargain
in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J.K. AVER1EL.
July3t
dtf

and
of the

House Tor Sale,
hi Western part of city, a New House containing
all the modern Improvements. Inquire at this
office.
au2dtf

I

WEBBS’

Living Writers,

is sufficiently indicated by the following recent

Opinions.

The Living Age affords I he best, the cheapest
and most convenient means of keeping abreast with
the progress oi thought in all its phases.—Philadel-

phia North American.
In it we find the best productions of the best
writers upon all subjects ready to our halld.—Philadelphia Inquirer.

Its pages teem with the choicest literature of the
day,—N. I. Tribune.
It is beyond all question the best compendium of
the best current literature.—N. Y. Evening Post.%
Indespensable to one who keeps pace with the
thought and iterature of the day.—Church Journal
N. Y.
A pure and perpetual reservoir and fountain of
entertainment and instruction.—am. Robert C-

11

Fairly without a rival.—Congregationalism Boston.
The best ot all the eclectic publications, and the
cheapest. A monthly that comes every meek.—The

BROMA.

noteworthy in tbe literary world.—Boston Post.
Ought to find a place in every American home.—
New York Times.
Published weekly at 58.00 a year, free of postage.

Established 1843.

EXritA OFFER FOE 1878.

MANUFACTURED

Sch.

—

deell

BY

dlw

going and
coming, and avoid confusing
night changes.

T. H. Weston.4.957
Heirs W, D. Bryson.3 200
R. Johnson...6,174

•*

C.

44
44
44

Dyer.4,763

D. Carrigan.2,337
F. G. Cummings.3,005
Jos. Thompson estate.4,205
W. H Davis.2 035

44
44

29.65

44

41.49
20 08
34 93
20.32
49.43
26.88
78.49
94.61
43.81
11.19
27.38
35.05
27.88
28.85
25 04
73.23

44

E. Walsh.3,540
F. South worth.2,059
J. B. Curtis.
5,010

44

w.w. Thomas.2.724

44

G. Burnham
als.7,955
Seamen’s Bethel Society.. .9,589
J. Drown.4,440

44

44
44

44
44

M. Peterson.
1,134
J. B. Cummings & als. ...2,775
E. Mountfort heirs.3,552

44
44
44
44

O Y. Deake.2,826
E. P. Skillings.2,924
S. Tobie heirs.2,538

44
44

J. Stafford heirs.7,422
D. Pettengill.4,804

44
44

my,

a point in the centre of Newbury Street, 63 feet westerly from west line of Hanthence
Street;
westerly through centre of Newbury Street 313 feet to east line of India 8treet;
cm

vui

iu

cm

uiouuive

ui

iv

icgi>

pipe, laid

D. G
CARI.TON, No. 10
Market Equate,
will
treat
all
diseases of the feet: Corns, Bunions, ingrowing or bad nails, Ssc., eo that the
boot can be
worn
immediately. Remember Dr.

CarletdnJs Corn Annihila-

>tor

is

a sure

cure for Chil-

'blains; for sale by him
and all Druggist3.
People can he treated at their

Examination free.
residence when desired.

oc21dGm

Wagons.

“ZEPHTBUS”"aND “RAT,”
ready to convey parties to any
ioinity at reuanable rate*. Apply to

are

now

No.

Jul

Commercial Whurf

or

613.44

be assessed. 1226.90
Area assessed, 268,951 square feet.
Rate per 100 square feet, $45 62-1C0.
Names.
Area.
Rate. Amount.
Mary A. Kennedy....2.143 $0.45 62-100 $9 78
J. W. Russell.11,762
53.66
44
J. W. Swett heirs. 9,873
45.04
T. B Tolford. 4,295
19.59
R. Dresser... 3,867
17,64
L. S. Sanborn. 1,800
8.21

Colesworthy. 2,052

Turner. 6,077
Francis South worth.5,192
Universalist Church. 8,789
J. Nickerson.2,351
Patrick Feeney. 3,399
J. Mountfort. 3,507
J, E. Chandler. 3,579
H. N. Wetherbee. 2,690
H. N. Wetberbee. 2.240
City of Portland. 8,204
J. K. Lunt. 2,698
C. Wright heirs,. 7.855
John Gulliver.
4,188
Thos. McGowan. 8,758
S.J. Parker....••. 2.302
II. G. Quincy. 2,333
F Hatch. 3,465
F. Hatch. 2,920
R. Dresser & als..6,177
W. O. Carney. 3,824
W. O. Carney. 4,394
W. H. Purington heirs... 5,450
Benj. Lord heirs. 3,886
S. Colby heirs. 2,994
J. Otis heirs. 1.131
F. Simonds.2,661
6,786
.3,413
John Stinchcomb. 14,445
M. Damery. 3,956
F. & C H. Simonds.10,766
E. Cushing. 1,690
Abel Chase.5,109
967
E. Thurston heirs.
Lynch & Barker. 6,743
Henry Bradbury. 6,736
Eleanor Gillaspie. 3,890
Phebe Dinsmore. 3,354
D. F. Larrabee. 8.260
Edward Mason. 5,088
Franklin Heald. 2,065
F H. Delano. 2,409
D. W. Winslow. 1,657
M. C. Curtis. 1,809
W. Melaugh. 1,398
Catherine Logan. 4.275

E‘
44

44

27.72
23.69
40 10
10 72
15.51
16 00
16.33
12 27
10.22

37.43
••

44

12.31
35.83

44

«

44
44

“
14
•«
44
14

«•

44
44

“
44
44
44

44
44
44
44
44
44

44

W'Ml

gltO

re,oris In tb

JOHN RAT,
319 Braokett street
dll

UI

BUCU

20.04
24 86
17.73
13.36
5.16
12.14
30.96
15.57
65.90
18.05
49 11
7.71
23.31
4.41
30.76
30 73
17.74
15.30
37 68
23 21
9.42

subject

Union

foregoing

tn

1TCKEL

PLATERS.

A

who proposes to make

AllHUKS, IOAINK.

OF

—

tnu

jsvittvsu

ou-'kj

w

uv

the most of life.

nivuuun

lb.

^Vll

No young
1IIV USU11C11 k

ot the paying kind. One of the wonders ot tue age
how so much intelligence necessary to the every day
aflairs of life can be put into so small a space nd so
attractive term.
Tell a person ever so mucu about
this work but on examination one will exclaim as
did the Queen of Sheba, when she beheld the
wisdom and prosperity ot Solomon; “The half was
not told me.” Sold only by subscription.
Address
H. G. GARCELON, No. 266 Middle Street, Portland,
Maine.
Send for Circular.
no23dtf

~CITY

ORDINANCE.

tenant or

occupant, and In case there should
be no tenant, the owner or any person having
the care of any building or lot ot lanu bordering
not more than one hundred and fifty feet on any
street, lane, court, square or public place within the
city, where there is any footway or sidewalk, shall,
after the ceasing of fall of any snow, it in the day
time within three hours, and if in the night time,
before ten of the clock of the forenoon succeeding,
cause such snow to be Temoved from such tootway or
sidewalk, aud in default thereof, shall forfeit and
pay a sum not less than two dollars, nor more than
ten dollars; and for eaeh and every hour thereafter

THE

that the

same

shall remain

on

such

footway

[

The afternoon train
R. R. at 6.22 p. m.
tiain at 1.50 a. m.

Maine Central Railroad.
attention of shippers of freight at Portland

THEIs
trains

in connection

FBOM

Freight tor Lewiston, Auburn, Bangor,
and Belfast received at freight house befora 5 30
P. M., will be forwarded same day, and will be
ready
ior early delivery at destination next morning
PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent
March 31st.
ao2dtf

1877._

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD
Fall Arrangement.
On nnd After Monday, October
__

r*?**"”;-—J8

m,, 3.15 p. m., arrivp. m. Re3. 30 p.m.,
m.
For
Berwick, Malmon Falls,

RAIL-

Boston to the South. Only Tri-Weeklj
Line.
Quick Time, Low Rates, Frequent Departures.
Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there
"hu

iuo

vijur

mrnuicra,

auiiiun

every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, anil connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S.C.,

Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. P. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoid d
Insurani e one-eighth of one per cent.
For Rates of Freight, or other information,'«ipb
D.

ae.

basipuri,,

D. D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877,Janlldtf

dinning
S. H.

sept5

NORTH GERM1JI LLOYD

rigidly

Portland, Dec. 14, 1877.

decl4dtf

Vaults Cleaned and Ashrs Re
moved.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
addrewn*
ALL
anldti

R. GIBSONr
5H8 Congress Street

or

Asb.os Hauld.

Address
•

e, kicker,
Cornrr,;Derriny

».

V.ibby

a

mv8__

Vaults Cleaned
taken out at short notice, from
84 le ft
eord or 83 a load, by addressing
pov24tf
A. LIBBY & CO., Portland P. O.

AND

Double Windows tor *a!e.
consisting of a dozen double windows

ASET
sale, part with ventilators.
at
Applv

nolfidtf

28

Price

for

reasonable.

EXCHANGE STREET.

Also,

con-

rooms.

JAS. T. FURBER, Gon. Supt.
Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf

STEVENS,

POKTLW & OGDEiIBM

LINE.

RAILROAD.

Change

of Time

Comntenciui; October 8, 1877.

Steamers ot the Company will sail every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, foot of Third Street
Hoboken.
Rales of Pannage— From Jfaw
York
to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin, $100; second cabin, $60, goid; steerage, $30
currency. Apply to
OELRfCHS &CO-,
2 Bowling Green. New York.
D. W. LITTLE, Agent for Portland
dly
no28_

Maine

uonn aim namax.

with Grand Trank trains at Grand Trunk Staand Maine Central and Portland & Ogdeanbi <
'rains at Iransfer Station. All trains
atop *e
Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class

nect

tion,

to

>

a.

Wells, North
Great Falls. Dorer,
Rochcsicr, Farmington, N. H„ Alton Bay, Newmarket,
Exeter, Harrrbill, North Andover, Lawrence. Andorer nnd Lowell at 6.15.8.45 a.
For Manchester nod Conin., 3.15 p. m.
cord, N. II., (via Newmarket Junction,) at
6.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m, (via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. m.
For Mcnborrough, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Biddeford and
Beach, 8aco,
Kennebank at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.
Horning Trains will leave Hrnoebnab
for Portland at 7.20 a. m The 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with tbo Shore
Line and the Boston & Albany Road, lor New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This Is
also the quickest route to the West. Through
rickets to all Points 8ontb nnd West nt
lowest rates. Trains on Boston & Maine road
connect with all steamers running between fortland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt. Desert. Mac: ias.

ROAD.

wuuwiiut

8.45

ing at Boston atl0.45 a. m„ 1.30, 8.00
turning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30
arriving at Portland at 12.10 5.10 8.10 p.

—

COLONY

8,1877 trains will LEAVE
PORTLAND FOR B08TON

■6.15,

O S T O N.
with OLD

the new arrangement of frelg't
Maine Central R, R., to take eftect APh;

called to

on

2d, 1877.

PbiMelpbia & New England SteamsMp Line,
—

from Augusta, Bath, K, & L.
The night Pullman Express

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Dec. 3, 1877.
Jnlldtf

Paenenger Train* will
10.30

a. m.

3.43^p.

ra.

leave

Portland

for all stations, running through to
Nwantn and Burliaglaa.

for

Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
ARRIVE.

1.10 a. m. from Upper Bartlett, Jtc.
4.43 p. m. from all stations on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Portland, Oct, 5, 1877.
oct1 ldtf
■

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.
Steamers Eleauora & Franconia

Eastern

Will until fhrther notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at ti
P. M. and leave Pier 38 Fast River. New York
every MONDAY and Ti; URSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route for travellers bet wees
New York and Maine- Passage,
including State
Room. $3.
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.

Railroad,

OCTOBER 8, 1877

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.

J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street.
decl6tf

MTONINGTON

PAMKEINtiEK TKA1N* leave r.rtteasl
for Nearboro’. Naco
Biddeford, Kennrbnnk, Well*, .North Berwick,
Month
Junction, Elia t,
Kittery,

LINE

S*r„w‘*k’ Portsmouth.
mT“"’ Chr'*ya

FOR NEW YORK.

AHEAD

OP ALL

OTHERS.

the Only Insid« Route
Avoiding I'oint Judith.

3
3.13 p.

Steamboat Express trafns leave Boston from Bop
ton & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 3.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Vondav. Wednesday and RrMav and with tha
gant and popular steamer Stonlngton every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little.*Co.’s,49J Exchange St.

L. W. FILKINS,
D. 8.
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
ocl

73__

PER

and
and

7.30 a.

as

12.30 and 7.<N»
"aiac Centra!

Railway tor Ml. J«*«
S' r,*' A,i
Halifax.
Pullmau Sleeping Car attached

Through Tickets to all Point* South and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car
Tickets for Meat* and
Bertha at Ticket OWce
P ROCKWELL. President.

at/

Julldf*_A.

CoT

^allaFlMT
Montreal Ocean

WEEK.

Steamship

Co.

Under contract for the conveyance or

On and after
Sept.
17th the
ofPortiand
Capt. S H.Pike, and New Bruns-

Monday,
SteamersCity

-wick, Capt. E. B. Winchester,
„r
Ie.:ive Rsilroad Wharf, fool
ol c,..,
Stale e.-"i!1
St
every Monday and Thursday, at n.OO
P. M., lor Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and East port on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais
Connections made at St. John for Iiigby. Annapolis, WmdsoT, Kentville, Halifax, N. S-, Sbediac, Amberst, Pictou, Summerside Charlottetown, P. E.
I., Fredericktown, N. B., and all stations on the Intercolonial Railway
33f Freight received on day of sailing until 4
o’clock p. m
For Circulars, with maps of mutes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any lurther intormation apply at the
Company’s Oltice, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance Co.,) or of
mh2idtf
A. R. STUBBS,
Agent, K. R. Wharf.

at

wri*h

ARRANGEMENT,

TWO TRIPS

Bo«ton at

RETURN IJs'Gr.

I.eavr Boston

Eastport, Calais. St. John, 17. B., Annasoils, Windsor and Halifax. Ik. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. 1.
PALL

Chelsea and

ra.

*Bo..«i,,?.“4 ri"*

President.

lKTEEJiATIOINAL STEAMSHIP

«®»*®n at

Biddeford accomadatlni train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m
WU,'*ia« Car, far
“*
evel5' !,»J (*«ept
Mondays.)

BABCOCK?
■

Newburypnrt,

aad

Kea"*«>®nk, Kittery,
®“eporSm«I.frr,ii
Portamoilli, Hamptons, Kewbarsporl,

This is

or

sidewalk, such tenant, occupant, owner or other
persons. 6hall forfeit and pay a sum not lees than
one dollar, nor more than ten dollars.
The above ordinance will be
enforced.
C. K. BRU GES,
City Marshal.

Lireneedoy tea United Siek.i Oo., at Sew York,

SS^All Orders will have Prompt Attention.
jan6
eod&wly STu&Th

au7dtf

MANUAL

—

assessments, at

Founders and

Portland._

Social and Business Forms and Go do to
Correct Writ ng.
LIBRARY in one volum
Every family
should have it. Indispensable to every one

1B‘

AUBURN FtlUM IMPM,
Ir

St.,

KILL’S

7.56
8.25
6.38
19.50
11 60
23.43
23.26
20.89
18.36
9.65
17.28

oi Portland.

ot the

WEEK,

CLYDE’S

Trap.

Further information as to price. &c.t can be had
by addressing Gen’l T. W. Hyde. Bath, Me.; C. D.
Brown, Brunswick, Me.; or W. H. Pennell, No. 17

Aldermen’s Room in the City Buildiug, on SATURDAY, the 29th day of December, A D., 1877. at
3 o’clock P. M
when and whers any person dissatisfied with the same may appear and object thereto.
Per order.
H. I. ROBINSON, Oity Clerk.
dec7
dlaw3wS
tbe

TRIP PER

The

taken ofl free of expense.

City Clerk’s Office, I
Dec. 6th, 1877.
I
is hereby given that a hearing will be had
the Municipal Officers of Portland, upon

NOTICE
by
the
matter

Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gar-

diner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.3* aDd
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, Lexter,
Belfast. Skowbcgan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 2.35 and 3.00 p. m,

New York. Southampton, London,
Havre and Bremen.

Those who have used steam for heating buildings
or for drying purposes, have long lelt the need of a
perfect device tor returning, at a high temperature,
the water of condensation trom the heating pipes to
the boiler, thus saving a large amount of tuel. Such
a device has been found in the ‘’Mebarg Steam
Trap,” which is ottered to those in need with a guarantee that they will keep the pipes free of water.
This trap has been in use for several years, is simple in construction and practical in operation. It is
ottered at a price solow that no one who is using
steam tor heating can aflord to do without it. They
will be put on for
responsible parties on trial tor 30
days, and if not found entirely satisfactory, will be

turn able at the Aldermen’s Room in Portland, on
the 29th day of December instant, A. D., 1877, at 3
o’clock P. M., and ceitify the same to the City Treasurer for eollection.
And it is hereby determined that the lots assessed
as aforesaid are benefited by such sewers in proportion to the rate of such assessments, and that said
assessments do not exceed such benefit, nor do they
exceed in the whole two-thirds of the cost of said
Sewers, and we deem them just and reasonable.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy of 'records.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

City

Passenger

WINTER* ARRANGEMENT.

For fhrther particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manger.
Portland, Nov. 18, 1877.novl9dtf

decl0d3w

10,99

ttBBCSBUiCULS

CENTS.

charge.

Cumberland Paper Co.
W. S. JORDAN,
Cumberland Paper Co.
WINSLOW MACHINE WOKS,
Union Street.

Return

Of"pORTLA]ID.

ICttll UUHUO

Passeugrr Train* leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.15
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Anbnrn, Wintbrop and Waierville. The 11.45
p. m. tram is the Sight Express Train with Pnllman Steeping Car attached, which makes close con.
nection at Bangor for all stations on the Bangor
& Piscataquis, and E. A N, A. Railway, and lor
Hoolton, Woodstock, Nt. Andrews, Nt.

BETWEEN

17.44
44

For Lewiston and Anbnrn.

pleaaam afternoon.

STEAMSHIP

39.95
10.50
10.64
15.81
13.32
28.18

of Mayor and Aldermen, 1
December 3d, 1877. f
that the assessments contained in the
foregoing report of the City Civil Engineer, be
made upon the lots adjacent to the sewers therein
described, towards defraying the expenses of constructing and completing the same, and that the
vi.J

S. P. CHADBURN,
Portland to Bridgton,
IRA CLAY,
at Milliken & Co.’s, Commercial St.
FRED CUMMINGS,

19,10

$1226.90
268,951
WM. A. GOODWIN,
C. Civil Engineer.

CITY

WILSON,

low.

Vlaumouth, Winlhi-op,
Keadfl. Id. West Waterville and Water.
Till* via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

The Steamer LEWISTON,
aCapt. Chas. Deering, will leave
Kjaffijsai^BTHr Railroad Whart, foot of State
fiUKiaStreet, every Friday evening,
at lu o’clock, for ltockland, Camden,
Belfast,
Searsport, Bucksport, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
South-West and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Tuesday morning at 4.30 o’clock,
touching
as above, (except Bucksport and Searsport,)
arriving
in Portland same night, usually connecting with
Pullman train and early morning traiDs for Boston
and the West.
The Steamer Richmond having been withdrawn
from the Bangor route, Passengers and Freight for
Winterport, Hampden and Bangor will be forwarded
via Santord Steamship Company without extra

decease^in

9.3G
*•

Far Farmington,

y. 111.,

in 11

PURSUANT

w

Sum to

S. H
C. B.

ONE

to a license from the Probate Court
lor Cumberland couuty, I shall sell at public
auction at the office of William L. Putnam in Portland, on the twelfth (12) day ot January, A. D. 1878,
at twelve (12) o’clock noon, the following assets of
Daniel Winslow, late of Deering, deceased, viz.:
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. policy No. 794,
for $3000 on life of Henrietta Winslow.
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. policy No. 795
for $3500 on Me ot Joseph L. Winslow.
One carriage, one horse, and one sleigh and furniture iu deceased’s homestead belonging to him.
A lot of land and stable thereon in said Deering,
near joacK cove, uni me same conveyed to said Daniel Winslow by Stephen I. Sanborn by deed dated
Feb. 27 A. D. 1841,"recorded in Cumberland Registry, vol. 208, p 91.
All the right, title and interest which said Daniel
and to a lot of land in Deerhad, at his
ing. next to Elias Hersey's lot, and the same described in a deed from said Daniel Winslow to Alfred
B. Winslow, dated July 23, A. D. 1875, recorded in
said Registry, vol. 414, p. 480; and in and to the
dwelling house and lot where said Daniel lived at his
decease, and being the same described in a mortgage
from Daniel Winslow ct ale. to Eben Mclntosb, dated May 4tb. A. D. 1842, recorded In said Registry,
vol. 178, p. 331.
A. B. WINSLOW,
Administrator oi goods and estate ef Daniel Wins-

8

City’s proportion.

promptly

Administrator’s Sale.

feet deep.
Sewer...$1840.34

Cost ot

FALL AND

—

m.

For the Penobscot and Machias.

Proprietor Stages

throughout.
Again beginning at

1,10

Be

Waterville .4

m.

For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
7 00 a. m. and 12 40 p. m.
For Rath at 7.00 a. m., 12.40 and 540
p. m.

STEAMBOAT CO.

Foreman Portland Machine Works.
HENRY S. CLAY.
Livery Stable Keeper. 7 Market Square.

Je23dtf

l.-Wj

II 45 p.

For Nkowhegan at 12.35, 12 40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Augusta, flallowell. Dardiae. and
Brunswick at 7.08 a. m., 12.40,5.20 and 11.45 p.

PORTLAND, BIMHM IttlAS

ALMON LEACH, Supt,
HENRY S. BENN ETT. Master Mechanic.
W. H. FESSENDEN,
Treasurer Portland Machine Work.

Truckman

Dexter, Belfast and

f;or,
2.40 and

0C2dlwtM.W.S

Boston:
We have thoroughly tested your Lubricator on our
road and find it to be of great merit, running g weeks
and over 3000 miles without replenishing, thereby
saving in time ^nd expense. We can safely recommend its use on all railways.

I. D.

Uli

MONDAY, DEC. 3. 1877.

•

Passenger Trains leave Portland for

TOURIST.

AVlIl/ c*.

PARE, !I5

attended to.
We are permitted to refer to the following:
Portland, June 15,1877.
To the Union Lubricator Co., 6 Haymarket Square,

$892.94

wj

Central

RAILROAD.

East Side of Custom House Wharf
Jones* and Trefethen’s Landings,

returning after each trip.
A Mailing Trip every
at 3.00 p. m.

Orders addressed to the Union Lubricator Co., No.
be

Maine

SAMPSON, Agent,

.ir*. STEAMER
Will leave the
every day for

u

will

a. m

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me Central R
K, and at
Portland (Grand Tniuk Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk R R.
de4dtfJ. M. LHNT, Supt.

FOR THE ISLANDS.

econo-

durability, aud perfect

Haymarket Square, Boston,

—

53 Centra. Wharf. Boston,
St. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
■rnSdtlProvrlncee B.y.

tested

without friction, gnmnring or running. The absence
ot all Iriction renders it an indisnensahla anxilinrv
tor cooling Journals and boxes on Steam Cars. The
coldest weather has no effect on this Lubricator.
It has been conceded by those that have thoroughly tested this article, that it is superior to any lubricator offered to the public, and that it is a saving of
30 to 50 per cent.
The Company manufactures three different grades,
designed severally for Steam and Horse Cars. Machinery, Trucks, Drays, Carriages, &e., all of which
secured by Letters Patent, granted 1876.
All goods guaranteed as represented and put up in
convenient packages for the trade.

Beginning at a manhole in Congress Street, 19.5
feet westerly from east line of Smith Street and 20
feet
southerly from north line of Congress Street;
thence westerly through Congress Street a distance
of 88 feet to a point 28 feet southerly from north line
of Congress Street; thence with curve to left a distance of 87 ieet to a point in centre of India Street
26.5 feet south of Congress Street; thenco southerly
through centre oi India Street a distance of 847,8
feet to old sewer.
Sewer is 18 inch glazed pipe, laid 5} ieet deep at
point of beginning, 9 feet deep 88 feet therefrom, and
9 feet deep at terminus. Total length, 1023 feet.
Again beginning iu the centre of Federal Street,
81.5 feet east of Hampshire Street; thence easterly
through centre of Federal Street 258 feet to India
Street; thence with a curve to right 45 feet to sewer
in India Street.
Sewer is 12 inch cement pipe, laid 9 leet deep

Tfmix

COMPANY.

lubrication

6

mtiBukly

Roston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 219Wasnlngton street.
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above namer
Agents,
Passage $15,
9
For freight or passage toNorfclk.Baltimore.Wash■gton, or other inform, lion apply to
E.

INDIA, FEDERAL AND
NEWBURY STREET HEWERS.

CORNS !
DK

dtf

This Lubricator combines

week.

Moseiy.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Peterebnrg an#
Richmond, and Ta. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.

Lubricator, for Steam and
Street Cars, Paper, Rolling, Cotton and Woolen Mills,
Sugai Refineries, Gas Works, Brick Yards, Dredging
Machines, and for all Machinery with heavy bearings.
Also tor Carriages, Wagons, Carts, Drays, etc.

CONGRESS,

in India Street.
Sewer is 12 inch glazed

AND

...

West.
‘J.30 P. M. N team boat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Dover and Great
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua tor Lowell and
Boston, at Ayer .(function for Fitchburg and the West via Kloosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad tor New York, at Pntnam witn
‘‘Boston & Philadelphia Exprega Line** for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No,
40, North
®,r£T New •«*k, at 6.00 a. m.
•.‘iO P. M. Local for Gorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00,11.00 a. m. (Express)
arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., and 110 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 6.40

WM. KENNEDY.
BLAOKSTONE.
and McClellan
•'ran ^revidencc every HEDNENDA1
and NATERbAE.
Freight lorvrarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and <Jan<

This house is being refitted and
furnished, and will be re*opeued
September 25, 1877.
It. S. FOGG,
Proprietor.

thoroughly

Che

Inland,

o.uuiudjs.

HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APFOLD.
Pram Uwetwo direct every
TCENDAI
add SATVBDAy.

Union Lubricator
The

■

ivamuaug.

m„ Fitchburg 1.25 p. m., and W orcester
at 2.10 p. m„ connecting with trains South and

7.30, Uarpswell
seplOdtf

JOHNS

House.

lUANTFACTIIRINU

auu

Pint Vlu,

THE

47.40

90,499

Pear time*

—

sept21

"mo

CJreat

Bailey’s

follow.

Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p.
Boston 1.15 p.m., Ayer Junction 12.4i

DTliAnSHIP LINE

W OLCOTT & CO., Proprietors
angledeodtf

17 57
20.62
15.76
19 34
23 91
47.00
23.06

44

Chebeague,

iwa—ATxuuutijro, xuuiBuajs

STEAM.

Limerick

Present.

19th,

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

Terms hereafter willbebut $2.00 per day.

distance of 443 feet to a point 3 leet westerly
of east line of Franklin Street, where it enters old
sewer.
Total length, 443 feet.
Sewer is built of 15 inch cement pipe, laid 8J feet
deep at beginning, 9 feet deep at Chatham Street and
9 feet deep at terminus.
Cost of sewer.«.$1339.41
City’s proportion. 446.47
Sum to be assessed.
892 94
Area assessed, 90,499 square feet.
Rate per 100 squareffeet, $0.98 67-100.
Names.
Area.
Rate. Amount.
J. W. Lowe.1,011
$.98 67-100 $ 9.97
44

yj

Leave Hailey’s Island at
at 8 oclock, same days.

PORTLAND. ME.

a

44

Nor.

ran ns

Lesw Portland st 7..’l« a. at.,
~~~2 10 and 6.'JO p. m.
7.30 A. fll. Aceommodatlon for Worcester. Ar** ■kocheoier it 9.58 i. m..
(connecting with

Custom House Wharf for Long

The best Located House for Business Men

In the centre of
Fore Street 3.6 feet easterly from east line of Deer

Smith.1.781

Week for the

Trains will

w-^

TIME.

Monday,

Leaves west side of
Island, Little

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

BY

NOVEMBER 13, 1877.

STEAMER HENRIETTA
ill. o

throughout.
Again beginning at the manhole

J. Sheehan.2,090
W. W. Carr.1,597
O. B Knapp & als.1,960
A. Knapp estate.2,423

OF

beagne. Harpswell and

DEER AND FORE STREET SEWER.
Beginning at a point in Deer Street 100.5 ieet southerly from south line of Middle Street and 13 feet
easterly from west line of Deer Street; thence southerly through Deer Street 350 feet to a point in centre
of said street; thence with curve to left 35 feet to
manhole in centre ol Fore Street. Total length, 385
feet.
Sewer is 12 inch glazed pipe, laid 8 feet deep

Street

a

Onauil after

HOTELS.

$145.44

30,201

Three Trips

dtf

Portland & Rochester Si. It,

Harpswell Steamboat
Company.

CHANGE

steamers and chairs in Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern R.
R. Offices Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, PreVt E. R. R.
J. T. FGRBKR, General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R,

11.62
16.54
15 64
25.67
16 56
31.96

••

Portland &

on

HKATF.D

PORTLAND ^WORCESTER LINfi

PASSAOS TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B, MAMPMON- Agent
in23-lvDl.tni Wharf, B»»l,a

A whole Night’s rest

Jy

JOSEPH HIUKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
julSdtf

sailing vessels.
I reight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

enjoy

niNTBBOP STREET SEWER.
Beginning at a point in the centre of Winthrop
Street, 78 feet northerly from north line of Madison
Street: thence northerly through the centre of Wintbrop Street a distance of 267 Ieet to south line of
Fox Street; thence on a curve to left 26 feet to sewer
in Fox Street. Total length, 313 feet.
Sewer is 12 inch glazed pipe, laid 8} Ieet deep at
point of beginning, the remainder 9 feet deep.
Cost of sewer.$318 15
City’s proportion. 72.71
Sum to be assessed. 149,44
Area assessed, 30,201 square feet.
Kate per 100 square feet, $0.5176-100.
Names.
Area.
Rate. Amount.
Moses Gould.2,201 $0.51 76-100 $11.39
Clarence Oxnard heirs.3,102
16.06
Jas. O’Connor......2,245
John Donovan.3,185
T. H. Weston.3,021

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, a’ 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate oi

the Minud Lines for New York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Nound Steamers in season for Supper, and

Staterooms

tion.
The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for
every $500 additional value.

Wharfage,

across Bos-

ton both ways.
Trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect with

ziv

tatSweSSS

AND

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Set’d’y

Dollars,

Including Transfers

The
oval, laid at an
average depth ol 8 feet.
Cost of sewer.$1210.25
Kate per 100 square feet as equitably decided, $0.50.
Owners.
Area.
Kate. Amount.
St. J. Smith and J.B. Brown. 23,638 $0.59 $118.19
<•
46 09
9,218
"
“
**
65.00
17,000

BOSTON OFFICE 4S CHATHAM NT.
nov30
dim

“Tillie Vander.

CHASE. LEAVITT ft CO.

—

JOSIAH WEBB A CO.,

Pleasure

herchen,” Bateman, master, bavins part ol her cargo engaged,will
have quick despatch lor above
port. For Irelsht apply to

AT

MILTOS, MASS.,

FOR PHILADELPHIA.
fine

lu

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY
la in SDiendid
condition is well equipped with
stock, and is making the best connections and Quickest time of any route from Portland to the West
EgTPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom Houbv examina-

Steamship Line.

For Twelve

ORDERED,

AND

indispensable to every one who desires a
thorough compendium of all that is admirable and

decl_

jrurLUkua ocreei u uisutucu

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates J

Philadelphia

No

—

T« Canada. Detroit, Chicago, IHilwaa*
kce, Cincinnati fit. Coiiin. Omaha,
Haginaw, Hi. Paul, Halt Labe City,
Denver, flan Francisco.
and all points In the
Northwest, Hesi and i<Ofitiiwest*

—

RAILROAD

EASTERN

CIs Board

COCOA

It is

Possessed of The Living Age and one or other of
our vivacious Ameiican monthlies, a subscriber will
find himselt in command of the whole situation.—
Philadelphia Evening Bulletin.
For 510.50 The Living Age and either one of the
American 54 Monthlies (or Harper's Weekly or
Bazar) will be sent for a year, both postpuid: or, for
50 50 The Living Age and the St. Nicholas, or
Appleton's Journal.
Address
L1TTKLL Ac GAV, Bouton.
d2t~lst&15th

v-cuwc ui

OB

—

and West.
and Auburn.
Auburn and South Paris

*hi>

BO 8TO 1ST

—

BOSTON & MAINE

“ewer in Portland Street.
sewer is of brick, 21x33 inch

Chocolate,

Press.

Cli-Prices lor tbe best Home and
Foreign Literature,

imuugu

Francis Southworth. 5,100
N. W. Foster. 4,580
Win. Martin..
4,025
Jane M. Owen.2,115
D. W. Winslow. 3,777

PREMIUM

and sciences ot the day.—The Methodist, New York.
The ablest essays, the most entertaining
stories,
the finest poetry ot the English
language, are hero
gathered together.— Illinois State Journal
It has no equal in any
country.—Philadelphia

To all new subscribers for 1878, will be sent gratis
tbe six numbers of 1877. containing the first instalments of a Dew serial, “firica,” translated trom
the German of Frau von iDgersleben, the best
work of one of the best and brightest authors of
Germany. A n*w story by the charming English
authoress, miss Thackeray, also appears in the
same numbers, from
advance sheets, with other
valuable matter.

ij

VIA

Lewiston,

DEPOT AT FOOT ©F INDIA ST.

Passengers by this tine are remindea that they ee
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex,
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night
O^Tickets and State Rooms for sale at D. H,
YOUNG’S, 266 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the variou.
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual
J. ft. COYLE, jr.. Qen’l Agt.
de30-76dtf

—

feet to old

Baxter.2,544
Geo. H. Coyle.5.13S

^Thc

Advance, Chicago.
It is incompsrable in the richness, variety, and
sterling worth ot its articles.—Tie Standard,
Chicago.
There is no magazine published that gives so general knowledge of what is going on in the
literary
world.—Presbyterian Weekly, Baltimore.
With it Rlone a reader may fairly keep up with [all
that, is imnnrtnnt in
literature
M,inrn

—

PORTLAND STREET SEWER.
Beginning at a point in the centre of Portland
Street, 86 feet westerly from west line of Marston
Street so called, as now laid out; thence northeaster-

R. P.

Winthrop.
best periodical in America.—Theo. L. CUyler,

at 7 o’clock P. ill., and
INDIA
WHAKF, BOSTON, daily at 5 P, M..
e*ccp>ed.)
(Monday

NewYork&Retum

(Mixed)
Montreal, Quebec

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

Portland,

Daily,

—TO—

$278.07

vi-

story house
barn, wood and carriage house
large
good miik route may be had if desired. For further
particulars enquire of WALTER H. SMALL on the
pennises.
dec$d2w*
and

Literatury

Scientific matter of the day, from the pens
foremost Essayists, Scientists, Critics, Discoverers
and Editors, above named ana many others,
representing every department or Knowledge ana
Progress.
The
importance of The Live Age to every American reader, as the only satisfactorily
fresh and
COMPLETE compilation of an indispensable carrent literature,—indispensable because it embraces
the productions of

on

Notice,

gives

an

1#an

FRANKLIN WHARF,

SL30

57.32
46.82
63.08

.4.900

lututt

cinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. 6. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 3794 Congress Street.
nolSdtf

Living Age.

than
Three and a Quarter Thousand
double-column octavo pages of reading-matter
yearly. It presents in an inexpensive form,con sidering its great amount of matter, with freshness, owing to its weekly issue, and with a satisfactory
completeness attempted by no other publication,
the best Essays, Reviews, Criticisms, Tales, Sketches
ol Travel and Discovery,
Poetry, Scientific, Biographical, Historical and Political Information from
the entire body of Foreign Periodical Literature.
In 1878, the productions of the
Leading
Foreign Authors will be presented in its pages,—

Portland & Rochester Depot. Portland, at 2 30 P M.
State Rooms on Steamers secured in advance at
28 Exchange St., and at the Depot.
J. W PETERS,
J.M.LUNT.

AHKIVALS.
and Anbuin.

*• m. from Lewi-ton
iu. tiom Gorbam
m. from
m. from Lewiston
m. from

Superior Sea Going Steamers
VOREMT C1T1 AND JOHN IIKOOK*
will, until further notice, run alternately as folows: Leaving

Only Line lunniug through cars between Portland
and Long Island Sound Steamers, and avoiding the
annoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leave

feet deep throughout.
Cost of sewer.$471.10
City’s proportion. 139 03
Sum to be assessed. 278.07
Area assessed, 29,105 square feet
Rate per 100 squaie ieet. $0 95 54-100.
Owners.
AmountArea.
Rato.
Preble heirs.6,003,* $0.95 54.100 $57.32
63.50
.5,600

heirs.6,602

MONDAY, Oct. 8, 1877.

trains will rnn as follows:
foi Aoburn ami Lewiston.

9.30 a.
2.20 p.
2.50 p.
b.00 p.

The

sewer

The Living Age has been published over thirtythree years, with the continued commendation of the
best men of the country, aud with constantly init

TO NEW YOFKd* 1 1
L*
and RETURN

STATE STREET SEWER.

Preble

a. m.

12.33 p. m for Auburn and Lewiston.
1.80 p. rn. for Island Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
0.30 p, m. for Auborn, Lewiston and South Paris.

Portland & Worcester & Norwich Lines.

cock

Miss

0n “Dd a*ter
7.00

8am for Gorham, (Mired.)

Beginning at a point in the centre
State Street,
115 feet northerly from north line of Deering Street;
thence northerly through centre of State Street a
distance of 215 feet to sewer in State Street.
The sewer Is built of 12 inch cement pipe, laid 4.5

Deering heirs.6,000

Grand Trunk ILR. Co. of Canada.

PORTLA.XD to
NKW YORK via

$210.51

St. John

To Let.
in Farrington Block, on Congress street
now occupied by I>r. Tasker.
Possession given
JOHN C. PROCTER,
January 1. Inquire of
93 Exchange street.

$1.00
10?*Ask for the American
Trade-Mark, and see you get it.«a^J
For Sale by all Druggists.
dim

A

45

To

THE

Tbe

Reduction made

W. W, WHIPPLE & CO.

to be Let.
second aad third stories over Jewett Bros.
store, corner of Middle and India streets—ten
rooms. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate
Agent.
de8dtf

A N Electro-Galvanic Battery, combined with a highly
Medicated Plaster, forming the grandest curative
in the world of medicine, and utterly surpassing
agent
all other Plasters

year.

Adams’ Bloch, 21 and 22

in

Boarding House

Xjl

Horses Wintered.
will winter Horses

J

To Let.

THE

authorised

delldtf

House To Let.
HouBe, No. 161 High Street, near Danforth.
THEThis house has Sebago and gas, and has just
been thoroughly repaired.
JONAS W. CLARK,
sept27eodtf558 Congress Street.

rnce.fi. xorsaie Dy an wnoiesaic
and retail druggists and dealere throughout the United
States and Canadas. WEEKS & POTTER, General
Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston, Mass.

more

No?. 142 & 144 Commercial Street,

Estate

decl3dtf.

Hotel and. Stores to Rent.

ior use in an cases,

creasing success.
A Weekly Magazine of sixty-four pages,

MOTLEY,

Real

CHANCEr~

GOOD BUSINESS

Defective Eyesight, Inflamed and Mattery
Eyes, Painful and Watery Eyes, Boss of
Hearing:, Earache, Neuralgia of the Ear,
Discharges from the Ear, Ringing: Noises
in the Head, Dizziness, Nervous Headache,
Pains in the Temples, Boss of the Senses ol
Taste and Smell, Elongation of the Uvula,
Inflammation of the Tonsils, Putrid Sgre
Throat, Tickling1 or Hacking Cough, Bronchitis, and Bleeding of the Bangs.
Each package contains Dr: 6anford's Improved Inhaling Tube, with full and carefully prepared directions

LittelTs

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
The undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of

JEKRIS,

RAILROADS.

STEAMEKsT

BOSTON

91.25

—

between
of
O’BRION,
Coal, 236
Commercial Street, Brown’s Wharf, is this day
dissolved by mutual consent. The business will be
continued by Cbas. H. O’Brion, at the same place,
with whom the books and accounts of the late firm
remain for settlement, he
having assumed the
liabilities of, and beiDg entitled to all the debts due

Portland,

Apply

Agent.

only promptly arrests the corroding discharges in
Catarrh, but, by sympathetic action, it restores to sound

name

decl0d2w

pleasant rooms with

Store to L,et.
No 856 Congress Btreet, next

not

♦■ax.

CHAS.H.O’BRION.

find

men can

TO LET.

MELBOURNE Q. FORD.
Yours,
Rapids, Mich., Nov. 15,1878.

heretofore

Dec.

good

hoard, at 30 BROWN ST.

«

KA

9t

mymdtf

Hon.W.E Gladstone,Prof,

E&TON,

KKS-

a

Boarders Wanted.
FEW

<2»/»

«PD*OU

IHAB8TON STREET SEWER.
a point in Burnham Street 18 Sleet
southerly from the north line of Burnham Street
and on the centre lino of Marston Street
produced
thereto, thence northerly on a direct line through the
centre or Marston Street a distance of 300 feet to the
south line of Portland Street; thence on same line a
distance of 32 feet, where it enters sewer in Portland
Street.
Sewer iso! 12 inch cement
pipe,6 feet deep at
point of beginning, and 6.8 feet deep at terminus.
Cost of sewer.$350 38
Kate per 100 square feet as equitably decided, $f 50Owners.
Area.
Rate. AmountBenjamin Burnham. 3,622
$0.50
$18.11
Heirs Wm. Parker. 4,485
22 42
J. M. Marston.16,946
84.73
St. John Smith and J. B.

Brown.18,250

STEAMERS.

REDUCED RATES.

Beginning at

nov3dtf

A

EXCURSIONS.

Sewer Assessments.

smal
Lady and Gentlemen
19 BROWN STREET.
TWOtamlly.
Apply to

to-night
know what I should have
right.
done if it nad not been for this remedy. I have tried
Nasal Douches and everything else, and although I have
been able to stop the offensive discharge, I nave not
been able to recover my senses of taste and smell until I
tried SajJford’b Cur*. You can refer any one you
choose to me, and I will cheerfully inform them in
detail as to the benefft the remedy has been to me.

dissolution.

E. A.

Agents Wanted.

BOARD.

LATER.
Gentlemen: The package of Sanford’s Cub* arrived
here
all
I don’t

living;

the firm.

BOX 1385.

want agents In every city and town in this
State to sell our Teas at retail by sample. Lip.
eralinducementsottered to steady and industrious
men. Call at once at our store, or send for circular.
BOSTON TEA COMPANY, 438 Congress St., Portdeildot*
land, Me.

EMINENT

copartnership
existing
the undersigned under ihe firm
THE
EATON &
Dealer in Wood and

as

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CITY of PORTLAND.

del4d3t

Wanted.
Nurse, and his Wife as Cook—Protostant Americans preferred. (No children.)

MAN

A

and of Foul

Odor.

MELBOURNE H. FORD,
Short-Hand Writer.
Gband Rapids, Mich., Nov. 3,1878.

‘

COPARTNERSHIP.

FURNISHED

MesBrs.T.ecks & Potter: Gentlemen—I feel compelled
to acknowledge to you the great benefit Sanford's
Radical Lure lias been to mo. For ton years I have
been alflicted with this loathsome disease, and especially in the winter time has It been most severe Tho
discharge has been thick and bloody, emitting a foul
odor so bad that my presence in a room with others
was very offensive to them. One week after commeno*
ing the use of Sanford’s Radical Cure I was not
troubled with it at all. My senses of taste and smelL
which icere wholly gone, have now fully returned, and
my general health is much improved.
Yours,

just proved

for200,000 francs^.nd French companies don’t
pay in case of suicide. Do you under-

House Wanted.
or unfurnished, In the vicinity of
State Street. A large sunny house with all
modern improvements for a family without children.

SANFCRD’S RADICAL CURE. WE

when Maitre Magloire appeared pale, and
panting for breath.
“You know. Monsieur?” he cried from the
threshold.
“All!”
“Tarot is innocent.”
“I believe him so: and yet that visit—how
ao you explain that visit ?”
Magloire shook his head sorrowfully.
“I’m only a fool,” said he “and Lecoq has

it. Monsieur Jandidier spoke
of life insurance at the Cafe Turc.
This was
the key to the affair. Jandidier was insured

CITY

_WANTS.

CatarrH

probable fable? The Magistrate

knew not what to do, when one moring a
strange rumor reached his ears. The [house

M

Rue du

of means.

want

their employer said: “Xever mind. I’ll furnish the money,” and instantly put 1,200
franc notes on the table.
At 11 o’clock Monsieur Jandidier asked his
workmen to show him out of the house; he
And
was going to Faubourg Saint Antoine.
in fact Tarot accompanied him to the Place
de la Bastile, crossing the Constantine bridge
and walking along by the river.
The Magistrate asked both husband and
wife the very natural question:
“Why did you hide tbe money?”

They made the same answer. Hearing on
Monday morning of Monsieur Jandidier’s
disappearance they were seized with terror.

about fifty-eight years old, with sufficiently
good manners, who had amassed a consider-

--

not do it for

could

Monsieur Jandidier, manufacturer of imijewelry, had really not been home for
Monsieur Theodore
twenty-four hours.
Jandidier was a very tall, very bald man,

My reasoning

come, ne saia, on aeouut oi
he
proorder, which

important
posed that Tarot should undertake, hiring
his own workmen. Tarot replied that they

tation

in the

lie nan

an

Policemen hear these absurd rumors and
shrug their shoulders. They are familiar
with the other side of these closely embroidered cauvasses. They search into the matter and find, instead of artless falsehoods,
the truth; instead of romances, sad stories.
Yet, up to a certain point, the grocer in the
Hue Saint Louis told the truth.

thing?”

questioned by the examining magistrate

were

that very day. Their answers were precisely
the same. They had acknowledged that they
had a visit from their employer on Saturday
evening. He had seemed so ill that they had
offered him something to take, which he had
reiuseu.

never seen
again—disappeared, vanished,
evaporated!”
It occasionally happens that mysterious
disappearances are heard of, the public get
excited, and prudent people buy sword canes.

%

“Who is this Jules Tarot?”
“A worker in mother-of-pearl; that is, a
man who polishes shells on a grindstone to
give them a perfect lustre. He is a skillful
lellow, and helped by his wife, to whom he
taught his trade, can make a hundred francs
a week.
“They are in easy circumstances, then ?’
“Oh 1 no, they are both young, and they
have no children, they are Parisians and
zounds 1 they amuse themselves. Monday
always squanders all the other days bring.”
Two hours after Maitre Magloire’a report
several police officers went to J ules Tarot’s
lodgings to make a search. At the sight of
them the worker in mother-of pearl and his
wife turned paler than corpses and were
seized with an attack of nervous trembling
that could not escape the practiced eye of
Maitre Maglorie. Yet the
most
careful
search having failed to discover anything susabout
to
withpicious, the policemen were
draw when the detective saw Tarot’s wife
that
a
hung near
anxiously watching
cage
the window. This was a ray of light. In an
instant Magloire had taken down the cage.
Twelve hundred franc notes were found between boards of the floor. This discovery
seemed to crush the workman, while his wife
began to utter terrible shrieks, protesting
that she and her husband were innocent. On
being arrested and taken to the station they

_MEDICAL.

Passengers

booked to London.

•Jerry and Liverpool.
; The Steamship

SAKDiNIAN,

4 apt. Dalton,
|l*u from this port for
Liverpool on

8ATURLAY, DECEMBER
ar,ivai
Drevton^rtiv
Stler«he
Montreal.
day from

previous

IO,
of ‘J>« train of the

t0 Londonderry and
Liverpool, cabin,
1
(according to accommodations,) j*3t> #70, wot7

intermediate passage *40
Return Tickets, blot) 9123 and 9130.

Payable

in gold or its equivalent.
cabin pass ge apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage passage inward and
outward, and lor
sight droits on England in sums to suit, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER, No. 3India St.

For freight

^

or

Portland Nor. 17,1877.

novlMtf

,

